
 FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 
 
 
 
OFFICE OF ENERGY PROJECTS     In Reply Refer To:  

TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC 
Alaska Pipeline Project 
Docket No. PF09-11-000 

April 18, 2012 
 
Ms. Irene T. Garcia 
EIS Project Manager 
Alaska Pipeline Project 
16945 Northchase Drive; Room 422 
Houston, TX  77060 
 
Re:  Comments on TC Alaska’s Draft Plan and Procedures 
 
Dear Ms. Garcia: 
 

The enclosure contains comments on TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC’s (TC 
Alaska) draft Erosion Control, Revegetation, and Maintenance Plan (Plan) and Wetland 
and Waterbody Construction and Mitigation Procedures (Procedures) for the Alaska 
Pipeline Project.  With these comments, the staffs of the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (Commission) and the cooperating agencies ask for clarification and further 
justification of certain construction and reclamation measures.  

  
The March 30, 2012 agency comments on TC Alaska’s draft environmental 

resource reports 1-11 (at comment number G-2) noted that we would provide these 
comments on the draft Plan and Procedures under separate cover.  Therefore, TC Alaska 
should consider these comments a supplement to the March 30 letter and submit a revised 
Plan and Procedures with its revised draft environmental resource reports. 

 
Thank you for your continued cooperation.  If you have any questions regarding 

these comments, please contact Dave Swearingen at (202) 502-6173. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 

Michael J. Boyle 
Deputy Director 
Division of Gas – Engineering  

       and Environment 
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Evan J. Olson 
Law Manager 
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16945 Northchase Drive, Room 422 
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Washington, DC  20005 

 



 

Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
 

APPENDIX 1J 
 

Alaska Pipeline Project 
Comparison Between the Standard Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Plan and the Alaska Pipeline Project Draft Plan 

and Justification of Changes 

Section 
No. 

Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
I The intent of this Plan is to  assist applicants by 

identifyingidentify baseline mitigation measures for minimizing 
erosion and enhancing revegetation.  The 
project sponsors should specify in their applications for a FERC 
Certificate (Certificate) any individual 
measures in this Plan they consider unnecessary, technically 
infeasible, or unsuitable due to local conditions and to fully 
describe any alternative 
measures they would use. Applicants should also explain how 
those alternative measures would achieve a comparable level of 
mitigation. 

Changes the author of the Plan from 
the FERC to APP. Improves 
readability. 

Describe how borrow areas would be 
reclaimed. 

OFC 

I Project-related impacts on wetland and waterbody 
systems are addressed in the staff's Wetland and waterbody 
Construction and Mitigation Procedures 
(Procedures).Measures to address erosion and sediment 
controls in this APP Plan are applicable to uplands, wetlands, 
and waterbody crossings. 

Expands the scope soil erosion and 
sediment control at wetlands and 
waterbodies to include the measures 
identified in this Plan. 

Acceptable.  

II.A.1 At least one Environmental Inspector (EI) is requiredwill be 
assigned by the Project for each construction spread during 
construction and restorationreclamation (as defined byin 
Section V). The number and experience of EIs assigned to each 
construction spread shouldwill be appropriate for the length of 
the construction spread and the number/significance of 
resources affected. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  

II.A.2 EIs shall have peer status with  all other activity 
inspectors. 

EIs will maintains peer with other 
activity inspectors, but will report to 
the Chief Inspector. 

Acceptable.  
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Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
IIA.3 Provided safety considerations, including U.S. 

Occupational Health and Safety Administration regulations, are 
not compromised, EIs shall have the authority to stop activities 
that violate the environmental conditions of the Certificate, 
federalstate and stateFederal environmental permit conditions, or 
landowner requirements; and to order appropriate corrective action.

Places priority on safety. Acceptable.  

II.B.3. Verifying that the limits of authorized construction work areas 
and locations of access roads are properly marked before 
clearingstarting construction activities. 

Allows for the fact that some 
construction activities will 
precede clearing. 

Acceptable.   

II.B.5 Identifying erosion/sediment control and soil stabilization needs 
in all areas per the APP Plan and associated BMP 
documentation. 

Clarifies that there will be erosion/ 
sediment control BMPs documented 
separately from the Plan. 

Acceptable.   

II.B.6 Ensuring that the location of dewatering and water diversion 
structures and slope breakers will not direct water into known 
cultural resources sites or locations of sensitive species. 

Provides APP flexibility to adapt to 
site-specific conditions where water 
diversion structures other than slope 
breakers are more appropriate. 

Acceptable.   

II.B.7 Verifying that trench dewatering activities do not result in the 
deposition of sand, silt, and/or sediment near the point of 
discharge into a wetland  orand waterbody. If such deposition is 
occurring, the dewatering activity shall be stopped and the design 
of the discharge shall be changed to preventreduce reoccurrence. 

Improves reasonability of this 
performance standard. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how this provides equal or greater 
protection.  Reducing fill in wetlands is not the 
same as preventing. 

FERC 

II.B.8 Ensuring that subsoil and topsoil are tested in 
agriculturalactively cultivated and residential areas to measure 
compaction and determine the need for corrective action. 

Clarifies where compaction 
measurements will be taken. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how this provides equal or greater 
protection.  All agricultural lands, including 
those not currently farmed, should be tested 
for compaction so as not to preclude future 
use.   

FERC 
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Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
II.B.10 Ensuring restoration ofthat the disturbed construction 

surface contours  and topsoilare stable. 
Clarifies that disturbed areas will be 
stabilized after construction, but not 
necessarily re-established to original 
contours. Restoring disturbed areas 
to original contours may not be 
desirable for erosion control or for 
other reasons. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how this provides equal or greater 
protection.  Justify the specific location where 
this would not be practical.  Provide specific 
examples.   
 
Additionally, we suggest a wording change to 
“Ensuring that surface contours are restored 
and stable.” 

FERC 

II.B.12 Determining the need for and  ensure ensuring that 
erosion controls are properly installed, as necessary to 
preventcontrol sediment flow into wetlands, 
waterbodies, sensitive areas, and onto roads per the 
APP Plan and associated BMP documents. 

Improves readability. Clarifies that 
there will be erosion/sediment control 
BMPs documented separately from 
the Plan. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how this provides equal or greater 
protection.  Controlling fill in wetlands is not 
the same as preventing. 

FERC 

II.B.13 During unfrozen conditions or during winter when a 
potential for runoff or snow melt may occur, inspecting and 
ensuring the maintenance of temporary erosion control measures 
per applicable permit requirements.at least: 

 

a.   on a daily basis in areas of active construction or equipment 
operation; 

 
b.   on a weekly basis in areas with no construction or equipment 

operation; and 
 

c.   within 24 hours of each 0.5 inch of rainfall; 

Clarifies when inspection will occur and 
that inspection will comply with [APDES] 
permit requirements. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how this provides equal or greater 
protection.  Why would TC Alaska not 
monitor ECD’s, where practicable, all year, in 
order to prevent erosion during unfrozen 
conditions?   

FERC 

II.B.14 Ensuring the repair of all ineffective temporary erosion 
control measures  within 24 hours of identification;as soon as 
conditions allow for personnel, material and equipment access 
to the area. 

Allows flexibility for repairing erosion 
control measures to when access is 
available. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how this provides equal or greater 
protection.  Explain how TC Alaska would 
monitor and repair ineffective temporary 
erosion controls if this measure were 
implemented.  How frequent would 
inspections be?  It seems that temporary 
erosion control measures would be able to 
be monitored more closely.   

FERC 
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Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
II.B.15 Keeping records of compliance with the environmental 

conditions of the FERC certificate, and the mitigation measures 
proposed by the project sponsorAPP in the application submitted to
the FERC, and other Federal or state environmental permits during
active construction and  restorationreclamation. 

Changes the author of the Plan from 
the FERC to APP. Clarifies that the 
Project area will be reclaimed, but not 
necessarily returned identical to its 
original state. APP restricts the use of 
the term “restoration” to indicate 
returning an area identical to its original 
state. 

Acceptable.  

II.B.16 Identifying areas that should be given special attention to ensure 
stabilization and restorationreclamation after the construction 
phase. 

Clarifies that the Project area will be 
reclaimed, but not necessarily returned 
identical to its original state. APP 
restricts the use of the term 
“restoration” to indicate returning an 
area identical to its original state. 

Acceptable.   

III The Project sponsor shall dowill perform the following before 
construction. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.   

III.A.1 Identify all construction work areas (e.g., construction right-of-way, 
extra work space areas, pipe storage and contractor yards, borrow 
and disposal areas, access roads, etc.) that would be needed for 
safe construction. The Project  sponsor mustwill ensure that 
appropriate cultural resources and biological surveys have been 
conducted. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.   

III.A.2 The Project sponsors are encouraged towill consider 
expanding any required cultural resources and endangered 
species surveys in anticipation of the need for activities outside 
of certificated work areas. 

Changes the author of the Plan from the 
FERC to 
APP. Improves readability. 

Acceptable.   
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Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
III.B Not Used (DRAIN TILE AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS) 

 

1.   Attempt to locate existing drain tiles and irrigation systems. 
 

2.  Contact landowners and local soil conservation authorities to 
determine the locations of future drain tiles that are likely to
be installed within 3 years of the authorized construction. 

 

3. Develop procedures for constructing through draintiled areas, 
maintaining irrigation systems during construction, and 
repairing drain tiles and irrigation systems after construction. 

 
4.   Engage qualified drain tile specialists, as needed to conduct 

or monitor repairs to drain tile systems affected by 
construction. Use drain tile 

specialists from the project area, if available. 

Not applicable to the Project because 
this Project does 
not affect irrigated or tiled land. 

Acceptable.  

III.D ROAD  CROSSINGSCROSSING AND ACCESS 
POINTS 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  

III.D Plan for safe and accessible conditions at all roadway 
crossings and access points during construction and 
restorationreclamation. 

Clarifies that the Project area will be 
reclaimed, but not necessarily returned 
identical to its original state. APP 
restricts the use of the term 
“restoration” to indicate returning an 
area identical to its original state. 

Provide Further Justification: 
Explain how TC Alaska would ensure its 
reclamation meets the standards and 
requirements of the permitting agencies and 
landowners. 

FERC 

III.E Determine methods and locations for the disposal of construction 
debris (e.g., timber, slash, mats, garbage, drilling fluids and 
cuttings, excess rock, etcrejected spoil materials). Off-site 
disposal in other than commercially operated disposal locations is 
subject to compliance with all applicable survey, landowner 
permission, and mitigationpermit requirements. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  
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Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
III.F The Project sponsor mustwill coordinate with the appropriate 

localfederal, state, and Federallocal agencies as outlined in this 
Plan and in the Certificate. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  

III.F.2 Develop specific procedures in coordination with the 
appropriate agency to prevent the introduction or spread of 
noxious weeds and soil pests resulting from construction and  
restorationreclamation activities. 

Clarifies that the Project area will be 
reclaimed, but not 
necessarily returned identical to its 
original state. APP restricts the use of 
the term “restoration” to indicate 

t i id ti l t it i i l

Acceptable.   

IV INSTALLATIONCONSTRUCTION Recognizes that the measures in this 
section will need to be applied 
throughout construction, not just 
during pipe installation. 

Acceptable.   

IV.A.1 Project-related ground disturbance shall be limited to 
the construction right-of-way, extra work space areas, pipe 
storage yards, borrow and disposal areas, access roads, and 
other areas approved in the Certificate. 
Any Project-related ground disturbing activities outside 
these Certificated areas, except those needed to comply with 
the Plan and Procedures (e.g., slope breakers, energy-
dissipating devices, dewatering structures, drain tile system 
repairs) will require prior Director approval. All construction or 
restorationreclamation activities outside of the Certificated areas 
are subject to all applicable survey and mitigation requirements. 

Recognizes that the Project does not 
affect tiled land. 
Clarifies that the Project area will be 
reclaimed, but not necessarily returned 
identical to its original state. APP 
restricts the use of the term 
“restoration” to indicate returning an 
area identical to its original state. 

Acceptable.   
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Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)

IV.A.2 The construction right-of-way width for  a the project 
shall not exceed 75 feet or thatis described in the FERC 
application unless otherwise modified by a Certificate condition. 
However, in limited, non-wetland areas, This construction right-of-
way width may be expanded by up to 2550 feet without Director 
approval to accommodate full construction right-of-way topsoil 
segregation and to ensure safe and efficient construction where 
climatic, topographic conditions (such as side-slopes) or, soil 
limitations or other conditions require it. Twenty-fiveexpansion. 
Fifty feet of extra construction right-of-way width may be also be 
used in limited, non-wetland or non-forested areas  for truck turn-
aroundsturnarounds where no reasonable alternative access 
exists. 

Recognizes that APP is seeking a 
Certificated right-of- way greater than 
75 feet. Also recognizes the 
potential need for greater-than-
average additional workspace to 
accommodate the unique climatic, 
topographic, and soil conditions of 
the Project area. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  The measure is intended for only 
“limited use,” not for areas previously 
identified as required extra workspace.  The 
additional impacts on wetlands do not seem 
justified.  Likewise, the ability to expand the 
right-of-way 50 feet at TC Alaska’s discretion 
has not been justified. 

Additionally, a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
permit modification could be necessary.     

FERC, FWS 

IV.A.2 Prior written approval of the Director is required when 
the Certificated construction right-of-way width would be 
expanded by more than 25 50 feet. 

Recognizes the potential need for 
greater-than-average additional 
workspace to accommodate the unique 
climatic, topographic, and soil conditions 
of the Project area. 

Provide Further Justification: 

See above comment.   

FERC 

IV.B TOPSOIL/LOOSE SURFACE MATERIAL 
SEGREGATION 

Recognizes the lack of discernable 
topsoil and the presence of loose 
surface material (also known as 
duff) in parts of the project area. 

Acceptable.  
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Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
IV.B.1 During summer construction, unless the landowner or 

land management agency specifically approves otherwise, 
preventlimit the mixing of topsoil/loose surface material with 
subsoil by stripping topsoil/loose surface material and 
segregating it from either the full 
work area or from the trench and the subsoil storage area (ditch 
plus spoil side method) in: 

 

a. Actively cultivated or rotated croplands and pastures; 
 

b. residential areas;Residential area; 
 

c. hayfields; and (Not applicable) 
 

d. Other areas at the landowner’s or land managing 
agency’s request. 

 

e. Wetlands where standing water is not present or soils are 
not saturated. 

 

During winter construction, no stripping of topsoil will be 
performed. Where practical, loose surface material will be 
bladed, moved and stored on the right-of-way during winter 
construction. 

Clarifies that topsoil stripping will only be 
feasible during the summer, although 
loose surface material may be stripped 
in the winter, where practical. Also 
recognizes topsoil/loose surface 
material may be stripped in 
unsaturated wetlands, but  because 
hayfields are not present in the Project 
area, it will not be stripped in those 
locations. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Clarify why topsoil stripping (at 
least to the permafrost layer) would not be 
possible.  Further, this measure may need 
revisions because winter construction 
appears to disregard reclamation ability of 
mixed topsoil/subsoil.   
 
Further, refer to the Procedures for topsoil 
segregation in wetland areas. 

FERC, FWS 

IV.B.3 In deep soils (more than 12 inches of topsoil), during 
summer construction, segregate at least 12 inches of topsoil. 
During summer construction, in soils with less than 12 inches of 
topsoil make every effort to segregate the entire topsoil layer. 

Clarifies that topsoil stripping will only be 
feasible 
during the summer. 

Depending upon previous answer, this 
may be Acceptable. 
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Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
IV.B.4 During summer construction where topsoil, including 

loose surface material, segregation is requiredperformed, 
maintain separation  of salvaged 
topsoil andfrom subsoil throughout  allthe construction 
activities.period. 

Clarifies that topsoil stripping will 
only be feasible during the summer, 
although loose surface material may 
be stripped in the winter, where 
practical 

Acceptable, depending upon answer to IV.B.1.  

IV.B.5 Segregated topsoil mayor loose surface materials will 
not be used for padding the pipe. 

Clarifies that segregated loose 
surface materials will not be used for 
padding the pipe. 

Acceptable.  

IV.C Not Used. (DRAIN TILES) 
 

1.   Mark  locations  of  drain  tiles  damaged  during 
construction. 

2.   Probe all drainage tile systems within the area of 
disturbance to check for damage. 

3.   Repair damaged drain tiles  to  their  original or 
better condition.  Do not use filter-covered drain tiles 
unless the local soil conservation authorities and the 
landowner agree.    Use qualified specialists for testing and 
repairs. 

4.   For new pipelines in areas where drain tiles exist or are 
planned, ensure that the depth of cover 
over the pipeline is sufficient to avoid interference with drain 
tile systems.   For adjacent pipeline loops in agricultural 
areas, install the new pipeline 
with at least the same depth of cover as the existing 
pipeline(s). 

Not applicable to the Project because 
this Project does not affect irrigated or 
tiled land. 

Acceptable.  

IV.D Not Used. (IRRIGATION) 
 

Maintain water flow in crop irrigation systems, unless shutoff is 
coordinated with affected parties. 

Not applicable to the Project because 
this Project does not affect irrigated or 
tiled land. 

Acceptable.  
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Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
IV.E.2 If crushed stone access pads are used in residential or 

active agricultural areas, place the stone on synthetic fabric to 
facilitate removal, as required. 

Clarifies that APP will comply with 
applicable requirements. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify what the “as required” refers to.  Does 
TC Alaska propose to use synthetic fabric 
only if required by the landowner or land 
managing agency?   

FERC 

IV.F [The entire section was replaced with revised text. 
Refer to the Plan for the new text.] 

APP is developing erosion and 
sedimentation controls 
(comprising a toolkit of BMPs) 
applicable to the unique conditions of 
the Project area. Example BMPs are 
provided in the Plan. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Identify how erosion control devices would be 
maintained in working condition during 
summer and winter construction. 

Discuss seeding rates and types of mulch to 
be used (e.g., certified weed free straw).  
FWS does not recommend using straw or hay 
bales for erosion control, water control, or 
mulching. 

Identify if temporary and permanent work 
pads would be constructed the same.  If they 
wouldn’t clarify the differences. 

Suggest adding coir logs as a class to table 
1J-1.   

EPA, OFC, FWS

V RESTORATIONReclamation Clarifies that the Project area will be 
reclaimed, but not necessarily returned 
identical to its original state. APP 
restricts the use of the term 
“restoration” to indicate returning an 
area identical to its original state. 

Acceptable.  
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Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
V.A.1 Commence cleanup operations immediately following backfill 

operations. Where practicable, complete final grading, topsoil 
replacement, and installation of permanent erosion control 
structures within  2030 days 
after backfilling the trench (10 days in residential areas). If 
seasonal or other weather conditions prevent compliance with 
these time frames, maintain 
temporary erosion controls (temporary slope breakers and 
sediment barriers) until conditions allow completion of final 
cleanup, which may be performed 
as required in the following winter or summer. 

 

The project sponsor should file with the Secretary for the review 
and written approval of the Director, a winterization plan if 
construction will continue into the winter season when conditions 
could delay successful decompaction, topsoil replacement, or 
seeding until the following spring. 

Accounts for the potential increased 
duration between backfilling and 
cleanup on this Project due to Alaska- 
specific climatic, topographic, and soil 
conditions. 
 
Also recognizes that APP is 
proposing winter construction as 
part of its Project, and therefore, a 
winterization plan is not needed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Provide TC Alaska’s definition of 
final cleanup (e.g., does this include seeding) 
and explain why it would not be completed as 
soon as possible but could be delayed until 
the following spring or winter.  Explain what 
criteria would qualify to delay final cleanup for 
extended periods.   

FERC, OFC 

V.A.2 A travel lane may be left open temporarily to allow 
access by construction traffic if the temporary erosion control 
structures are installed as specified in Section IV.F. and 
inspected and maintained (as specified in Sections II.B.12 
through 14). When access is no longer required, the travel 
lane mustpermanent erosion control structures will be 
removed and the right-of-way restoredinstalled as required. 

Allows for a travel lane to be left in place 
for accessibility during post-construction 
reclamation. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Why would travel lanes not be 
reclaimed or restored?   

FERC 

V.A.3 In non-agricultural areas, rock excavated from the trench may 
be used to backfill the trench  only to the top of the existing 
bedrock profile. Excess rock that is not returned to the trench 
shouldmay be considered construction debris, unless 
approved for use as mulchspoiled on the right-of-way or for 
some other  use on the construction work areas as approved 
by the landowner or land managing agency. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.   

FERC 

V.A.4 As conditions allow, remove excess rock from at least the top 
12 inches of soil in all actively cultivated or rotated cropland 
and pastures, hayfields, ,and residential areas, as well as other 
areas at the landowner's request.. The size, density, and 
distribution of rock remaining after cleanup on the construction 
work area should be similar to adjacent areas not disturbed by 
construction. The landowner may approve other provisions in 
writing. 

Clarifies that rock removal may not be 
feasible at all times. Also, recognizes 
that pastures hayfields are not present 
in the Project area. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Note that the right-of-way 
conditions should be similar to off right-of-way 
conditions, no matter what the conditions.  If a 
landowner wants excess rock removed from 
the right-of-way on his property, it should be 
TC Alaska’s responsibility.  Landowner 
request needs to be revisited.     

FERC 
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Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)

V.A.5 Grade the construction right-of-way to restore pre-construction 
stable contours and leave , with the soilsurface soils in the propera 
suitable condition for 
planting.reclamation. 

Clarifies that disturbed areas will be 
stabilized after construction, but not 
necessarily re-established to original 
contours. Also, recognizes that not all 
stabilized areas will be replanted. 

Acceptable.   

V.A.7 Remove temporary erosion and sediment barriers control 
measures when replaced by  permanent erosion and sediment 
control measures are implemented or when 
revegetationreclamation is successful. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  

V.B Not Used (PERMANENT EROSION CONTROL 
DEVICES – permanent and temporary erosion control devices 
are consolidated in the Plan). 

 

1.  Trench Breakers 
 

a.  Trench breakers are intended to slow the flow of 
subsurface water along the trench. Trench breakers 
may be constructed of materials such as sand bags or 
polyurethane foam.   Do not use topsoil in trench 
breakers. 

 

b. An   engineer   or   similarly   qualified professional 
shall determine the need for and  spacing  of  trench 
breakers. Otherwise,  trench  breakers  shall  be 
installed at the same spacing as and upslope of 
permanent slope breakers. 

 

c.  In agricultural fields and residential areas where slope 
breakers are not typically required,  install  trench 
breakers  at  the same spacing as if permanent slope 
breakers were required. 

 
d.  At a minimum, install a trench breaker at the base

of slopes greater than 5 percent where the base of 
the slope is less than 50 feet  from  a  waterbody  or 
wetland  and 

APP is developing erosion and 
sedimentation controls 
(comprising a toolkit of BMPs) 
applicable to the unique conditions of 
the Project area. Example BMPs are 
provided in Section IV.F. of the Plan. 

Provide Further Information: 
 
FERC will provide comments once we review 
the toolkit. 
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
 

Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)

  where    needed    to    avoid    draining    a 
waterbody or wetland. 

 

2.  Permanent Slope Breakers 
 

a.  Permanent slope breakers are intended to reduce
runoff velocity, divert water off the construction right-
of-way, and prevent sediment deposition into sensitive 
resources.  Permanent slope breakers may be 
constructed of materials such as soil, sand bags, or 
some functional equivalent. 

 

b. Construct and maintain permanent slope breakers in 
all areas, except cultivated areas and lawns, using 
spacing recommendations obtained from the local soil 
conservation  authority  or  land managing agency. 

 

  In    the    absence    of    written recommendations,  
use  the  following spacing unless closer spacing is 
necessary to avoid excessive erosion on the 
construction right-of-way: 

 
Slope (%)Spacing (feet) 
    5 - 15  300 
 >15 - 30  200 
     >30  100 

 

c.  Construct slope breakers to divert surface flow to a 
stable area without causing water to pool or erode 
behind the breaker.  In the absence of a stable area, 
construct appropriate  energy-dissipating devices  at 
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
Explanation for the Change Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
  the end of the breaker. 

 

d.  Slope breakers may extend slightly (about 
4 feet) beyond the edge of the construction right-of-
way to  effectively drain  water  off the disturbed 
area.  Where slope breakers extend beyond the edge 
of the construction right-of-way, they are subject to 
compliance with all applicable survey requirements. 

     

V.C.1 Test topsoil and subsoil for compaction at regular 
intervals in agriculturalactively cultivated or rotated cropland 
and residential areas disturbed by 
construction activities. Conduct tests on the same soil 
type under similar moisture conditions in undisturbed areas to 
approximate preconstruction conditions. Use 
penetrometers or other appropriate devices to conduct tests. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
Identify that compaction could occur in wetlands as
well, and this is addressed further in the 
Procedures.   Further, indicate how likely weather 
conditions could prevent cleanup form occurring 
within 30 days of backfill.  Describe possible 
scenarios. 

FWS, OFC 

V.C.2 During summer construction plow severely compacted 
agriculturalactively cultivated or rotated cropland areas with a 
paraplow or other a deep tillage implement. In 
areas where topsoil has been segregated, plow the subsoil 
before replacing  theany segregated topsoil. 

Recognizes that compaction is not 
likely during winter construction and 
that deep tilling is only feasible in the 
summer. 

Acceptable.   

V.C.3 During summer construction, perform appropriate soil 
compaction mitigation in severely compacted residential areas. 

Recognizes that compaction is not 
likely during winter construction and 
that deep tilling is only feasible in the 
summer. 

Acceptable.   

V.D.1.a The Project sponsor is responsible for ensuringwill 
promote successful revegetation of soils disturbed by project-
related activities, in accordance with applicable 
BMPs, except as noted in Section V.D.1.b. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Provide Further Justification: 
  
Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Explain how promoting successful 
revegetation can be completed without active 
replanting or seeding of all disturbed areas.   

FERC 
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
 

Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
V.D.1.b Restore allReplace turf, ornamental shrubs, and 

specialized landscaping in accordance with the landowner's 
request, or compensate the landowner. 
RestorationReclamation work must be performed by 
appropriately qualified personnel familiar with local 
horticultural and turf establishment practices. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  

V.D.1.c Requirements for revegetation of disturbed areas to 
facilitate and enhance APP revegetation by natural, non-
introduced plant species will comply with the recommendations 
of land management agencies in the stipulations of their 
respective right-of-way lease documents. Conventional seed 
bed preparation, soil amendments, and seed mixtures will be 
customized to Arctic and sub-Arctic climactic zones and 
ecological regions. 

Recognizes that the climactic 
zones and ecological regions will 
be foremost in establishing seed 
bed preparation, soil amendments, 
and seed mixtures. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Also explain why TC Alaska would
abide by those who provide land leases, but 
not FERC guidelines which call for active 
restoration of the disturbed areas (including 
seeding, soil modifying additives, etc).  
Further, clarify that only native seed species 
would be used. 
 
Also, the ADNR suggests using the tern 
“native species” rather than "natural, non-
introduced plant species."   

FERC, OFC, 
EPA, ADNR 

V.D.2 Not Used (Soil Additives – See V.D.1.c) 
 

Fertilize and add soil pH modifiers in accordance with written
recommendations obtained from the local soil conservation 
authority, land management agencies, or landowner.  
Incorporate  recommended  soil  pH modifier and fertilizer into
the top 2 inches of soil as soon as possible after application. 

Recognizes that the climactic 
zones and ecological regions will 
be foremost in establishing seed 
bed preparation, soil amendments, 
and seed mixtures. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
Provide BMPs for arctic and sub-arctic seed 
bed preparation, soil amendments, and seed 
mixtures.  Describe TC Alaska’s intention to 
implement these BMPs. 

FERC 

V.D.3 Not Used (Seeding Requirements – See V.D.1.c) 
 

a.     Prepare a seedbed in disturbed areas to a depth of 3 to 4 
inches using appropriate equipment to provide a firm 
seedbed.  When hydroseeding, scarify the seedbed to 
facilitate lodging and germination of seed. 

 
b.     Seed disturbed areas in accordance with written 

recommendations  for  seed  mixes,  rates,  and 

Recognizes that the climactic 
zones and ecological regions will 
be foremost in establishing seed 
bed preparation, soil amendments, 
and seed mixtures. 

See above.   FERC 
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 
 

Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)

  dates obtained from the local soil conservation 
authority or as requested by the landowner or land  
management  agency.  Seeding  is  not 
required in actively cultivated croplands unless requested 
by the landowner. 

 

c.     Perform seeding of permanent vegetation within the 
recommended seeding dates.   If seeding cannot be done 
within those dates, use appropriate temporary erosion 
control measures discussed in section IV.F. and perform
seeding of permanent vegetation at the beginning of the 
next  recommended  seeding  season.    Lawns may be 
seeded on a schedule established with the landowner. 

 

d.     In the absence of written recommendations from the local 
soil conservation authorities, seed all disturbed soils within 
6 working days of final grading, weather and soil conditions 
permitting, subject to the specifications in section V.D.3.a-c. 

 

e.     Base seeding rates on Pure Live Seed.   Use seed 
within 12 months of seed testing. 

 

f.      Treat legume seed with an inoculant specific to the 
species using the manufacturer's recommended rate of 
inoculant appropriate for the seeding method (broadcast, 
drill, or hydro). 

 

g.     In the absence of written recommendations from the  local 
soil  conservation  authorities, landowner, or land managing 
agency to the contrary, a seed drill equipped with a 
cultipacker is preferred for seed application. 
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
 

Section 
No. 

Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comment Source of 
Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)

    Broadcast or hydroseeding can be used in lieu 
of drilling at double the recommended seeding rates. 
Where seed is broadcast, firm the 
seedbed with a cultipacker or imprinter after seeding. In 
rocky soils or where site conditions 
may limit the effectiveness of this equipment, other 
alternatives may be appropriate (e.g., use of a chain drag) 
to lightly cover seed after 
application, as approved by the Environmental 
Inspector. 

     

VI To each owner or manager of forested lands offer to install The 
Project will implement and maintain measures to control 
unauthorized vehicle access to 
the right-of-way. These measures may include: 

 

A.1.   Signs; 
 

B.2.   Fences with locking gates; 
 

C.3.   Slash and timber barriers, pipe barriers, or a line of 
boulders across the right-of-way; and 

 

D.4.   Conifers or other appropriate trees or shrubs across the 
right-of-way. 

APP has made this measure 
broader and more inclusive. 

Acceptable.   

VII.A.1 Conduct follow-up inspections of all disturbed areas 
after the first and second growing seasons to determine 
the success of revegetation. 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.   
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)
VII.A.2 RevegetationIf revegetation is required in non- 

agricultural areas shall, it will be considered successful if upon 
visual survey the density and cover of non- nuisance vegetation  
are similar in densityhave achieved stability and cover to adjacent 
undisturbed lands.self-propagating state. In agricultural areas, 
revegetation shall be considered successful if crop yields are 
similar to adjacent undisturbed portions of the same field.in 
accordance with agreed criteria with landowner. 

 

In non-agricultural lands, continue revegetation efforts until 
revegetation is successful; in agricultural lands, continue until 
agreed with the landowner. 

Clarifies that disturbed areas will be 
stabilized after construction, but not 
necessarily actively revegetated. 
Where revegetation is required, 
self-propagating vegetation will 
be considered successful. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Further, identify where TC Alaska 
believes revegetation would not be necessary 
and why. 

The ADNR requests further definition of “non-
nuisance vegetation” and of density and cover 
standards that would be used.  The ADNR 
also requests a standard for how “stability and 
a self-propagating state” will be measured.      

FERC, OFC, 
EPA, ADNR 

VII.A.3 Monitor  and  correct  problems  with  drainage  and 
irrigation systems resulting from pipeline construction in active 
agricultural areas until restoration is successful.Not  Used 
(Drainage  and  Irrigation Systems). 

Recognizes that the Project does not 
affect irrigated or 
tiled land. 

Acceptable.   

VII.A.4 RestorationReclamation shall be considered 
successful if the right-of-way surface condition  is similar to 
adjacent undisturbed lands, has achieved stability, construction 
debris is removedremoval (unless requested otherwise by the 
land owner or land managing agency), revegetation is successful, 
and proper drainage has been restoredre-established. 

Clarifies that disturbed areas will be 
stabilized after 
construction, but not necessarily re-
established to pre- construction 
conditions. 

Provide Further Justification: 

See Section VII.A.2. 

FERC 

VII.A.5 Routine vegetation maintenance clearing  shallwill not 
be done more frequently than every 3three years. , however, to 
facilitate periodic corrosion and leak surveys, a corridor not 
exceeding 10-feet in width centered on the pipeline except where 
a helicopter landing is required, may be maintained annually in  
ana herbaceous state. In no case shall Routine vegetation 
maintenance clearing  occur between April 15 and August 1 of any 
yearwill not be performed during migratory bird nesting periods. 

Clarifies that helicopter landing areas 
beyond the 10-foot width will need to be 
kept clear on a annually for safety and 
accessibility reasons. Recognizes that 
the migratory bird nesting period is 
different than the vegetation 
maintenance window identified in the 
FERC’s Plan. 

Acceptable.   
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Enclosure 1—Comments on Draft Plan (Appendix 1J) 

 

 
Section 

No. 
Comparison of APP’s Proposed Measure to the 

FERC’s Measure 
TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 

Change 
Agency Comment Source of 

Comment (if 
not Coded 

“Acceptable”)

VII.A.6 Efforts to control unauthorized off-road vehicle use, in 
cooperation with the landowner,  shallwill continue throughout the 
life of the project. Maintain signs, and aboveground facility 
gates, and vehicle trails as 
necessary. 

APP will maintain sign signs and 
aboveground facility gates to control 
unauthorized off-road vehicle use. 

Acceptable.   

VII.B.1 The Project sponsor shallwill maintain records that 
identify by milepost: 

Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.   

VII.B.1.e any Problem areas and how they were addressed. Improves readability. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.   

VII.B.2 The Project sponsor shallwill file with the Secretary 
quarterlyannual activity reports documenting problems, including 
those identified by the landownerlandowners, 
and corrective actions taken for at least 2 years following 
construction. 

APP is proposing to file annual activity 
reports after construction, not quarterly. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain how it provides equal or greater 
protection.  Explain why TC Alaska feels that 
only annual reports are needed to document 
problems.  Quarterly reports indicate that the 
applicant is actively involved with 
restoration/reclamation and addressing issues 
that may arise.  State what TC Alaska would 
do should revegetation not be successful 
within 2 years. 

FERC, OFC, 
EPA, FWS 
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Enclosure 2—Comments on Draft Procedures (Appendix 1K) 

 

 
 

APPENDIX 
1K 

 
Alaska Pipeline Project 

Comparison Between the Standard Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Procedures and the Alaska Pipeline Project Draft Procedures 
and Justification of Changes 

Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

I.A The intent of  These Procedures is to assist applicants by 
identifying identify baseline mitigation measures for minimizing 
the extent and duration of project-related disturbance on 
wetlands and waterbodies. The project sponsors should 
specify in their applications for a FERC Certificate (Certificate) 
any individual measures in these Procedures they consider 
unnecessary, technically infeasible, or unsuitable due to local 
conditions and to fully describe any alternative measures they 
would use. Applicants should also explain how those 
alternative measures would achieve a comparable level of 
mitigation. 

Changes the author of the Procedures 
from the FERC to APP. Improves 
readability. 

Explain how each alternative measure would 
achieve a comparable level of mitigation. 

FERC 

I.A Project-related impacts on non-wetland areas Measures to 
address erosion and sediment controls in uplands, wetlands, 
and waterbody crossings are addressed in the  staff's Upland 
APP Erosion Control, Revegetation, and Maintenance Plan 
(APP Plan). 

Clarifies the scope soil erosion and 
sediment controls in uplands, 
wetlands, and waterbodies and 
explains that the measures are 
identified in APP’s Plan. 

Acceptable.  

I.B.1 "Waterbody" includes any natural or artificial a stream, river, or 
drainage with perceptible flow at the time of crossing, and other 
permanent waterbodies such as ponds  and or lakes: 

Improves clarity. Acceptable.  

I.B.1.a "Minor waterbody" includes all waterbodies less than or equal 
to 10 feet wide at the water's edge at the time of construction 
crossing; 

Improves clarity. Acceptable.  

I.B.1.b "Intermediate waterbody" includes  all waterbodies greater 
than 10 feet wide but less than or equal to 
100 feet wide at the water's edge at the time of 
construction crossing; and 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  
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2 

 

Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

I.B.1.c "Major waterbody" includes all waterbodies greater than 100 
feet wide at the water's edge at the time of construction 
crossing. 

Improves clarity. Acceptable.  

II.A.1 The hydrostatic testing information specified in Section 
VIIIX.B.3. and a wetland delineation report as described in 
section VI.A.1.1Sections VII.A.1 and VIII.A.1, if applicable; and 

Corrects document references. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  

II.A.2 A schedule identifying when trenching or blasting would occur 
within each waterbody greater than 10 feet wide, or within any a 
designated  Coldwater cold- water fishery. The project sponsor 
shall revise the schedule as necessary to provide FERC staff at 
least 
14 days advance notice. Changes within this last 14- day 
period must provide for at least 48 hours advance notice. 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  

II.B The following site-specific construction plans information 
required by these Procedures must be filed with the 
Secretary for the review and written approval by the Director: 

Improves readability and clarity. The 
intent is to develop construction and 
mitigation strategies that reflect the 
widespread presence of wetland and 
waterbody terrain conditions in 
Alaska, and to use a toolbox 
approach for repetitive use of 
procedures. 

Acceptable grammatical change.   

Provide a full description of the toolbox 
approach for the Procedures and how the 
Procedures support the use of a toolbox 
approach. 

FERC 

II.B.1 plans for  Extra work areas that would be closer than 
50 feet from a waterbody or wetland (for summer wetland 
crossings only where right-of-way reduction 
is required); 

Improves clarity and recognizes that 
the locations for extra work areas will 
be identified on alignment sheets. 
Also limits the need for filing detailed 
extra work space information to 
situations where the principal 
mitigation is not already part of the 
construction approach (i.e., winter 
construction or summer construction 
with reduced right-of-way). 

Provide Further Justification: 

All extra work areas that would be closer 
than 50 feet from a waterbody or wetland 
should be identified, regardless of time of 
construction. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

II.B.2 plans for  Major waterbody crossings; Improves clarity and recognizes that 
information about major waterbody 
crossings is being provided by APP as 
part of its other application materials 
(i.e., Appendix 2C). 

Provide Further Justification: 

Site-specific construction drawings should 
be provided for each major waterbody 
crossing.  Provide typical drawings in the 
resource reports to support analysis of the 
toolbox approach. 

FERC 

II.B.3 plans for  The use of a construction right-of-way greater than 
75 100 feet wide in wet and unstable wetlands and a 
minimum of 160 feet wide if it is stable; and 

Improves clarity and recognizes that 
APP is planning to use wider baseline 
right-of-way widths due to the 
prevalence of wetland crossings in 
Alaska. 

Provide Further Justification: 

If wetland impacts can be reduced to 100 
feet through unstable wetlands, then they 
should be able to be reduced in stable 
wetlands as well. 

FERC 

II.B.4 plans for  Horizontal directional drill (HDD) "crossings" of 
wetlands or waterbodies. 

Improves clarity and recognizes that 
information about HDD crossings is 
being provided by APP as part of its 
other application materials (i.e., 
Appendix 2C). 

Provide Further justification: 
 
Site-specific plans for each HDD should be 
filed with the Commission prior to construction.
Provide typical drawings of HDD crossings in 
the resource reports to support analysis of the 
toolbox approach. 

FERC 

III.B The Environmental Inspector's EI’s roles and 
responsibilities are outlined in the  Upland APP Erosion 
Control, Revegetation, and Maintenance Plan (Plan). 

Improves clarity. Acknowledges that 
erosion/sediment control measures 
for wetlands will be addressed in the 
Plan. 

Acceptable.  

IV.A Stormwater The APP Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) prepared for compliance with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's (EPA) National Stormwater Stormwater 
Program General Permit requirements must be available in the 
field on each construction spread. The SWPPP shall contain 
Spill Prevention and Response Procedures that meet the 
requirements of federal and state and Federal agencies. 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Changes author of the Procedures 
from FERC to APP. 

Provide Further Clarification: 

Correct the citation from EPA National 
Stormwater Program General Permit 
requirements to Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation’s Stormwater 
Program General Permit. 

EPA 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

IV.A.1.f Concrete coating activities are not performed within l00 feet of 
a wetland or waterbody boundary, unless the location is an 
existing industrial site designated 
for such use. These activities can occur closer only if the EI 
finds, in advance, no reasonable alternative 
and the project sponsor and its contractors have taken 
appropriate steps (including secondary containment structures) 
to prevent spills and provide 
for prompt cleanup in the event of a spill. 

Improves clarity for implementation 
of exceptions, if needed. Not a 
material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

This action should be the same for fueling 
and parking of vehicles overnight as well. 

FERC 

V WATERBODY CROSSINGS – SUMMER 
CONSTRUCTION 

Provides framework for discussion of 
project-specific construction methods 
for waterbodies crossed during 
summer season. 

Acceptable.  

V.B.1 Time Timing Window for Construction 

Unless expressly permitted or further restricted by the 
appropriate state agency in writing on a site- specific basis, 
instream work, except that required to install or remove 
equipment bridges, must occur during the following time 
windows: 

a.  coldwater fisheries - June I through 
September 30; and 

b.  coolwater and warmwater fisheries - June 
1 through November 30. 

The Project will adhere to in-water work windows and conditions 
as required by federal and state agencies. In-water work 
includes, but is not limited to, installation and removal of 
equipment bridges, installation of the pipe crossing section, and 
water withdrawal. 

Improves clarity on what in-water work 
includes, and provides flexibility to 
follow state-specified timing windows 
which are expected to provide an 
equal or greater level of protection. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Provide estimates of the time-of-year in-
water work windows and conditions 
imposed by federal and state agencies in 
the project area. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.2.a Locate all extra work areas (such as staging areas and 
additional spoil storage areas) at least 50 feet away from 
water's edge, except where the adjacent upland consists of 
actively cultivated or rotated cropland or other disturbed land; 

Improves reasonability of this 
performance standard considering that 
large tracts of wetlands are crossed, 
and many are contiguous to 
waterbodies or will be crossed during 
winter. As a result, it will not be 
practical, reasonable, or feasible to 
locate all extra workspace at least 50 
feet away from water’s edge. 

  Acceptable. 

 All non-essential work should be at least 100 
 feet from anadromous waterbodies. 

 FWS 

V.B.2.d Limit the size of extra work areas to  the minimum that needed to 
construct the waterbody crossing. 

Provides APP the flexibility to adapt to 
unforeseen site-specific conditions 
that may require additional workspace. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The Commission’s wording allows for 
unforeseen site-specific conditions. 

FERC 

V.B.3.b Construct crossings as reasonably close to perpendicular to the 
axis of the waterbody channel as engineering and routing 
conditions permit 

Provides APP greater flexibility to 
address potential routing constraints 
in proximity to waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The Commission’s wording allows for 
potential routing constraints. 

FERC 

V.B.3.c If the pipeline parallels a waterbody, attempt to maintain at 
least 15 feet of undisturbed vegetation between the 
waterbody (and any adjacent wetland) and the construction 
right-of-way 

Improves reasonability, considering 
that large tracts of wetlands are 
crossed and many are contiguous to 
waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

57 percent of the project would be 
constructed in uplands, which means there 
are a lot of transitional areas, where wetland 
impacts could be avoided. 

FERC 

V.B.3.d Where waterbodies meander or have multiple channels, route 
the pipeline to  minimize reduce the number of waterbody 
crossings 

Improves readability and clarity. Provide Further Justification: 

Fail to see how the change improves clarity. 

FERC 

V.B.3.e Maintain adequate flow rates to protect aquatic life, and 
prevent the substantial interruption of existing downstream 
uses. 

Provides APP greater flexibility to 
temporarily reduce or modify 
downstream uses during the 
construction period, if applicable, 
without a material change to the 
intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Any interruption of existing downstream 
uses would change this measure’s intended 
goal.  

FERC, OFC 

V.B.4.a All spoil from minor and intermediate waterbody crossings, and  
upland bark spoil from intermediate and major waterbody 
crossings,  must will be placed in the construction right-of-way 
at least 10 feet from the water's edge or in additional extra 
work areas as described in Section V.B.2.; and 

Provides clarity and flexibility to 
address potential difficulties placing 
instream spoil back from the water’s 
edge in larger intermediate (e.g., 80 
feet wide) and major waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Every other project is able to store spoil at 
least 10 feet from the water’s edge for 
intermediate waterbody crossings. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.4.b Use sediment barriers to prevent reduce the flow of spoil or 
heavily silt-laden water into  any a waterbody 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The current measure excludes spoil and 
heavily silt-laden water, which should be 
achievable for this project. 

FERC 

V.B.5.a Only clearing equipment and equipment necessary for 
installation of equipment bridges may cross waterbodies prior 
to bridge installation. Limit the number of such crossings of 
each waterbody to one per piece of clearing equipment, unless 
access is prohibited due to limited existing infrastructure, 
weather conditions, or impassible terrain. 

Provides additional clarity and 
flexibility to address potential 
constraints due to the remote and 
limited access issues in Alaska. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State why the installation of equipment 
bridges could not occur to eliminate the 
need for this change. 

FERC 

V.B.5.b Construct equipment bridges to maintain unrestricted flow and 
to prevent reduce soil from entering the waterbody. Examples 
of such bridges include: 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The current measure excludes soil from 
entering the waterbody, which should be 
achievable for this project. 

FERC 

V.B.5.b(2) Single-span structure, equipment pads and or railroad 
car bridges without culverts; 

Provides clarity on types of crossings 
to be most suitable for utilizing by 
APP. 

Acceptable.  

V.B.5.b(3) Clean rock fill  or railroad car bridges without or timber and 
culvert(s); and 

Provides clarity on types of crossings 
to be most suitable for utilizing by 
APP. 

Acceptable.  

V.B.5.b Additional options for equipment bridges may be utilized 
that achieve the performance objectives 
noted above. Do not use soil to construct or stabilize 
equipment bridges. unless appropriate erosion and 
sediment controls are implemented; 

Provides APP flexibility to address 
potential limitations in materials needed 
for bridge construction due to limited 
existing infrastructure, weather 
conditions, or impassible 
terrain.availability of suitable materials, 

 
Provide Further Justification: 
 
Clarify that soil would not be used to 
construct the bridge and would be excluded 
from the stream bed. 

FERC 

V.B.5.c Design and maintain each equipment bridge to withstand and 
pass the highest flow expected to occur while the bridge is in 
place. Align culverts to prevent reduce bank erosion or 
streambed scour. If necessary, install energy-dissipating 
devices downstream of the culverts. 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Culverts should be aligned to prevent, not 
reduce, bank erosion. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.5.d Design and maintain equipment bridges to  prevent reduce 
soil from entering the waterbody. 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Equipment bridges should be designed to 
prevent, not reduce, soil from entering the 
waterbody. 

FERC 

V.B.5.e Remove Final removal of temporary equipment bridges will 
occur as soon as  possible practicable after permanent 
seeding unless the COE, post- construction reclamation or its 
delegated agency, authorizes it as a permanent bridge 
permitted; and 

Provides improved clarity and flexibility 
to address potential delays in the 
removal of temporary bridges due to 
limited existing infrastructure, weather 
conditions, or impassible terrain. The 
revised wording reflects the remoteness 
of many of the water crossing sites, the 
difficulty in accesses these sites and 
right-of-way areas beyond the water 
crossing 
and other issues. For example, the need 
to maintain a crossing structure may be 
control by construction and/or 
reclamation activities taking place on a 
pipeline section some distance remote 
from the crossing structure. 

Acceptable.  

V.B.5.f If there will be more than 1 month between final cleanup and the 
beginning of permanent seeding and reasonable alternative 
access to the right-of-way is available, remove equipment 
bridges as soon as possible after final cleanup. If temporary 
bridges are designed to the specified design flood return period, 
bridges will be left in place until completion of post- construction 
reclamation where access is prohibited due to limited existing 
infrastructure, weather conditions, or impassible terrain. 

Given the remoteness of some of the 
water crossings and difficulty in gaining 
or maintaining access to the right-of-
way, this modification provides 
flexibility needed to keep temporary 
bridges in place where necessary 
based on local conditions. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Provide a commitment that TC Alaska would 
obtain appropriate permits from the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers for conversion of 
the bridge to a “permanent” structure. 

FERC 

V.B.6 Isolated Crossing Methods The term “Isolated” more accurately 
reflects the technology and method of 
crossing. In some instances, the 
pipe trench across a watercourse will 
not be completely dry during 
installation. 

The ADFG comments that the dam and 
pump method will require an ADFG Title 16 
Fish Habitat Permit in all fish-bearing 
streams.  Intake screens on all pumps in 
fish-bearing waters will need to meet ADFG 
specifications.  Measures will need to be 
developed at permitting to ensure any fish 
trapped in the isolated crossing are 
properly and safely moved out of the 
construction area. 

ADFG 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.6.a Unless approved otherwise by the appropriate state agency, 
install the pipeline using one of the  dry-ditch isolated methods 
outlined below for crossings of waterbodies up to 30 feet wide 
(at the water’s edge at the time of construction) that are state-
designated as either coldwater or significant coolwater or 
warmwater fisheries, and where the stream flow, soil, and 
terrain conditions at the time of construction 
allow. 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State which streams would not allow an 
isolated construction method. 

FERC 

V.B.6.b(2)(ii) Construct dams with materials that prevent reduce sediment 
and other prevent pollutants from entering the waterbody 
(e.g., sandbags or clean gravel with plastic liner); 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The construction of dams should prevent, 
not reduce, sediment from the right-of-way 
from entering the waterbody. 

FERC 

V.B.6.b(2)(iv) prevent Reduce streambed scour at pump discharge; 
and 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The location, and possible energy 
dissipating devices, of the pump discharge 
should prevent streambed scour. 

FERC 

V.B.6.c(1) Install flume pipe after blasting (if necessary), but before 
any trenching; 

Provides flexibility for APP to conduct 
some trenching prior to blasting, if 
needed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain why trenching would be needed prior 
to blasting.

FERC 

V.B.6.c(3) Properly align flume pipe(s) to reduce prevent bank erosion 
and streambed scour; 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Flume pipes should be aligned to prevent 
bank erosion. 

FERC 

V.B.6.c(4) Do not remove flume pipe during trenching, pipelaying pipe 
laying, or backfilling activities, or initial streambed restoration 
reclamation efforts; and 

Improves readability and provides a 
more accurate description of 
performance standard. 

Acceptable. FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.6.d Channel Diversion 

(1) The channel diversion method may be used at 
waterbodies with more than one channel, such as braided 
streams. 

(2) Use sandbag or sandbag and plastic sheeting diversion 
structure or equivalent to develop an effective seal and to divert 
stream flow away from the channel where the pipe section will 
be installed to another channel away from the installation 
section (some modifications to the stream bottom may be 
required to achieve an effective seal); 

(3) Install the pipe section, backfill the trench, remove excess 
spoil, and stabilize the channel prior to removing diversion 
dams before proceeding with diversion of the next channel 
section; 

(4) Complete tie-ins in areas that are isolated from stream 
flow; 

(5) After completion of the final channel section, remove dams 
that are not also part of an equipment bridge. 

Provides description of crossing 
methods that may be utilized in 
waterbodies with more than one 
channel, such as braided streams. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify if channel diversion would occur off 
of the temporary right-of-way.  If it would, 
state each stream crossing where this 
would occur and the extra workspace that 
would be needed to construct these dams. 

FERC 

V.B.6.e Horizontal Directional Drilling 

To the extent they were not provided as part of the pre-
certification process, for each waterbody  or wetland that 
would be crossed using the HDD method, provide a plan that 
includes: 

Improves clarity in that this section 
pertains to waterbody crossings, not 
wetland crossings. Also, provides a 
more accurate description what can be 
portrayed during planning while 
recognizing some information may not 
be known until actual construction. 
These are not material changes. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that wetlands that would be 
avoided by the HDD method would also 
be provided to the commission in a plan 
that includes the information in the 
following sections. 

Specify if HDD or aerial spans would be 
used on streams less than 30 feet wide.  

FERC, EPA 

V.B.6.e(1) Site-specific construction diagrams that show the location of 
mud pits, pipe assembly areas, and  all areas to be disturbed 
or cleared for construction; 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.6.e(3) A contingency plan for crossing the waterbody  or wetland in the 
event the directional drill is unsuccessful and how the 
abandoned drill hole would be sealed, if necessary. 

Improves clarity in that this section 
pertains to waterbody crossings, not 
wetland crossings. Not a material 
change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that the contingency plan also 
applies to wetlands. 

FERC 

V.B.6.f Aerial–Span 

The aerial–span crossing method involves suspending an 
aboveground pipeline over the geographic feature to be 
crossed. The aerial span crossing method types are as 
follows: 

(1) Single-span bridge with no supports in the waterbody. 
Supports for the bridge will be located on each bank at either 
end of the bridge. The pipeline will be supported on the bridge 
or by a steel-girder or steel-plate structure under or on the side 
of the bridge; 

(2) A multi-span bridge with bridge supports on each bank and 
one or more supports within the waterbody. The pipeline could 
be supported on the bridge or by a steel-girder or steel-plate 
structure under or on the side of the bridge; and 

(3) A cable suspension bridge with or without an in- stream 
support, depending upon the width of the crossing. 

Provides a description of the 
anticipated types of aerial crossing 
methods that may be utilized across 
waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

If an aerial span crossing would require the 
use of in-water supports, then first TC 
Alaska would need approval by the 
appropriate state and federal agencies.  
Further, provide a commitment that TC 
Alaska would obtain appropriate permits 
and approvals prior to construction of an 
aerial-span. 

FERC 

V.B.7 Crossing of Minor Waterbodies: 

Where a dry-ditch an isolated crossing is not required, minor 
waterbodies may be crossed using the open-cut crossing 
method, with the following restrictions: 

The term “Isolated” more accurately 
reflects the technology and method of 
crossing. In some instances, the pipe 
trench across a watercourse will not 
be completely dry during installation. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.7.a Except for blasting and other rockbreaking measures, complete 
in-stream construction activities (including trenching, pipe 
installation, backfill, and  restoration grading of the streambed 
contours) within 24 hours unless site-specific conditions make 
completion 
within 24 hours infeasible. Streambanks and unconsolidated 
streambeds may require additional restoration reclamation 
after this period; 

Provides clarity on the timing for 
implementation of performance 
standard, and provides flexibility to 
allow for potential delays during 
reclamation due site- specific 
conditions. 

APP may not restore contours but they 
will be graded to a similar topography 
as prior to construction, where 
circumstances allow. 

In addition, good effort will be made by 
APP to complete instream work in 24 
hours; however, given the weight/size of 
pipe, equipment needs, potential 
adverse weather conditions (summer 
storms, snow), some flexibility in this 
timeline is needed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State why restoration of the stream was 
excluded and why grading through a stream 
would be necessary.   

Explain what site-specific conditions could 
delay completion of construction within 24 
hours.   

Further, stream crossings should be 
conducted with impending weather in mind. 

FERC 

V.B.8 Crossings of Intermediate Waterbodies: Where a dry-

ditch an isolated crossing is not 
required, intermediate waterbodies may be crossed 
using the open-cut crossing method, with the following 
restrictions: 

The term “Isolated” more accurately 
reflects the technology and method of 
crossing. In some instances, the 
pipe trench across a watercourse will 
not be completely dry during 
installation. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.9 Crossings of Major Waterbodies: 

Before construction, the project sponsor shall file with the 
Secretary for the review and written approval by the Director a 
detailed, site-specific construction plan and scaled drawings 
identifying  all areas to be disturbed by construction for each 
major waterbody crossing (the scaled drawings are not required 
for 
any offshore portions of pipeline projects). This plan should be 
developed in consultation with the 
appropriate federal and state and Federal agencies and 
should include extra work areas, spoil storage 
areas, sediment control structures, etc., as well as mitigation 
for navigational issues. 

The Environmental Inspector EI may adjust the final placement 
of the erosion and sediment control structures in the field to 
maximize enhance effectiveness. 

Improves readability and clarity. 

APP has no “offshore portions” of the 
pipeline. The term “enhance” reflects 
APP’s desire to ensure that the erosion 
and sediment techniques applied are 
the most appropriate for the site-
specific conditions. 

 

Provide Further Justification: 

The EI should attempt to maximize 
effectiveness of erosion and sediment 
control. 

FERC 

V.B.10 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control: Install 

sediment barriers (as defined in section 
IV.F.2.a. of the APP Plan) immediately after initial 
disturbance of the waterbody or adjacent upland. Sediment 
barriers must be properly maintained 
throughout construction and reinstalled as necessary (such as 
after backfilling of the trench) until replaced by permanent 
erosion controls  or restoration of 
adjacent upland areas is complete. Temporary erosion The 
APP Plan will address both temporary and sediment control 
measures are addressed in more detail in the Plan permanent 
controls; however, 
the following specific measures must be implemented at stream 
crossings: 

Provides clarity on the timing for 
implementation of this performance 
standard, and on the location where 
control measures are defined. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify why TC Alaska would remove 
restoration of adjacent upland areas. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.B.10.a Install sediment barriers across the entire construction right-of-
way at all waterbody crossings, where necessary to prevent 
the flow of sediments into the waterbody. In the travel lane, 
these may consist of removable sediment barriers (or driveable 
berms) must be installed across the travel lane. 
These Removable sediment barriers can be removed during the 
construction day, but must be  reinstalled 
re-installed after construction has stopped for the day and/or 
when heavy precipitation is imminent; 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  

V.B.10.b Where waterbodies are adjacent to a cut and fill on the 
construction right-of-way and the right-of-way slopes toward 
the waterbody, install sediment barriers along the downslope 
edge of the construction right-of-way as necessary to  contain 
spoil and reduce sediment within flow into the construction 
right-of-way waterbody; and 

Improves clarity on where 
performance standard will be 
implemented, and more accurately 
reflects where APP anticipates 
sediment barriers will need to be 
installed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

A cut and fill area would not be the only 
area following removal of vegetation where 
sediment from the right-of-way could impact 
waterbodies.   

Further, erosion control devices should 
contain spoil from entering waterbodies. 

FERC 

V.B.10.c Use trench plugs at all waterbody crossings, as necessary, to 
prevent diversion of stream water into adjacent upland portions 
of the pipeline trench and to keep any accumulated trench water 
out of the waterbody. 

Revised wording reflects that not all 
portions of the pipeline at 
watercrossings are adjacent to 
“uplands”. The revised wording more 
accurately reflects APP’s desire to 
prevent any water from laterally 
entering the pipeline trench. 

Acceptable.  

V.B.11 Trench Dewatering: 

If necessary to dewater the trench (either on or off 
the construction right-of-way), do so in a manner that does not 
cause erosion and does not result in heavily siltladen water 
flowing into  anya waterbody. Remove 
the dewatering structures as soon as  possible 
practicable after the completion of dewatering activities. 

Improves readability and clarity 
without a material change. Revision 
to wording more accurately reflect 
APP’s intentions and the actual 
construction practicability. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.C RESTORATION RECLAMATION The term reclamation provides a more 
accurate description of what APP 
expects to accomplish following 
installation of the pipeline. APP will 
not undertake “restoration” but will 
provide “reclamation”. 

Acceptable.  

V.C.1 Use clean gravel or native  cobbles materials, per permit 
requirements, for the upper 1 foot of trench backfill in all 
waterbodies that contain coldwater fisheries. 

Provides improved clarity and flexibility 
to use materials other than cobbles if 
needed due to local conditions, and if 
permitted. 

The original wording does not reflect the 
fact that many fish bearing streams in 
Alaska do not have a gravel or cobble 
substrate, and may comprise more fine 
grained soils. APP will comply with 
State regulatory permits with regard to 
backfilling the pipeline trench across the 
water bodies. 

Provide Clarification: 

Clarify if this means that the upper 1 foot of 
coldwater fisheries would only receive 
clean gravel or native materials if specified 
in a permit. 

FERC 

V.C.2 For open-cut crossings, stabilize waterbody banks and install 
temporary sediment barriers within 24 hours of completing in-
stream construction activities. For dry-ditch isolated crossings, 
complete initial streambed and bank stabilization before 
returning flow to the waterbody channel. 

Improves readability and clarity without 
a material change. 
Revised wording reflects the fact that 
not all pipeline trenches will be dry 
during pipe installation, and reflects the 
reality that although good efforts will be 
undertaken to complete the installation 
and bank stabilization in a timely 
manner, some circumstances (e.g., 
pipe size, pipe trench width and depth, 
weather, including summer snow 
storms and freezing temperatures) 
may delay implementation of these 
measures. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
TC Alaska could state that it would complete 
streambed and bank stabilization of all dry-
ditch crossings, such as dam-and-pump, 
flume, and aerial spans with no in-water 
supports, before returning flow to the 
waterbody channel. 

FERC 

V.C.3 Return all waterbody banks to preconstruction contours, as 
practical, or to a stable angle of repose as approved by the 
Environmental Inspector EI. 

Provides flexibility for performance 
without a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Existing measure already allows flexibility. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.C.5 Unless otherwise specified by state permit, limit the use of 
riprap to Use riprap in areas where flow conditions preclude 
effective vegetative stabilization techniques such as seeding 
and erosion control fabric. or as otherwise allowed by state 
permit. 

Provides improved clarity where riprap 
will be used. APP expects that the use 
of riprap will be directed by Alaska 
State regulatory agencies and will be 
completed in accordance with river 
crossing permit requirements. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Existing measure already allows for 
regulatory agencies to allow the use of 
riprap. 

Riprap alone should be avoided.  Use of 
biologically engineered bank protection (e.g., 
root wads) would be preferred.  Include 
vegetated spreambed stabilization, per the 
ADFG’s Streambank Revegetation and 
Protection, A Guide for Alaska. 

FERC, FWS, 
EPA 

V.C.6 Stabilize and revegetate disturbed riparian areas  with 
conservation grasses and legumes or native plant species, 
preferably woody species per the APP Plan. 

Provides clarity that stabilization and 
revegetation measures are defined 
in the APP Plan. The use of 
conservation grasses, legumes and 
native plants may not be entirely 
practicable in Alaska. 

APP will apply a project specific 
erosion and sediment control plan 
and associated BMPs to address 
revegetation of riparian areas. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Identify species that TC Alaska would use to 
revegetate the riparian areas. 

To provide improved clarity, insert TC Alaska 
would apply a project specific erosion and 
sediment control plan and associated BMP’s 
to address revegetation of riparian areas to 
its proposed measure. 

FERC 

V.C.7 Install a permanent slope breaker across the 
construction right-of-way at the base of slopes 
greater than 5 percent that are less than 50 feet from 
the waterbody, or as needed to prevent erosion and sediment 
transport into the waterbody. In addition, install sediment 
barriers as outlined in the Plan control in accordance with the 
APP Plan and associated BMPs. In some areas, with the 
approval of the Environmental Inspector EI, an earthen berm 
may be suitable as a sediment barrier adjacent to the 
waterbody. 

Provides clarity that permanent erosion 
and sediment control measures are 
defined in the APP Plan. 

The revised wording reflects the intent 
of APP to develop and apply a 
comprehensive erosion control and 
sediment control Plan, together with 
engineering specifications and Best 
Management Practices. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Erosion controls should prevent sediment 
transport into the waterbody.  Clarify that TC 
Alaska’s measures would accomplish that 
goal. 

FERC 

V.C.8 Sections VI.C.3. through VI.C.6. above also apply to those 
perennial or intermittent streams not flowing at the time of 
construction. 

Improves readability and clarity. Not a 
material change. 

This should be V.C.3 through V.C.6 in this 
section. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

V.D.1 Limit vegetation maintenance adjacent to waterbodies to allow a 
riparian strip at least 25 feet wide, as measured from the  
waterbody's waterbody mean high water mark, to permanently 
revegetate with native plant species across the entire 
construction right-of-way. However, to facilitate periodic pipeline 
corrosion/leak surveys, a corridor centered on the pipeline and 
up to 10 feet wide may be maintained in an an herbaceous 
state. In addition, trees that are located within 15 feet of the 
pipeline 
that are greater than 15 feet in height may be cut and removed 
from the permanent right-of-way. 

Where required for pipeline and facility maintenance or repairs, 
additional clearing up to the full width of the permanent right-of-
way may be performed. 

Where it is necessary for helicopters to land, an area up to 
1000 feet wide and 250 feet along the length of the right-of-way 
may be cleared of all vegetation greater than 8 inches high. 

Provides necessary flexibility to allow 
additional clearing, if needed, for 
maintenance and repairs, and for 
helicopter access. 

APP understands that Alaska State 
regulatory agencies will expect that 
shrubs and brush be left on the right-of-
way to decompose. It is not expected 
that trees within the unvegetated zone 
will even reach greater than 15 feet high 
before being cut. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should leave a 50-foot riparian 
strip for non-anadromous streams and 100-
foot riparian strip for anadromous streams.  

 

Explain why vegetation would not be 
removed from the permanent right-of-way. 

 

Clarify that additional clearing would only be 
done as necessary during repairs. 

 

Identify in the resource reports which 
waterbodies would require clearing within 25 
feet of the water’s edge for a helicopter 
landing and takeoff area. 

FERC, FWS 

V.D.2 Do not use herbicides or pesticides in or within 100 feet of a 
wetlands except as allowed by the appropriate land 
management  agency or state agency. 

Improves clarity and readability. Provide Further Justification: 

This should read within 100 feet of a 
waterbody. 

FERC 

VI.A WETLAND CROSSINGSWATERBODY CROSSINGS 
– WINTER CONSTRUCTION 

New section added to describe winter 
crossing procedures. Wetland 
crossing procedures are described in 
the following two sections. 

Acceptable.   

However, explain how TC Alaska would 
apply the toolbox approach in its resource 
reports (e.g., when temperatures are below 
X degrees, TC Alaska would use the winter 
construction Procedures). 

FERC 

VI.A.1 Apply to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE),, or its 
delegated agency, for the appropriate  wetland and  waterbody 
crossing permits. 

Improves clarity in that this section 
pertains to waterbody crossings, not 
wetland crossings. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.A.2 Provide written notification to authorities responsible for 
potable surface water supply intakes located within 3 miles 
downstream of the crossing at least 1 week before beginning 
work in the waterbody, or as otherwise specified by that 
authority. Not used. 

APP has not identified any potable 
water supply intakes in the Project area 
that would trigger the need for this 
measure; therefore, it has been 
deleted. 

Acceptable.  However, clarify in the resource 
reports that should one be identified that TC 
Alaska would comply with this mitigation 
measure. 

FERC 

VI.B INSTALLATION 

During winter construction where the waterbody is frozen to 
the stream bed, but ground water is encountered, APP will 
construct through the waterbody using an open cut crossing 
method. In the following sections, “waterbody” will not 
include waterbodies that are frozen to the stream bed as 
described above. 

Describes the typical method that will 
be used to cross waterbodies that are 
frozen to the stream bed at the time 
of construction and provides 
additional clarity on the definition of 
waterbody during winter conditions. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.1 TimeTiming Window for Construction: 

Unless expressly permitted or further restricted by the 
appropriate state agency in writing on a site- specific basis, 
instream work, except that required to install or remove 
equipment bridges, must occur during the following time 
windows: 

 

a.     coldwater fisheries - June I through September 
30; and 

 

b.     coolwater and warmwater fisheries -  June 1 through 
November 30. 

 

The Project will adhere to in-water work windows and conditions 
as required by federal and state agencies for waterbodies. In-
water work includes, but not is limited to, installation and 
removal of equipment bridges, installation of the pipe crossing 
section, and water withdrawal. 

Timing windows of FERC may not be 
applicable and APP will follow State 
Agency requirements. Text provides 
additional clarity on what activities are 
to be subject to timing windows. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Provide estimates of the time-of-year in-
water work windows and conditions imposed 
by federal and state agencies in the project 
area. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.2.a Locate all extra work areas (such as staging areas and 
additional spoil storage areas) at least 50 feet away from 
water’s edge, except where the adjacent upland consists of 
actively cultivated or rotated cropland or other disturbed land; 

Improves reasonability of this 
performance standard considering that 
large tracts of wetlands are crossed, 
and many are contiguous to 
waterbodies or will be crossed during 
winter. As a result, it will not be 
practical, reasonable, or feasible to 
locate all extra workspace at least 50 
feet away from water’s edge. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.2.d Limit the size of extra work areas to  the minimum that needed to 
construct the waterbody crossing. 

Provides APP the flexibility to adapt to 
unforeseen site-specific conditions 
that may require additional workspace. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The Commission’s wording allows for 
unforeseen site-specific conditions. 

FERC 

VI.B.3.b Construct crossings as reasonably close to perpendicular to the 
axis of the waterbody channel as engineering and routing 
conditions permit; 

Provides APP greater flexibility to 
address potential routing constraints 
in proximity to waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The Commission’s wording allows for 
potential routing constraints. 

FERC 

VI.B.3.c If the pipeline parallels a waterbody, attempt to maintain at 
least 15 feet of undisturbed vegetation between the 
waterbody (and any adjacent wetland) and the construction 
right-of-way; 

Improves reasonability considering that 
large tracts of wetlands are crossed 
and many are contiguous to 
waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

57 percent of the project would be 
constructed in uplands, which means there 
are a lot of transitional areas, where wetland 
impacts could be avoided. 

FERC 

VI.B.3.d Where waterbodies meander or have multiple channels, route 
the pipeline to  minimize reduce the number of waterbody 
crossings; 

Improves readability and clarity. Not a 
material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Fail to see how the change improves 
clarity. 

FERC 

VI.B.3.e Maintain adequate flow rates to protect aquatic life, and 
reduce prevent the interruption of existing downstream uses; 
and 

Provides APP greater flexibility to 
temporarily reduce or modify 
downstream uses during the 
construction period, if applicable, 
without a material change to the 
intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Any interruption of existing downstream 
uses would change this measure’s intended 
goal. 

FERC 

VI.B.4.a All spoil from minor and intermediate waterbody crossings, and  
upland bank spoil from intermediate and major waterbody 
crossings,  must will be placed in the construction right-of-way 
at least 10 feet from the water's edge or in additional extra 
work areas as described in Section  VVI.B.2.; and 

Provides clarity and flexibility to 
address potential difficulties placing 
instream spoil back from the water’s 
edge in larger intermediate (e.g., 80 
feet wide) and major waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Every other project is able to store spoil 
at least 10 feet from the water’s edge for 
intermediate waterbody crossings. 

FERC 
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Enclosure 2—Comments on Draft Procedures (Appendix 1K) 

 

 
 

Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.4.b Use sediment barriers to prevent reduce the flow of spoil or 
heavily silt-laden water into  any a waterbody. 

Proves a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an 
acceptable reduction, without a 
material change to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The current measure excludes spoil and 
heavily silt-laden water, which should be 
achievable for this project. 

FERC 

VI.B.5.a Only clearing equipment and equipment necessary for 
installation of equipment bridges may cross waterbodies prior 
to bridge installation. Limit the number of such crossings of 
each waterbody to one per piece of clearing equipment unless 
access is prohibited due to limited existing infrastructure, 
weather conditions, or impassable terrain. 

Provides additional clarity and 
flexibility to address potential 
constraints due to the remote and 
limited access issues in Alaska. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain why the installation of equipment 
bridges could not occur to eliminate the 
need for this change. 

FERC 

VI.B.5.b Construct equipment bridges to maintain unrestricted flow and 
to prevent reduce soil from entering the waterbody. Examples of 
such bridges include: 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a meterail change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The current measure excludes soil from 
entering the waterbody, which should be 
achievable for this project. 

FERC 

VI.B.5.b(2) Single-span structure, equipment pads and or railroad 
car bridges without culverts; 

Provides clarity on types of 
equipment crossings to be used by 
APP. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.5.b(3) Clean rock fill or railroad car bridges or timber and without 
culvert(s); and 

Provides clarity on types of 
equipment crossings to be used by 
APP. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.5.b(5) Ice or snow fill if frozen to stream bed and with a culvert if 
limited flow is present. 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.5 Additional options for equipment bridges may be utilized 
that achieve the performance objectives 
noted above. Do not use soil to construct or stabilize 
equipment bridges. unless appropriate erosion and sediment 
controls are implemented. 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

 
Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that soil would not be used to 
construct the bridge and would be excluded 
from the stream bed. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.5.c Design and maintain each equipment bridge to withstand and 
pass the highest flow expected to occur while the bridge is in 
place. Align culverts to prevent reduce bank erosion or 
streambed scour. If necessary, install energydissipating 
devices downstream of the culverts. 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Culverts should be aligned to prevent, not 
reduce, bank erosion. 

FERC 

VI.B.5.d Design and maintain equipment bridges to  prevent reduce 
soil from entering the waterbody.; and 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Equipment bridges should be designed to 
prevent, not reduce, soil from entering the 
waterbody. 

FERC 

VI.B.5.e Remove Final removal of temporary equipment bridges will 
occur as soon as  possible practicable after permanent seeding 
unless the COE, reclamation or its delegated agency, 
authorizes it as a permanent bridge permitted. 

Provides improved clarity and flexibility 
to address potential delays in the 
removal of temporary bridges due to 
limited existing infrastructure, weather 
conditions, or impassible terrain. 

The revised wording reflects the 
remoteness of many of the water 
crossing sites, the difficulty in 
accesses these sites and right-of-way 
areas beyond the water crossing and 
other issues. For example, the need 
to maintain a crossing structure may 
be control by construction and/or 
reclamation activities taking place on a 
pipeline section some distance remote 
from the crossing structure. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.5.f If there will be more than 1 month between final cleanup and 
the beginning of permanent seeding and reasonable 
alternative access to the right-of-way is available, remove 
equipment bridges as soon as possible after final cleanup. 
Ditch If temporary 
bridges are designed to the specified design flood return 
period, bridges will be left in place until completion of 
post-construction reclamation where access is prohibited 
due to limited existing infrastructure, weather conditions, 
or impassible terrain. 

Provides flexibility needed to keep 
temporary bridges in place where 
necessary based on local conditions. 

APP considers this requirement too 
restrictive given the remoteness of 
some of the water crossings and 
difficulty in gaining or maintaining 
access to the right- of-way. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Provide a commitment that TC Alaska would 
obtain appropriate permits by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers prior to conversion of a 
temporary bridge to a “permanent” bridge. 

FERC 

VI.B.6 Isolated Dry Ditch Crossing Methods The term “Isolated” more accurately 
reflects the technology and method of 
crossing. In some instances, the 
pipe trench across a watercourse will 
not be completely dry during 
installation. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.6.a Unless approved otherwise by the appropriate state agency, 
install the pipeline using one of the  dry-ditch isolated 
methods outlined below for crossings of waterbodies up to 
30 feet wide (at the water’s edge at the time of construction) 
that are state-designated as either coldwater or significant 
coolwater or warmwater fisheries., and where the stream 
flow, soil, and terrain conditions at the time of construction 
allow;

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Identify which streams would not allow an 
isolated construction method. 

FERC 

VI.B.6.b(2)(ii) Construct dams with materials that prevent reduce 
sediment and other prevent pollutants from entering the 
waterbody (e.g., sandbags or clean gravel with plastic 
liner); 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The construction of dams should prevent, 
not reduce, sediment from the right-of-way 
from entering the waterbody. 

FERC 

VI.B.6.b(2)(iv) prevent Reduce streambed scour at pump discharge; 
and 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The location, and possible energy 
dissipating devices, of the pump discharge 
should prevent streambed scour. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.6.c(1) Install flume pipe after blasting (if necessary), but before 
any trenching; 

Provides flexibility for APP to conduct 
some trenching prior to blasting, if 
needed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain why trenching would be needed prior 
to blasting. 

FERC 

VI.B.6.c(3) Properly align flume pipe(s) to prevent reduce bank erosion 
and streambed scour; 

Provides a more accurate description 
of the ability to achieve an acceptable 
reduction, without a material change 
to the intended goal. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Flume pipes should be aligned to prevent 
bank erosion. 

FERC 

VI.B.6.c(4) Do not remove flume pipe during trenching, pipe laying, or 
backfilling activities, or initial streambed restoration 
reclamation efforts; and 

Improves readability and provides a 
more accurate description of 
performance standard. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.6.d Channel Diversion 

(1) The channel diversion method may be used at 
waterbodies with more than one channel, such as braided 
streams. 

(2) Use sandbag or sandbag and plastic sheeting diversion 
structure or equivalent to develop an effective seal and to divert 
stream flow away from the channel where the pipe section will 
be installed to another channel away from the installation 
section (some modifications to the stream bottom may be 
required to achieve an effective seal); 

(3) Install the pipe section, backfill the trench, remove excess 
spoil, and stabilize the channel prior to removing diversion 
dams before proceeding with diversion of the next channel 
section; 

(4) Complete tie-ins in areas that are isolated from stream 
flow; 

(5) After completion of the final channel section, remove dams 
that are not also part of an equipment bridge. 

Provides description of crossing 
methods that may be utilized in 
waterbodies with more than one 
channel, such as braided streams. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify if channel diversion would occur off 
of the temporary right-of-way.  If it would, 
state each stream crossing where this 
would occur and the extra workspace that 
would be needed to construct these dams. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.6.e Horizontal Directional Direct Drill (HDD) 

To the extent they were not provided as part of the pre-
certification process, for each waterbody  or wetland that 
would be crossed using the HDD method, provide a plan that 
includes: 

Improves clarity in that this section 
pertains to waterbody crossings, not 
wetland crossings. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that wetlands that would be 
avoided by the HDD method would 
also be provided to the commission 
in a plan that includes the information 
in the following sections. 

FERC 

VI.B.6.e(1) Site-specific construction diagrams that show the location of 
mud pits, pipe assembly areas, and  all areas to be disturbed 
or cleared for construction; 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.6.e(3) A contingency plan for crossing the waterbody  or wetland in the 
event the directional drill HDD is unsuccessful and how the 
abandoned drill hole would be sealed, if necessary. 

Improves clarity and readability. 
Not a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State that the contingency plan also applies 
to wetlands. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.6.f Aerial–Span 

The aerial–span crossing method involves suspending an 
aboveground pipeline over the geographic feature to be 
crossed. The aerial span crossing method types are as 
follows: 

(1) Single-span bridge with no supports in the waterbody. 
Supports for the bridge will be located on each bank at either 
end of the bridge. The pipeline will be supported on the bridge 
or by a steel-girder or steel-plate structure under or on the side 
of the bridge; 

(2) A multi-span bridge with bridge supports on each bank and 
one or more supports within the waterbody. The pipeline could 
be supported on the bridge or by a steel-girder or steel-plate 
structure under or on the side of the bridge; and 

(3) A cable suspension bridge with or without an in- stream 
support. 

Provides a description of the 
anticipated types of aerial crossing 
methods that may be utilized across 
waterbodies. 

Provide Further Justification: 

If an aerial span crossing would require the 
use of in-water supports, then first TC 
Alaska would need approval by the 
appropriate state and federal agencies. 

Provide a commitment that TC Alaska 
would obtain appropriate permits and 
approvals prior to construction of an aerial-
span crossing. 

FERC 

VI.B.7 Crossings of Minor Waterbodies 

Where a dry-ditch an isolated crossing is not required, minor 
waterbodies may be crossed using the open-cut crossing 
method, with the following restrictions: 

The term “Isolated” more accurately 
reflects the technology and method of 
crossing. In some instances, the 
pipe trench across a watercourse will 
not be completely dry during 
installation. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.7.a Except for blasting and other rock breaking measures, complete 
in-stream construction activities (including trenching, pipe 
installation, backfill, and restoration grading of the streambed 
contours) within 
24 hours unless site-specific conditions make completion within 
24 hours infeasbile. Streambanks and unconsolidated 
streambeds may require additional restoration reclamation 
after this period; 

Provides clarity on the timing for 
implementation of performance 
standard, and provides flexibility to 
allow for potential delays during 
reclamation due site- specific 
conditions. 

APP may not restore contours but they 
will be graded to a similar topography 
as prior to construction, 
where circumstances allow. 

In addition, good effort will be made 
by APP to complete instream work in 
24 hours; however, given the 
weight/size of pipe, equipment needs, 
potential adverse weather conditions 
(summer storms, snow), some 
flexibility in this timeline is needed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State why restoration of the stream was 
excluded and why grading through a stream 
would be necessary.   

Explain what site-specific conditions could 
delay completion of construction within 24 
hours.   

Further, stream crossings should be 
conducted with impending weather in mind. 

FERC 

VI.B.8 Where a dry-ditch an isolated crossing is not required, 
intermediate waterbodies may be crossed using the open-cut 
crossing method, with the following restrictions: 

The term “Isolated” more accurately 
reflects the technology and method of 
crossing. In some instances, the 
pipe trench across a watercourse will 
not be completely dry during 
installation. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.9 Crossing of Major Waterbodies: 

Before construction, the project sponsor shall file with the 
Secretary for the review and written approval by the Director a 
detailed, site-specific construction plan and scaled drawings 
identifying  all areas to be disturbed by construction for each 
major waterbody crossing (the scaled drawings are not required 
for 
any offshore portions of pipeline projects). This plan should be 
developed in consultation with the 
appropriate federal and state and Federal agencies and 
should include extra work areas, spoil storage 
areas, sediment control structures, etc., as well as mitigation 
for navigational issues. 

The Environmental Inspector EI may adjust the final placement 
of the erosion and sediment control structures in the field to 
maximize enhance effectiveness. 

Improves readability and clarity. 

APP has no “offshore portions” of the 
pipeline. The term “enhance” reflects 
APP’s desire to ensure that the erosion 
and sediment techniques applied are the
most appropriate for the site-specific 
conditions. 

Provide Further Justification: 

The EI should attempt to maximize 
effectiveness of erosion and sediment 
control. 

FERC 

VI.B.10 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control: Install 

sediment barriers (as defined in section 
IV.F.2.a. of the APP Plan) immediately after initial 
disturbance prior to thaw of the waterbody or 
adjacent upland. Sediment barriers must be properly 
maintained throughout construction and reinstalled 
as necessary (such as after backfilling of the trench) 
until replaced by permanent erosion controls or restoration 
of adjacent upland areas is complete. 
Temporary erosion The APP Plan will address both 
temporary and sediment control measures are addressed 
in more detail in the Plan permanent 
controls; however, the following specific measures must be 
implemented at stream crossings: 

Provides clarity on the timing for 
implementation of this performance 
standard, and on the location where 
control measures are defined. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify why TC Alaska would remove 
restoration of adjacent upland areas. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.B.10.a Install sediment barriers across the entire construction right-of-
way at all waterbody crossings, where necessary to prevent 
the flow of sediments into the waterbody. In the travel lane, 
these may consist of removable sediment barriers (or 
driveable berms) must be installed across the travel lane. 
These Removable sediment barriers can be removed during the 
construction day, but must be  reinstalled 
re-installed after construction has stopped for the day and/or 
when heavy precipitation is imminent; 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.10.b Where waterbodies are adjacent to a cut and fill on the 
construction right-of-way and the right-of-way slopes toward 
the waterbody, install sediment barriers along the downslope 
edge of the construction right-of-way as necessary to  contain 
spoil and reduce sediment within flow into the construction 
right-of-way waterbody; and 

Improves clarity on where 
performance standard will be 
implemented, and more accurately 
reflects where APP anticipates 
sediment barriers will need to be 
installed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

A cut and fill area would not be the only 
area following removal of vegetation where 
sediment from the right-of-way could impact 
waterbodies.   

Further, erosion control devices should 
contain spoil from entering waterbodies. 

FERC 

VI.B.10.c Use trench plugs at all waterbody crossings, as necessary, to 
prevent diversion of stream water into upland adjacent portions 
of the pipeline trench and to keep any accumulated trench water 
out of the waterbody. 

Revised wording reflects that not all 
portions of the pipeline at 
watercrossings are adjacent to 
“uplands”. The revised wording more 
accurately reflects APP’s desire to 
prevent any water from laterally 
entering the pipeline trench. 

Acceptable.  

VI.B.11 Trench Dewatering: 

If necessary to dewater the trench (either on or off the 
construction right-of-way) do so in a manner that does not 
cause erosion and does not result in heavily siltladen water 
flowing into  any a waterbody. Remove the dewatering structures 
as soon as  possible practicable after the completion of 
dewatering activities. 

Improves readability and clarity 
without a material change. Revision 
to wording more accurately reflect 
APP’s intentions and the actual 
construction practicability. 

Acceptable.  
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FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
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Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.C RESTORATION RECLAMATION The term reclamation provides a more 
accurate description of what APP 
expects to accomplish following 
installation of the pipeline. APP will 
not undertake “restoration” but will 
provide “reclamation”. 

Acceptable.  

VI.C.1 Use clean gravel or native  cobbles materials, per permit 
requirements, for the upper 1 foot of trench backfill in all 
waterbodies that contain coldwater fisheries. 

Provides improved clarity and 
flexibility to use materials other than 
cobbles if needed due to local 
conditions, and if permitted. 

The original wording does not reflect 
the fact that many fish bearing streams 
in Alaska do not have a gravel or 
cobble substrate, and may comprise 
more fine grained soils. APP will 
comply with State regulatory permits 
with regard to backfilling the pipeline 
trench across the water bodies. 

Provide Clarification: 

Clarify if this means that the upper 1 foot of 
coldwater fisheries would only receive 
clean gravel or native materials if specified 
in a permit. 

FERC 

VI.C.2 For open-cut crossings, stabilize waterbody banks and install 
temporary sediment barriers within 24 hours of completing in-
stream construction activities. For dry-ditch isolation crossings, 
complete initial streambed and bank stabilization before 
returning flow to the waterbody channel. 

Improves readability and clarity 
without a material change. 
Revised wording reflects the fact that 
not all pipeline trenches will be dry 
during pipe installation, and reflects the 
reality that although good efforts will be 
undertaken to complete the installation 
and bank stabilization in a timely 
manner, some circumstances (e.g., 
pipe size, pipe trench width and depth, 
weather, including summer snow 
storms and freezing temperatures) 
may delay implementation of these 
measures. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
TC Alaska could state that it would complete 
streambed and bank stabilization of all dry-
ditch crossings, such as dam-and-pump, 
flume, and aerial spans with no in-water 
supports, before returning flow to the 
waterbody channel. 

FERC 

VI.C.3 Return all waterbody banks to preconstruction contours, as 
practical, or to a stable angle of repose as approved by the 
Environmental Inspector EI. 

Provides flexibility for performance 
without a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Existing measure allows for flexibility in bank 
restoration. 

FERC 
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VI.C.5 Unless otherwise specified by state permit, limit the use of 
riprap to Use riprap in areas where flow conditions preclude 
effective vegetative stabilization techniques such as seeding 
and erosion control fabric. or as otherwise allowed by state 
permit. 

Provides improved clarity where riprap 
will be used. APP expects that the use 
of riprap will be directed by Alaska 
State regulatory agencies and will be 
completed in accordance with river 
crossing permit requirements. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Existing measure already allows for 
regulatory agencies to allow the use of 
riprap. 

FERC 

VI.C.6 Stabilize and revegetate disturbed riparian areas per the APP 
Plan. Reclamation work will commence during the winter 
season of construction and will continue with conservation 
grasses and legumes or native plant species, preferably woody 
species. Revegetation during the subsequent summer season if 
necessary. 

Provides clarity that stabilization and 
revegetation measures are defined 
in the APP Plan. The use of 
conservation grasses, legumes and 
native plants may not be entirely 
practicable in Alaska. 

APP will apply a project specific 
erosion and sediment control 
plan and associated BMPs to 
address revegetation of riparian 
areas. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Identify species that TC Alaska would use to 
revegetate the riparian areas.   

To provide improved clarity, insert TC 
Alaska would apply a project specific 
erosion and sediment control plan and 
associated BMP’s to address revegetation 
of riparian areas to its proposed measure. 

FERC 

VI.C.7 Install a permanent slope breaker across the 
construction right-of-way at the base of slopes 
greater than 5 percent that are less than 50 feet from 
the waterbody, or as needed to prevent erosion and sediment 
transport into the waterbody. In addition, install sediment 
barriers as outlined control in accordance with the APP Plan and 
associated BMPs. In some areas, with the approval of the 
Environmental Inspector EI, an earthen berm may be suitable 
as a sediment barrier adjacent to the 
waterbody. 

Provides clarity that permanent erosion 
and sediment control measures are 
defined in the APP Plan. 

The revised wording reflects the intent 
of APP to develop and apply a 
comprehensive erosion control and 
sediment control Plan, together with 
engineering specifications and Best 
Management Practices. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Erosion controls should prevent sediment 
transport into the waterbody.  Clarify that TC 
Alaska’s measures would accomplish that 
goal. 

FERC 

VI.C.8 Sections VVI.C.3. through VVI.C.6. above also apply to those 
perennial or intermittent streams not flowing at the time of 
construction. 

Improves readability and updates 
cross-references. Not a material 
change. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VI.D.1 Limit vegetation maintenance adjacent to waterbodies to allow a 
riparian strip at least 25 feet wide, as measured from the  
waterbody's waterbody mean high water mark, to permanently 
revegetate with native plant species across the entire 
construction right-of-way. However, to facilitate periodic pipeline 
corrosion/leak surveys, a corridor centered on the pipeline and 
up to 10 feet wide may be maintained in an an herbaceous 
state. In addition, trees that are located within 15 feet of the 
pipeline 
that are greater than 15 feet in height may be cut  and removed 
from the permanent right-of-way. 

Where required for pipeline and facility maintenance or repairs, 
additional clearing up to the full width of the permanent right-of-
way may be performed. 

Where it is necessary for helicopters to land, an area up to 
1000 feet wide and 250 feet along the length of the right-of-way 
may be cleared of all vegetation greater than 8 inches high. 

Provides necessary flexibility to allow 
additional clearing, if needed, for 
maintenance and repairs, and for 
helicopter access. 

APP understands that Alaska State 
regulatory agencies will expect that 
shrubs and brush be left on the right-
of-way to decompose. It is not 
expected that trees within the 
unvegetated zone will even reach 
greater than 15 feet high before being 
cut. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State why vegetation would not be removed 
from the permanent right-of-way. 

 

Clarify that additional clearing would only be 
done as necessary during repairs. 

 

State in the resource reports which 
waterbodies would require clearing within 25 
feet of the water’s edge for a helicopter 
landing and takeoff area. 

FERC 

VI.D.2 Do not use herbicides or pesticides in or within 100 feet of a 
wetlands except as allowed by the appropriate land 
management  agency or state agency. 

Improves clarity and readability. Provide Further Justification: 

This should read within 100 feet of a 
waterbody. 

FERC 

VII.A.1 The project sponsor shall conduct a wetland delineation using 
the current federal methodology for Alaska and file a wetland 
delineation report with the Secretary before construction. This 
report shall identify: 

Improves readability and clarifies scope 
of delineation will be consistent with 
Alaska methodology. 

The addition of “for Alaska” ensures 
that the Federal methodology for 
wetland delineation reflects the 
specific attributes and pervasiveness 
of wetlands in Alaska. 

Acceptable, provided we agree with the 
methodology. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.A.1.a By milepost  all (MP), wetlands that would be affected; Improves readability. Acceptable.  

VII.A.2 Route the pipeline to minimize the length of the pipeline 
crossing wetlands while generally following existing linear 
disturbances avoid wetland areas to 
the maximum extent possible. If a wetland cannot be avoided or 
crossed by following an existing right-of- 
way, route the new pipeline in a manner that minimizes 
disturbance to wetlands. Where looping an existing pipeline, 
overlap the existing pipeline 
right-of-way with the new construction right-of-way. In addition, 
locate the loop line no more than 25 feet away from the 
existing pipeline unless site-specific 
constraints would adversely affect the stability of the existing 
pipeline. 

The revised wording and additional 
text are intended to reflect the 
widespread presence of wetlands of 
various values in Alaska. Further, 
while it is recognized that the pipeline 
must be constructed across many 
wetland sections in winter because of 
the presence of weak or unstable 
surface soils that are susceptible to 
rutting or damage when thawed, there 
are expected to some wetland terrain 
sections, that notwithstanding their 
classification as wetlands, will provide 
a stable and trafficable surface to 
allow summer construction. 

Acceptable.  

VII.A.3 Limit the width of the construction right-of-way to 75 feet or less. 
Prior written approval of the Director is required where 
topographic conditions or soil limitations require that the 
construction right-of-way width within the boundaries of a 
federally delineated wetland be expanded beyond 75 feet. 
Early in the planning process the project sponsor is encouraged 
to identify site-specific areas where existing soils lack adequate 
unconfined compressive strength that 
would result in excessively wide ditches and/or difficult to 
contain spoil piles. 

During winter or summer construction where wetland soils can 
support equipment without significant rutting or soil mixing and 
maintain stable trench walls, then typical upland right-of-way 
preparation techniques 
and widths will be used. 

The revised text reflects APP’s 
philosophy that construction of the 
pipeline can be completed without 
damage to the ground surface in those 
terrain sections that support summer 
activities. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Given that TC Alaska states it would cross 
unstable wetlands with a 100-foot-wide right-
of-way, it should be able to cross stable 
wetlands within the same width.  Further, 
construction through wetlands should be 
limited to the minimal amount of time 
necessary. 

Additionally, TC Alaska should commit to 
implementing the measures listed as a) 
through c). 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.A.3 Limit the width of the construction right-of-way to 75 feet or less. 
Prior written approval of the Director is required where 
topographic conditions or soil limitations require that the 
construction right-of-way width within the boundaries of a 
federally delineated wetland be expanded beyond 75 feet. 
Early in the planning process the project sponsor is encouraged 
to identify site-specific areas where existing soils lack adequate 
unconfined compressive strength that 
would result in excessively wide ditches and/or difficult to 
contain spoil piles. 

During winter or summer construction where wetland soils can 
support equipment without significant rutting or soil mixing and 
maintain stable trench walls, then typical upland right-of-way 
preparation techniques 
and widths will be used. 

For summer crossings of wetlands that cannot support 
equipment without significant rutting or soil- mixing, the 
following crossing techniques will be considered: 

a) Limit construction right-of-way width to 100 feet; 

b) Construct a shoo-fly around the area; and 

c) Utilize timber riprap, mats, or similar materials to distribute 
equipment loads. 

The revised text reflects APP’s 
philosophy to achieve summer 
construction over terrain that will support 
safe and efficient construction 
operations. In some cases an increased
right-of-way width will be necessary or 
use of surface reinforcement/support will
be needed. 

 

 

 

See previous. FERC 

VII.A.4 Wetland boundaries and buffers must be clearly marked in the 
field with signs and/or highly visible flagging until construction-
related ground disturbing activities are complete. Not 
applicable (Marking wetland boundaries) 

APP believes this section is not 
necessary or practical in that the 
construction right-of-way boundaries 
and extra work spaces will be 
surveyed and flagged regardless, and 
that no additional flagging is needed 
in light of the pervasive presence of 
wetlands. 

Provide Further Justification: 

All wetlands should be clearly marked in the 
field.  If construction would occur through 
long stretches of wetland, then mark the 
boundaries (where entering and exiting) of 
the wetland. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.A.5 Implement the measures of sections V. and VI.waterbody 
procedures in the event a waterbody crossing is located 
within or adjacent to a wetland crossing. 

This revised text reflects APP’s plan 
to change to a waterbody crossing 
methodology and techniques where 
necessary. 

Acceptable.  

VII.A.6 Due to the extensive contiguous nature of the wetlands, 
aboveground facilities in any will likely be located within 
wetlands except where to comply with the location spacing 
requirements of such facilities outside of wetlands would 
prohibit compliance with U.S. Department of Transportation 
(DOT) regulations. 

This revised text reflects the widespread 
presence of wetlands of various types 
and values along the route in Alaska 
and the expected inability of the Project 
to comply with the original subsection 
wording. APP will comply with pipeline 
regulations of the US DOT. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
TC Alaska should attempt to locate 
aboveground facilities to minimize impacts on 
wetlands, to the extent practicable. 

FERC 

VII.B.1.a Locate all extra work areas (such as staging areas and 
additional spoil storage areas) at least 50 feet away from 
wetland boundaries, except where the adjacent upland 
consists of actively cultivated or rotated cropland or other 
disturbed land. 

Not applicable; (Setback for extra work areas.) 

APP believes the number and 
proximity of wetlands makes it 
impractical to locate extra work areas 
outside wetland boundaries. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should attempt to located extra 
workspaces outside of wetlands, to the 
extent practicable. 

FERC 

VII.B.1.b The project sponsor shall file with the Secretary for review and 
written approval by the Director, a site- specific construction 
plan for each extra work area with a less than 50-foot setback 
from wetland boundaries (except where adjacent upland 
consists of actively cultivated or rotated cropland or other 
disturbed land) and a site-specific explanation of the conditions 
that will not permit a 50-foot setback. 

Not applicable; (Site-specific plans.) 

APP believes the number and 
proximity of wetlands makes it 
impractical to develop site-specific 
plans for each extra work area within 
50 feet of, or within, wetland 
boundaries. However, extra work 
areas and wetland boundaries are 
shown on the Project alignment 
sheets. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should provide a table of all 
wetlands that would be within 50 feet of 
wetlands.  The table should include the MP, 
size, acreage of wetland impact and type, 
and justification for the workspace. 

FERC 

VII.B.1.c Not applicable: (Limit clearing of vegetation  between extra work 
areas and the edge of the wetland to the certificated 
construction right-of-way.); 

APP believes the number and 
proximity of wetlands makes it 
impractical to limit clearing within 50 
feet of wetland boundaries. 

Provide Further Justification: 

To the extent practicable, TC Alaska should 
limit the vegetative clearing at wetland 
boundaries. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.B.1.d The construction right-of-way may be used for 
access when the wetland soil is firm enough to avoid rutting or 
the construction right-of-way has been 
appropriately stabilized to avoid rutting (e.g., with timber riprap, 
prefabricated equipment mats, or terra 
mats). In wetlands that cannot be appropriately stabilized, all 
construction equipment other than that 
needed to install the wetland crossing shall use 
access roads located in upland areas. Where access roads in 
upland areas do not provide reasonable is prohibited due to 
limited existing infrastructure (i.e., access roads), weather 
conditions, or impassible terrain, limit all other the construction 
equipment  to one pass passing through the  wetland using the 
construction right-of-way. where practicable; and 

Revised wording provided to reflect 
logistical and operational constraints 
of working in a predominant wetland 
environment. 

Provide Further Justification: 

If a wetland is to be used as a travel lane, 
then it should be stabilized prior to this 
use. 

FERC 

VII.B.1.e The only access roads, other than the construction right-of-
way, that can be used in wetlands without Director approval, 
are those existing roads that can be used with no modification 
and no impact on the 
wetlands. Use existing access roads where possible. New 
access roads will be located outside of wetlands where 
practicable. 

Given the pervasiveness of 
wetlands of varying types and 
quality along the route, it is not 
practical to limit access to the 
construction right-of-way and to 
existing roads. New access to 
the right-of-way, across some 
wetlands will be required. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
Clarify that TC Alaska would request 
approval by the Director of OEP prior to using 
access roads that require modifications. 

FERC 

VII.B.2.b Assemble the pipeline in an upland area unless the wetland is 
dry crossing sections in temporary work space areas adjacent 
to or near the crossing locations that are firm enough to  
adequately support skids and pipe.construction equipment and 
to avoid soil-mixing or deep rutting. 

The revised text reflects the 
pervasiveness of wetlands along the 
route in Alaska the impractibility of 
assembling the pipeline outside of 
wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  

VII.B.2.c Not applicable; (Push-pull" or "float" techniques to place the 
pipe in the trench where water and other site conditions 
allow.) 

The use of push-pull techniques is 
now covered by another section. 

Provide Clarification: 

Clarify what section now covers these 
techniques. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.B.2.d Minimize the length of time that topsoil/loose surface material is 
segregated and the trench is open.; 

Improves clarity on what materials will 
be segregated. 

Acceptable.  

VII.B.2.e Limit construction equipment operating in wetland areas that 
cannot support construction equipment without significant 
rutting or soil mixing to that needed to clear the construction 
right-of-way,  dig 
excavate the trench, fabricate and install the pipeline crossing 
section, backfill the trench, and restore reclaim the construction 
right-of-way.; 

Given the pervasiveness of wetlands 
of differing type and value along the 
route in Alaska, additional clarity is 
provided to describe the basis for 
limiting equipment operation. 

Provide Further Justification: 

This seems to contradict section VII.B.1.d. 

 

FERC 

VII.B.2.f Where present, cut vegetation just  aboveground above ground-
level, leaving existing root systems in place, and remove it from 
the wetland for disposal. Grinding of stumps to achieve a 
trafficable working surface is allowed, provided the stump base 
and root system are left intact. 

Improves clarity on construction 
procedures. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State why vegetation would not be removed 
from wetlands. 

FERC 

VII.B.2.g LimitFor areas that do not require right-of-way grading, limit 
pulling of tree stumps and grading activities to directly over the  
trenchline. trench line. Do not grade or remove stumps or root 
systems from the rest of the construction right-of-way in 
wetlands unless the Chief Inspector and  Environmental 
InspectorEI determine that safety-related 
construction constraints require grading or the removal of tree 
stumps from under the working side of the construction right-
of-way.; 

Improves clarity on construction 
procedures. 

Acceptable.  
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FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 
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Comment  
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VII.B.2.h Segregate the top 1 foot of topsoil from the area disturbed by 
trenching, exceptExcept in areas where standing water is 
present or soils are saturated or frozen. Immediately after 
backfilling is complete, restore the segregated topsoil to its 
original location., segregate the loose surface materials from 
wetlands. These materials will be temporarily windrowed along 
the construction right-of-way; 

Improves readability and clarity. Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify why TC Alaska would not be able to 
segregate the top 1 foot of topsoil or to the 
permafrost layer.  Further, state that the 
topsoil would be restored to its original 
location.  

FERC, FWS 

VII.B.2.i Do not use rock, soil imported from outside the wetlands 
tree stumps, or brush riprap to support equipment on the 
construction right-of-way.; 

Project may, where necessary, use 
imported rock or soil to construct a safe 
workpad within wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  

VII.B.2.j If standing water or saturated soils are present, or if 
construction equipment causes ruts or mixing of the 
topsoil/loose surface materials and subsoil in wetlands, use  
low-ground-weight construction equipment, or operate normal 
equipment on  timber riprap, prefabricated equipment mats,  or 
terra mats., or other means. Soil fill or rock riprap may be used 
to stabilize the right-of-way where authorized as permanent fill 
by permit; 

Given the pervasiveness of wetlands 
and the size of the pipeline, it is not 
practicable to use “low ground 
pressure vehicles”. 

Project may, where necessary, use 
imported rock or soil to construct a safe 
workpad within wetland areas. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Placing inorganic fill in wetlands for 
equipment access is discouraged.  Working 
in the winter, or filter fabric on wetlands 
would facilitate clean up of any inorganic fill 
used. 

FWS 

VII.B.2.l Attempt to use no more than two layers of timber riprap to 
support equipment on the construction right- of-way except 
where stabilization of the right-of-way with permanent fill is not 
authorized. 

Improves clarity of construction 
procedures. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Where matting would require more than two 
layers, clarify if it would be better to wait until 
winter conditions could be employed. 

FERC 

VII.B.2.m Remove all project-related material used to support equipment 
on the construction right-of-way upon completion of 
constructionpost-construction reclamation except where 
stabilization of the right-of- way with permanent fill is 
authorized. 

Provides flexibility for the Project, 
where necessary, to use imported 
rock or soil to construct a safe 
workpad within wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  
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VII.B.3 Temporary Sediment Control: 

Install sediment barriers (as defined in section IV.F.2.a. of the 
APP Plan) immediately after initial disturbance of the wetland 
or adjacent upland. sedimentwetlands. Sediment barriers 
must be properly maintained throughout construction and 
reinstalled as necessary (such as after backfilling of the 
trench). Except as noted below in section VI.B.3.c., maintain 
sediment barriers) until replaced by permanent erosion 
controls or restoration of adjacent upland areas is complete. 
Temporary erosion. The APP Plan will address both 
temporary and sediment control measures are addressed in 
more detail in the Plan.permanent controls: 

Revised text reflects the realities of 
pipeline construction in wetland areas 
subject to severe conditions, such as 
summer snow storms, problematic site 
and ground conditions, etc. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Sediment barriers at adjacent uplands 
prevent sediment from being transported 
into the wetland.  Explain how TC Alaska 
would minimize sediment transport from 
these adjacent uplands. 

FERC 

VII.B.3.a Install sediment barriers across the entire construction right-of-
way  immediately upslope of the on a site-specific basis at 
upland/wetland boundary at all wetland crossingsboundaries 
where necessary to prevent sediment flow into the  
wetlandswetland. 
In the travel lane, these may consist of removable sediment 
barriers or drivable berms. Removable sediment barriers 
can be removed during the construction day, but must be re-
installed after construction has stopped for the day and/or 
when heavy precipitation is imminent; 

Improves readability and clarity. Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify how this provides equal or better 
protection to the wetlands as the original 
measure. 

FERC 

VII.B.3.b WhereOn a site-specific basis where wetlands are adjacent 
to the construction right-of-way and the right-of-way slopes 
toward the  wetlandswetland, install sediment barriers along 
the edge of the construction right-of-way as necessary to 
preventreduce sediment flow into the wetlandswetland; 

Improves readability and clarity. Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify how this provides equal or better 
protection to the wetlands as the original 
measure. 

FERC 
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VII.B.3.c Install sediment barriers along the edge of the construction 
right-of-way as necessary to contain spoil and sediment within 
the construction right-of- way through wetlands. on a site-
specific basis. Remove these sediment barriers during right-of-
way cleanup.post-construction reclamation; and 

Improves clarity of construction 
procedures and timing of post-
construction activities. Not a material 
change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify how this provides equal or better 
protection to the wetlands as the original 
measure. 

FERC 

VII.B.4 Trench Dewatering: 

Dewater the trench (either on or off the construction right-of-
way) in a manner that does not cause erosion and does not 
result in heavily silt -laden water flowing into any wetlands to the 
extent practicable. Remove the dewatering structures as soon 
as possiblepracticable after the completion of 
dewatering activities. 

Revised text reflects the realities of 
pipeline construction in wetland areas 
subject to severe conditions, such as 
summer snow storms, problematic site 
and ground conditions, etc. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should explain how severe 
conditions would prevent it from dewatering 
the trench in a manner that does not cause 
erosion. 

FERC 

VII.C RESTORATION RECLAMATION The term reclamation provides a more 
accurate description of what APP 
expects to accomplish following 
installation of the pipeline. APP will 
not undertake “restoration” but will 
provide “reclamation”. 

Acceptable.  

VII.C.1 Where the pipeline trench may drain a wetland, construct 
trench breakers and/or seal the trench bottom as necessary to 
maintain the original wetland hydrology. 

There are a other reasons to install 
trench breakers than just to maintain 
the original wetland hydrology. The 
Project may decide to install trench 
breakers for other purposes. 

Provide Further Justification: 

This measure’s sole purpose is to protect 
the hydrology of the wetland.  Explain how 
this could be achieved without a 
performance standard. 

FERC, FWS 
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VII.C.2 For each wetland crossed, install a trench breaker at the base 
of slopes near the boundary between the wetland and adjacent 
upland areas. Install a permanent slope breaker across the 
construction right-of-way at the base of slopes greater than 5 
percent where the base of the slope is less than 50 feet from 
the wetland, or as needed to prevent sediment transport into 
the wetland. In addition, install sediment barriers as outlined in 
the Plan. In some areas, with the approval of the 
Environmental Inspector, an earthen berm may be suitable as a 
sediment barrier adjacent to the wetland. 

Install permanent erosion and sediment control in 
accordance with the APP Plan. 

The APP Plan addresses permanent 
and temporary erosion and sediment 
control measures adjacent to 
wetlands and waterbodies. 

Acceptable.  

VII.C.3 Do not use fertilizer, lime, or mulch unless required in writing by 
the appropriate land management or state agency or the APP 
Plan. 

The APP Plan contains an erosion 
control technique that includes the 
use of mulch. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that the use of fertilizer, lime, or 
mulch is acceptable to state and federal 
agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands. 

FERC 

VII.C.4 Consult withRestore wetlands as outlined in the appropriate 
land management or state agency to develop a project-
specific wetland restoration plan.permits/approvals. The 
restoration plan shouldpermits/approvals may include 
measures for re-establishing herbaceous and/or woody 
species, controlling the invasion and spread of undesirable 
exotic species (e.g., purple loosestrife and phragmites), and 
monitoring the success of the revegetation and weed control 
efforts. Provide this plan to the FERC staff upon request. 

The revised text is intended to reflect 
the application of the APP Plan, and 
the use of the Erosion and Sediment 
Control and Revegetation 
Engineering Design and 
Specifications document, and the fact 
that revegetation may take many 
years. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should state measures it would 
take to re-establish herbaceous and woody 
species. 

Also, the ADNR suggests replacing 
"undesirable exotic species" with the term 
“invasive species” here and in section 
VIII.C.4. 

FERC, ADNR 
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VII.C.5 Until a project-specific wetland restoration plan is developed 
and/or implemented, temporarily revegetate the construction 
right-of-way with annual ryegrass at a rate of 40 pounds/acre 
(unless standing water is present). 

APP understand that some Alaska 
agencies do not support the use of 
temporary vegetation. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State which agencies do not support the 
use of temporary vegetation. 

FERC 

VII.C.6 Ensure that all disturbed areas successfully revegetate with 
wetland herbaceous and/or woody plant species. Per the APP 
Plan, disturbed areas will be stabilized and revegetated, as 
appropriate. 

The revised text is intended to reflect 
the application of the APP Plan, and 
the use of the Erosion and Sediment 
Control and Revegetation 
Engineering Design and 
Specifications document, and the fact 
that revegetation may take many 
years. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that restoration would not be 
considered complete until revegetation is 
complete, though it may take many years. 

FERC 

VII.C.7 Remove temporary sediment barriers located at the site-
specific boundary between  wetlandwetlands and adjacent 
upland areas after  upland revegetation and stabilization of 
adjacent upland areas are judged. 

Revised text to reflect the fact the 
stabilization of the ground surface is 
the primary objective in the 
reclamation phase and that 
revegetation may take many years to 
complete. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify what site-specific adds to this 
section. 

FERC 

VII.C.8 Where grading is required along side hill or longitudinal slopes 
the construction right-of-way will be stabilized after post-
construction reclamation but 
not necessarily returned to  be successful as specified in section 
VII.A.5. of the Plan.the original grade. 

This new section is intended to reflect 
the reality of pipeline construction in 
that some permanent grading will 
occur. All areas will be stabilized but 
not all areas will be returned to the 
original grade and profile. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State that restoration would be in 
compliance with state and federal 
permitting agencies requirements. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.D.1 Do not conduct vegetation maintenance over the full width of 
the permanent right-of-way in wetlands. However, toTo 
facilitate periodic pipeline corrosion/leak surveys, a corridor 
centered on the pipeline and up to 10 feet wide may be 
maintained in anan herbaceous state.  In addition, trees within 
15 feet of the pipeline that are greater than 15 feet in height 
may be selectively cut and removedcut from the permanent 
right-of-way. 

Do not Where required for pipeline and facility maintenance or 
repairs, additional clearing up to the full width of the right-of-
way may be performed. 

Where it is necessary for helicopters to land, an area up to 
1000 feet wide and 250 feet along the length of the right-of-way 
may be cleared of all vegetation greater than 8 inches high. 

Revised text reflects the Project 
need to maintain a vegetation free 
area over the pipeline, as well as at 
sites subject to routine helicopter 
landings, and at other areas where 
pipeline and facility repairs and 
maintenance activities will be 
performed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Change the first paragraph to read “Do not 
conduct routine vegetation 
maintenance…”.   

State why vegetation would not be 
removed from wetland areas. 

Change second paragraph to read “…may 
be performed, as necessary, to 
accomplish the activity.”   

Provide a table stating what wetlands 
would be impacted by maintenance for 
helicopter landings (including MP, wetland 
type, acreage for maintenance, acreage of 
fill, etc…). 

FERC 

VII.D.3 Monitor In those cases where wetlands are revegetated, the 
Project will monitor and record the success of wetland 
revegetation  annually for the first 
3 years as outlined in the appropriate land management or state 
agency permits/approvals. after construction or until wetland 
revegetation is 
successful. At the end of 3 years after construction, file a 
report with the Secretary identifying the status of the wetland 
revegetation efforts. Include the 
percent cover achieved and problem areas (weed invasion 
issues, poor revegetation, etc.). Continue to file a report 
annually until wetland revegetation is successful. 

The revised text acknowledges that 
revegetation is variable and will be 
monitored as provided in permit 
conditions. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Provide a monitoring plan to document 
successful revegetation of the disturbed 
areas through wetlands.  This plan should 
state how TC Alaska would ensure 
revegetation of disturbed areas.  As 3 years 
may not be long enough for wetlands to 
restore through much of the project area, TC 
Alaska should suggest a period of time that 
would be appropriate for filing its report with 
the Secretary documenting restoration of 
disturbed wetland areas. 

FERC, FWS, 
OFC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VII.D.4 Wetland revegetation shall be considered successful per the 
APP Plan.if the cover of herbaceous and/or woody species is at 
least 80 percent of the type, density, and distribution of the 
vegetation in adjacent wetland areas that were not disturbed by 
construction. if revegetation is not successful at the end of 3 
years, develop and implement (in consultation with a 
professional wetland ecologist) a remedial revegetation plan to 
actively revegetate the wetlands Continue revegetation efforts 
until wetland revegetation is successful. 

The revised text reflects the Alaska 
reality that revegegation can take 
many years and that the intent of the 
Project is to establish a stable ground 
surface and that erosion and sediment 
control are effective. 

 Provide Further Justification: 

The monitoring plan should include criteria 
for determining wetland restoration success.  

FERC, FWS, 
OFC 

VIII WETLAND CROSSINGS – WINTER 
CONSTRUCTION 

New section. Acceptable.  

VIII.A.1 The project sponsor shall conduct a wetland delineation using 
the current federal methodology for Alaska and file a wetland 
delineation report with the Secretary before construction. This 
report shall identify: 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable, provided we agree with 
the methodology. 

FERC 

VIII.A.1.a by milepost all By MP, wetlands that would be affected; Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  

VIII.A.2 Route the pipeline to avoid wetland areas tominimize the 
maximum extent possible. If a wetland cannot be avoided or 
crossed by following an existing right- length of-way, route the 
new pipeline  in a manner 
that minimizes disturbance tocrossing wetlands. Where 
looping an while generally following existing pipeline, overlap 
the existing pipelinelinear disturbances. 

The revised wording and additional 
text are intended to reflect the 
widespread presence of wetlands of 
various values in Alaska. As a result, 
avoiding wetland crossings is not 
feasible or practical. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.A.3 Limit the width of the construction right-of-way to 75 feet or less. 
Prior written approval of the Director is required where 
topographic conditions or soil limitations require that the 
construction right-of-way width within the boundaries of a 
federally delineated wetland be expanded beyond 75 feet. 
Early in the planning process the project sponsor is encouraged 
to identify site-specific areas where existing soils lack adequate 
unconfined compressive strength that 
would result in excessively wide ditches and/or difficult to 
contain spoil piles. 

During winter construction where wetland soils can support 
equipment without significant rutting or soil mixing and 
maintain stable trench walls, then typical upland right-of-way 
preparation techniques and widths will be used. For winter 
construction in 
wetlands where right-of-way grading (cuts and/or fills) 
are required and where sub-soils can support construction 
equipment, no reduction from the applicable construction 
right-of-way is necessary. 

 

 
For winter crossing of wetlands that cannot support equipment 
without significant rutting or soil-mixing, the following crossing 
techniques will be considered: 

a) Limit construction right-of-way width to 100 feet except for 
where existing soils lack adequate strength to maintain 
near vertical trench side slopes which results in 
excessively wide ditches or difficulty to contain ditch spoil 
piles;; 

b) Construct a shoo-fly around the area; and 

Utilize timber riprap, mats, or similar materials to distribute 
equipment loads. 

The revised wording and additional 
text are intended to reflect the 
widespread presence of wetlands of 
various values in Alaska. Further, it is 
recognized that the pipeline must be 
constructed across many wetland 
sections in winter because of the 
presence of weak or unstable surface 
soils that are susceptible to rutting or 
damage when thawed. 
In addition, the revised text reflects 
APP’s philosophy to conduct winter 
construction over terrain that will support
safe and efficient construction 
operations. In some cases an increased
right-of-way width will be necessary or 
use of surface reinforcement/support will
be needed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Given that TC Alaska states it would cross 
unstable wetlands with a 100-foot-wide right-
of-way, it should be able to cross stable 
wetlands within the same width.  Further, 
construction through wetlands should be 
limited to the minimal amount of time 
necessary. 

 
Additionally, TC Alaska should commit to 
implementing the measures listed as a) 
through what should be c). 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.A.4 Wetland boundaries and buffers must be clearly marked in the 
field with signs and/or highly visible flagging until construction-
related ground disturbing activities are complete. 

APP believes this section is not 
necessary or practical in that the 
construction right-of-way boundaries 
and extra work spaces will be 
surveyed and flagged regardless, and 
that no additional flagging is needed 
in light of the pervasive presence of 
wetlands. 

Provide Further Justification: 

All wetlands should be clearly marked in the 
field.  If construction would occur through 
long stretches of wetland, then mark the 
boundaries (where entering and exiting) of 
the wetland.  

FERC, OFC 

VIII.A.5 Implement the measures of sections V. and VI.waterbody 
procedures in the event a waterbody crossing is located 
within or adjacent to a wetland crossing. 

This revised text reflects APP’s plan 
to change to a waterbody crossing 
methodology and techniques where 
necessary. 

Acceptable.  

VIII.A.6 Due to the extensive contiguous nature of the wetlands, 
aboveground facilities in any will likely be located within 
wetlands except where to comply with the location spacing 
requirements of such facilities outside of wetlands would 
prohibit compliance with U.S. Department of 
TransportationDOT regulations. 

This revised text reflects the 
widespread presence of wetlands of 
various types and values along the 
route in Alaska and the expected 
inability of the Project to comply with 
the original subsection wording. 

APP will comply with pipeline 
regulations of the US DOT. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 

TC Alaska should attempt to locate 
aboveground facilities to minimize impacts 
on wetlands, to the extent practicable. 

FERC 

VIII.B.1.a Locate all extra work areas (such as staging areas and 
additional spoil storage areas) at least 50 feet away from 
wetland boundaries, except where the adjacent upland 
consists of actively cultivated or rotated cropland or other 
disturbed land. 

Not applicable; (Setback for extra work areas.) 

APP believes the number and 
proximity of wetlands makes it 
impractical to locate extra work areas 
outside wetland boundaries. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should attempt to located extra 
workspaces outside of wetlands, to the 
extent practicable. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.B.1.b The project sponsor shall file with the Secretary for review and 
written approval by the Director, a site- specific construction 
plan for each extra work area with a less than 50-foot setback 
from wetland boundaries (except where adjacent upland 
consists of actively cultivated or rotated cropland or other 
disturbed land) and a site-specific explanation of the conditions 
that will not permit a 50-foot setback. 

Not applicable; (Site-specific plans.) 

APP believes the number and 
proximity of wetlands makes it 
impractical to develop site-specific 
plans for each extra work area within 
50 feet of, or within, wetland 
boundaries. However, extra work 
areas and wetland boundaries are 
shown on the Project alignment 
sheets. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should provide a table of all 
wetlands that would be within 50 feet of 
wetlands.  The table should include the MP, 
size, acreage of wetland impact and type, 
and justification for the workspace. 

FERC 

VIII.B.1.c Limit clearing of vegetation between extra work areas and the 
edge of the wetland to the certificated construction right-of-way.) 

Not applicable (Limit clearing of vegetation); 

APP believes the number and 
proximity of wetlands makes it 
impractical to limit clearing within 50 
feet of wetland boundaries. 

Provide Further Justification: 

To the extent practicable, TC Alaska should 
limit the vegetative clearing at wetland 
boundaries. 

FERC 

VIII.B.1.d The construction right-of-way may be used for 
access when the wetland soil is firm enough to avoid rutting or 
the construction right-of-way has been 
appropriately stabilized to avoid rutting (e.g., with timber riprap, 
prefabricated equipment mats,  or terra 
mats, or through ground-freezing). In wetlands that cannot be 
appropriately stabilized,  all construction equipment other than 
that needed to install the 
wetland crossing shall use access roads located in upland 
areas. Where access roads in upland areas do not provide 
reasonable is prohibited due to limited 
existing infrastructure (i.e., access roads), weather conditions, 
or impassible terrain, limit  all other the construction equipment 
to one pass passing through the  wetland using the construction 
right-of-way. 
where practicable; and 

Revised wording provided to reflect 
logistical and operational constraints 
of working in a predominant wetland 
environment. This includes the use 
of ground freezing to stabilize the 
right-of-way surface to facilitate 
traffic. 

Provide Further Justification: 

If a wetland is to be used as a travel lane, 
then it should be stabilized prior to this use. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.B.1.e The only access roads, other than the construction right-of-
way, that can be used in wetlands without Director approval, 
are those existing roads that can be used with no modification 
and no impact on the 
wetlands. Use existing access roads where possible. New 
access roads will be located outside of wetlands 
where practicable. 

Given the pervasiveness of wetlands of 
varying types and quality along the 
route, it is not practical to limit access 
to the construction right-of-way and to 
existing roads. New access to the 
right-of-way, across some wetlands will 
be required. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
Clarify that TC Alaska would request 
approval by the Director of OEP prior to 
using access roads that require 
modifications. 

FERC 

VIII.B.2.a Comply with COE, or its delegated agency, permit terms and 
conditions; for Alaska North Slope coastal and foothill zones, 
comply with the tundra travel criteria as specified by the Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources 

Department of Natural Resources has 
developed recommendations for winter 
tundra travel based on experimental 
data that separate tundra into two 
distinct geographical areas (Coastal 
and Foothill Areas). 

Coastal Area Tundra Travel Criteria 
(Approximately MP 0 to MP 62):  
when soil temperatures are colder 
than or equal to  –5 degrees C (23.1 
degrees F) at a depth of 12 inches (30 
cm) below the surface, and when at 
least 6 inches (15 cm) of snow is 
present. 

Foothills Area Tundra Travel Criteria 
(Approximately MP 62 to MP 145): 
when soil temperatures are colder 
than or equal to  –5 degrees C (23.1 
degrees F) at a depth of 12 inches (30 
cm) below the surface, and at least 9 
inches (23 cm) of cover snow is 
present. 

 Provide Reference: 

Provide a reference for the Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources’ tundra 
travel criteria. 

FERC 

VIII.B.2.b Assemble the pipeline in an upland area unless the wetland is 
dry crossing sections in temporary work space areas adjacent 
to or near the crossing locations that are firm enough to  
adequately support skids and pipe.construction equipment and 
to avoid soil-mixing or deep rutting. 

The revised text reflects the 
pervasiveness of wetlands along the 
route in Alaska the impractibility of 
assembling the pipeline outside of 
wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.B.2.c Use "push-pull" or "float" techniques to place the pipe in the 
trench where water and other site conditions allow. 

Not applicable (Push-pull or float techniques.) 

The use of push-pull techniques is 
now covered by another section. 

Provide Clarification: 

Clarify what section now covers these 
techniques. 

FERC 

VIII.B.2.d Minimize the length of time that topsoil is segregated and the 
trench is open. 

Not used; (Length of time topsoil/loose surface material is 
segregated.) 

Topsoil will not be 
segregated during winter 
construction. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify why topsoil to the permafrost layer 
could not be segregated.  

FERC, FWS 

VIII.B.2.e Limit construction equipment operating in wetland areas that 
cannot support construction equipment without significant 
rutting or soil mixing to that needed to clear the construction 
right-of-way, digexcavate the trench, fabricate and install the 
pipelinecrossing section, backfill the trench, and 
restorereclaim the construction right-of-way; 

Given the pervasiveness of wetlands 
of differing type and value along the 
route in Alaska, it is not feasible to 
impose the proposed subsection 
conditions on the Project. 

Provide Clarification: 

This seems to contradict section VII.B.1.d. 

 

FERC 

VIII.B.2.f Where present, cut vegetation just  aboveground above ground-
level, leaving existing root systems in place, and remove it from 
the wetland for disposal. Grinding of stumps to achieve a 
trafficable working surface is allowed, provided the stump base 
and root system are left intact.  After a trafficable working 
surface has been created use frost-packing techniques to 
increase the depth of frozen soil so that it  from the wetland for 
disposal.can support heavy equipment without rutting. 

Improves clarity on construction 
procedures and reflects APP’s 
philosophy is not remove cut 
vegetation from wetlands. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Identify why vegetation would not be 
removed from wetlands. 

FERC 
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FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
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VIII.B.2.g LimitFor areas that do not require right-of-way grading, limit 
pulling of tree stumps and grading activities to directly over the 
trench line. Do not grade or remove stumps or root systems 
from the rest of 
the construction right-of-way in wetlands unless the 
Chief Inspector and  Environmental InspectorEI determine that 
safety-related construction constraints require grading or the 
removal of tree stumps from under the working side of the 
construction right-of- way.; 

Improves clarity on construction 
procedures. 

Acceptable.  

VIII.B.2.h Segregate Segregation of the top 1 foot of topsoil/loose surface 
material from the area disturbed by trenching, except in areas 
where standing water is present or soils are saturated or frozen. 
Immediately after backfilling is complete, restore the segregated 
topsoil to its original location is not required during winter 
construction. Where applicable, loose surface material may be 
temporarily windrowed along the construction right-of-way; 

APP will only segregate loose organic 
material during winter construction 
where applicable. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify why TC Alaska would not be able to 
segregate the top 1 foot of topsoil or to the 
permafrost layer.  Further state that the 
topsoil would be restored to its original 
location. 

FERC, FWS 

VIII.B.2.i Do not use rock, soil imported from outside the wetlands 
tree stumps, or brush riprap to support equipment on the 
construction right-of-way. 

Project may, where necessary, use 
imported rock or soil to construct a safe 
workpad within wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  

VIII.B.2.j If standing water or saturated soils are present, or if 
construction equipment causes ruts or mixing of the 
topsoil/loose surce material and subsoil in wetlands, use low-
ground-weight construction equipment, or operate normal 
equipment on timber riprap, prefabricated equipment mats, or 
terra mats. or ground-freezing (frost-packing) or other means. 
Soil fill or rock riprap may be used to stabilize the right- 
of-way where authorized as permanent fill by permit; 

Given the pervasiveness of wetlands 
and the size of the pipeline, it is not 
practicable to use “low ground 
pressure vehicles”. 

Ground freezing (frost packing) is a 
principal means of improving ground 
support for construction equipment. 

Project may, where necessary, use 
imported rock or soil to construct a safe 
workpad within wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  
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FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
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Agency Comments Source of 
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(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.B.2.l Attempt to use no more than two layers of timber riprap to 
support equipment on the construction right- of-way except 
where stabilization of the right-of-way with permanent fill is not 
authorized. 

Improves clarity of construction 
procedures. Not a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Explain why this would be necessary in 
the winter. 

FERC 

VIII.B.2.m Remove all project-related material used to support equipment 
on the construction right-of-way upon completion of 
constructionpost-construction reclamation except where 
stabilization of the right-of- way with permanent fill is 
authorized; and 

Provides flexibility for the Project, 
where necessary, to use imported 
rock or soil to construct a safe 
workpad within wetland areas. 

Acceptable.  

VIII.B.2.n Where practicable use ice and or snow pads to create a 
trafficable surface after the specified depths of frozen soil and 
snow have been achieved. 

New section that highlights the intent of 
APP is to use apply snow and ice pad 
methods to construct a safe and stable 
work pad for pipeline construction.

Acceptable.  

VIII.B.3 Temporary Sediment Control: 

Install sediment barriers (as defined in section IV.F.2.a. of the 
Plan) immediately after initial disturbance of the wetland or 
adjacent upland. sediment barriers must be properly 
maintained throughout construction and reinstalled as 
necessary (such as after backfilling of the trench). Except as 
noted below in section VI.B.3.c., maintain sediment barriers 
until replaced by permanent erosion controls or restoration of 
adjacent upland 
areas is complete. Temporary erosion and sediment control 
measures are addressed in more detail in the 
Plan. 

 

 
Where soils are frozen at the time of soil disturbance there will 
be low erosion and sedimentation potential. The APP Plan will 
address both temporary and permanent control. 

The revised text reflects that reality of 
winter construction where the ground 
surface is frozen and not susceptible 
to erosion. However, erosion and 
sediment controls will need to be 
installed prior to ground thawing. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Sediment barriers at adjacent uplands 
prevent sediment from being transported into 
the wetland.  Explain how TC Alaska would 
minimize sediment transport from these 
adjacent uplands. 

FERC 
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VIII.B.3.a Install sediment barriers across the entire construction right-of-
way  immediately upslope of the on a site-specific basis at 
upland/wetland boundary at all wetland crossingsboundaries 
where necessary to prevent sediment flow into the  
wetlandswetland. 
In the travel lane, these may consist of removable sediment 
barriers or drivable berms. Removable sediment barriers 
can be removed during the construction day, but must be re-
installed after construction has stopped for the day and/or 
when heavy precipitation is imminent; 

Improves readability and clarity. Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify how this provides equal or better 
protection to the wetlands as the original 
measure. 

FERC 

VIII.B.3.b WhereOn a site-specific basis where wetlands are adjacent 
to the construction right-of-way and the right-of-way slopes 
toward the  wetlandswetland, install sediment barriers along 
the edge of the construction right-of-way as necessary to 
preventreduce sediment flow into the wetlandswetland; 

Improves readability and clarity. Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify how this provides equal or better 
protection to the wetlands as the original 
measure. 

FERC 

VIII.B.3.c Install sediment barriers along the edge of the construction 
right-of-way as necessary to contain spoil and sediment within 
the construction right-of- way through wetlands. on a site-
specific basis. Remove these sediment barriers during right-of-
way cleanup.post-construction reclamation. 

Improves clarity of construction 
procedures and timing of post-
construction activities. Not a material 
change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify how this provides equal or better 
protection to the wetlands as the original 
measure. 

FERC 
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VIII.B.4 Trench Dewatering: 

Dewater the trench (either on or off the construction right-of-
way) in a manner that does not cause erosion and does not 
result in heavily silt -laden water flowing into any wetlands to the 
extent practicable. Remove the dewatering structures as soon 
as possiblepracticable after the completion of 
dewatering activities. 

Revised text reflects the realities of 
pipeline construction in wetland areas 
subject to severe conditions, such as 
summer snow storms, problematic 
site and ground conditions, etc. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should explain how severe 
conditions would prevent it from dewatering 
the trench in a manner that does not cause 
erosion. 

FERC 

VIII.C RESTORATION RECLAMATION The term reclamation provides a more 
accurate description of what APP 
expects to accomplish following 
installation of the pipeline. APP will 
not undertake “restoration” but will 
provide “reclamation”. 

Acceptable.  

VIII.C.1 Where the pipeline trench may drain a wetland, construct 
trench breakers and/or seal the trench bottom as necessary to 
maintain the original wetland hydrology. 

There are a other reasons to install 
trench breakers than just to maintain 
the original wetland hydrology. The 
Project may decide to install trench 
breakers for other purposes. 

Provide Further Justification: 

While we agree that trench breakers could 
be used for other purposes, this measure’s 
sole purpose is to protect the hydrology of 
the wetland. 

FERC 

VIII.C.2 For each wetland crossed, install a trench breaker at the base 
of slopes near the boundary between the wetland and adjacent 
upland areas. Install a permanent slope breaker across the 
construction right-of-way at the base of slopes greater than 5 
percent where the base of the slope is less than 50 feet from 
the wetland, or as needed to prevent sediment transport into 
the wetland. In addition, install sediment barriers as outlined in 
the Plan. In some areas, with the approval of the 
Environmental Inspector, an earthen berm may be suitable as a 
sediment barrier adjacent to the wetland. 

Install permanent erosion and sediment control in 
accordance with the APP Plan. 

The APP Plan addresses permanent 
and temporary erosion and sediment 
control measures adjacent to 
wetlands and waterbodies. 

Acceptable.  
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.C.3 Do not use fertilizer, lime, or mulch unless required in writing by 
the appropriate land management or state agency or the APP 
Plan. 

The APP Plan contains an erosion 
control technique that includes the 
use of mulch. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that the use of fertilizer, lime, or 
mulch is acceptable to state and federal 
agencies with jurisdiction over wetlands. 

FERC 

VIII.C.4 Consult withRestore wetlands as outlined in the appropriate 
land management or state agency to develop a project-
specific wetland restoration plan.permits/approvals. The 
restoration plan shouldpermits/approvals may include 
measures for re-establishing herbaceous and/or woody 
species, controlling the invasion and spread of undesirable 
exotic species (e.g., purple loosestrife and phragmites), and 
monitoring the success of the revegetation and weed control 
efforts. Provide this plan to the FERC staff upon request. 

The revised text is intended to reflect 
the application of the APP Plan, and 
the use of the Erosion and Sediment 
Control and Revegetation 
Engineering Design and 
Specifications document, and the fact 
that revegetation may take many 
years. 

Provide Further Justification: 

TC Alaska should state measures it would 
take to re-establish herbaceous and woody 
species. 

Correct the example as phragmites is not 
present in Alaska. (FWS) 

See also ADNC comment for section 
VII.C.4. 

FERC, FWS, 
ADNR 

VIII.C.5 Until a project-specific wetland restoration plan is developed 
and/or implemented, temporarily revegetate the construction 
right-of-way with annual ryegrass at a rate of 40 pounds/acre 
(unless standing water is present).Not applicable. (Temporary 
seeding) 

APP understand that some Alaska 
agencies do not support the use of 
temporary vegetation. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State which agencies do not support the 
use of temporary vegetation.  The ADNR 
comments that some Alaska agencies fully 
support the use of temporary vegetation 
(e.g., annual ryegrass and, to a lesser 
extent, cereal grains) and that BMPs such 
as temporary seeding must not be ruled 
out of the potential tool kit for erosion 
control and storm water pollution 
prevention planning.   

FERC, 
ADNR 

VIII.C.6 Ensure that all disturbed areas successfully revegetate with 
wetland herbaceous and/or woody plant species. Per the APP 
Plan, disturbed areas will be stabilized and revegetated, as 
appropriate. 

The revised text is intended to reflect 
the application of the APP Plan, and 
the use of the Erosion and Sediment 
Control and Revegetation 
Engineering Design and 
Specifications document, and the fact 
that revegetation may take many 
years 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify that restoration would not be 
considered complete until revegetation is 
complete, though it may take many years. 

FERC 

VIII.C.7 Remove temporary sediment barriers located at the site-
specific boundary between  wetlandwetlands and adjacent 
upland areas after  upland revegetation and stabilization of 
adjacent upland areas are judged. 

Revised text to reflect the fact the 
stabilization of the ground surface is 
the primary objective in the 
reclamation phase and that 
revegetation may take many years to 
complete. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Clarify what site-specific adds to this 
section. 

FERC 
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Section No. Comparison of TC Alaska’s Proposed Measure to the 
FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.C.8 Where grading is required along side hill or longitudinal slopes 
the construction right-of-way will be stabilized after post-
construction reclamation but 
not necessarily returned to  be successful as specified in section 
VII.A.5. of the Plan.the original grade. 

This new section is intended to reflect 
the reality of pipeline construction in 
that some permanent grading will 
occur. All areas will be stabilized but 
not all areas will be returned to the 
original grade and profile. 

Provide Further Justification: 
 
State that restoration would be in 
compliance with state and federal 
permitting agencies requirements. 

FERC 

VIII.D.1 Do not conduct vegetation maintenance over the full width of 
the permanent right-of-way in wetlands. However, toTo 
facilitate periodic pipeline corrosion/leak surveys, a corridor 
centered on the pipeline and up to 10 feet wide may be 
maintained in anan herbaceous state.  In addition, trees within 
15 feet of the pipeline that are greater than 15 feet in height 
may be selectively cut and removedcut from the permanent 
right-of-way. 

Do not Where required for pipeline and facility maintenance or 
repairs, additional clearing up to the full width of the right-of-
way may be performed. 

Where it is necessary for helicopters to land, an area up to 
1000 feet wide and 250 feet along the length of the right-of-way 
may be cleared of all vegetation greater than 8 inches high. 

Revised text reflects the Project 
need to maintain a vegetation free 
area over the pipeline, as well as at 
sites subject to routine helicopter 
landings, and at other areas where 
pipeline and facility repairs and 
maintenance activities will be 
performed. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Change the first paragraph to read “Do not 
conduct routine vegetation 
maintenance…”.   

State why vegetation would not be 
removed from wetland areas. 

Change second paragraph to read “…may 
be performed, as necessary, to 
accomplish the activity.”   

Provide a table stating what wetlands 
would be impacted by maintenance for 
helicopter landings (including MP, wetland 
type, acreage for maintenance, acreage of 
fill, etc…). 

FERC 

VIII.D.2 Do not use herbicides or pesticides in or within 100 feet of a 
wetlands except as allowed by the appropriate land 
management  agency or state agency. 

Improves clarity and readability. Acceptable.  

VIII.D.3 MonitorIn those cases where wetlands are revegetated, the 
Project will monitor and record the success of wetland 
revegetation  annually for the first 
3 yearsas outlined in the appropriate land management or 
state agency permits/approvals. 

The revised text reflects the fact that 
“construction” may be a variable term 
whereas “pipeline installation” has a 
specific date associated with it. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Provide a monitoring plan to document 
successful revegetation of the disturbed 
areas through wetlands.  As 3 years may not 
be long enough for wetlands to restore 
through much of the project area, TC Alaska 
should suggest a period of time that would be 
appropriate for filing its report with the 
Secretary documenting restoration of 
disturbed wetland areas. 

FERC 
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FERC’s Measure 

TC Alaska’s Explanation for the 
Change 

Agency Comments Source of 
Comment  

(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

VIII.D.4 Wetland revegetation shall be considered successful per the 
APP Plan. 

The revised text reflects the Alaska 
reality that revegegation can take 
many years and that the intent of the 
Project is to establish a stable ground 
surface and that erosion and sediment 
control are effective. 

  Provide Further Justification: 

The monitoring plan should include criteria 
for determining wetland restoration success. 

FERC 

IX.B.1 Perform 100 percent radiographic inspection non- 
destructive testing of all pipeline section welds  or hydrotest 
the pipeline sections,  before installation under waterbodies 
or wetlands. 

Improves readability and clarity. Not a 
material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State that all testing of welds would be 
done in accordance with U.S. Department 
of Transportation requirements. 

FERC 

IX.B.2 If pumps used for hydrostatic testing are within 100 feet of 
anya waterbody or  wetlandswetland, address the operation 
and refueling of these pumps in the project'sproject’s Spill 
Prevention and Response Procedures. 

Improves readability and clarity. Not a 
material change. 

Acceptable.  

IX.B.3 The project sponsor shall file with the Secretary before 
construction a list identifying the location of  all waterbodies 
proposed for use as a hydrostatic test water source or 
discharge location. 

APP is identifying waterbodies 
proposed for use water sources. 
Additional water sources may be 
identified during permitting and 
construction. 

Acceptable.  

IX.B.4 Water for hydrostatic testing will be obtained from both 
surface water and groundwater sources as allowed by 
federal, state, and local regulations. 

New section to clarify intent of APP 
utilize available water sources. 

Acceptable.  

IX.C.1 Screen the intake hose to preventreduce entrainment of fish. Improves readability and clarity. Not a 
material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

State the size mesh and flow rate that would 
be used on waterbodies containing fish. 

FERC 

IX.C.2 Do not use state-designated exceptional value waters, 
waterbodies which provide habitat for federally listed threatened 
or endangered species, or waterbodies designated as public 
water supplies, unless appropriate Federalfederal, state, and/or 
local permitting agencies grant written permission. 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Acceptable.  
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(if not coded 
“Acceptable”)

IX.C.3 Maintain adequate flow rates to protect aquatic life, provide for 
all  waterbody uses, and provide for downstream withdrawals 
of water by existing users. 

APP intends to maintain 
adequate flow rates to provided 
for known waterbody uses. 

Acceptable.  

IX.C.4 Locate hydrostatic test manifolds outside wetlands and 
riparian areas to the maximum extent practicable. 

APP intends to locate hydrotest 
manifolds outside wetlands and 
riparian areas. 

Acceptable.  

IX.D.1 Regulate discharge rate, use energy -dissipation device(s), 
and install sediment barriers, as necessary, to 
preventreduce erosion, streambed scour, suspension of 
sediments, or excessive streamflowstream flow. 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

Provide Further Justification: 

Discharge of hydrostatic test water should 
be regulated to prevent erosion and 
streambed scour. 

FERC 

IX.D.2 Do not discharge into federal- and state-designated exceptional 
value waters,  waterbodies  which provide habitat for federally 
listed threatened or endangered species, or waterbodies 
designated as public water supplies, unless appropriate 
Federal, state, and local permitting agencies grant written 
permission. 

Improves readability and clarity. 
Not a material change. 

 Provide Further Justification: 

Should be federal or state-designated 
exceptional value waters.  

Further, the elimination of waterbodies 
reduces clarity.  As it reads now TC Alaska 
would not discharge to a waterbody that is 
both an exceptional value water and provides 
habitat for federally listed threatened or 
endangered species. 

FERC 
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	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Source
	Include the results from the 2011 and 2012 ocean surveys in a separate “Dredging and Disposal Appendix.”  This appendix should contain detailed information, while RRs 1, 2, and 3 (e.g., page 2-12, section 2.3.1, section 3.2.2.1, and elsewhere as applicable) should summarize the information and discuss resource impacts.  
	Be sure the discussion in the RRs includes data on currents in the marine disposal area.  Update volume and acreage calculations based on current bathymetric data for channel dredging and disposal.  Verify all acreage calculations (there appear to be inconsistencies between appendix 1B and table 1.4.3-1). 
	a. representative photographs/textual descriptions of the existing landscape in summer and winter.  These should cover all relevant eco-regions sufficient to show any substantial variation in visual qualities; 
	b. textual descriptions of existing landscape in nighttime views; 
	c. an eco-region map for all lands within 25 miles of the planned right-of-way (ROW) and other project infrastructure; and
	d. a description of the potential effects of the projects facilities on the existing visual resources within the entire project area.  
	TC Alaska’s visual resource analysis should also include: 
	a. additional land use information (i.e., use, acreage, and distance to the APP) for areas within 25 miles of the planned pipeline and associated infrastructure;
	b. a viewshed analysis (this may be segmented in order to account for the entire length of the pipeline but must include compressor stations and other major non-pipeline project components);
	c. information regarding peak use periods and seasonal restrictions for all lands identified as having sensitive visual resources;  
	d. a description of existing visual resources within federal, state, and local lands (e.g., presence of scenic overlooks, specific trails, or visitor centers, etc.); and
	e. a draft list of critical key observation points (KOPs) along the pipeline route and within sight of aboveground facilities, ensuring they are representative locations within federal and state standards.
	Further, draft RR 8 provides the existing land use and associated acreage in those areas where the planned pipeline, aboveground facilities, and associated infrastructure would cross.  Provide additional data to address potential visual impacts on resources within the APP viewshed.  These should address three distance zones – the foreground (0 to 3-5 miles), the background (5-15 miles), and the seldom-seen (15 miles and beyond), consistent with the BLM visual resource management (VRM) system. 
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 1 – General Project Description
	Source
	General
	General
	Clarify whether the Point Thomson and Alaska Mainline pipelines would have a permanent access road along the right-of-way as much of the TAPS line does.
	General
	Assuming the Alaska Mainline pipeline ran at full capacity, identify how much fuel a typical compressor station on the system would use over the course of 1 year.
	General
	The RRs should be written for the applicable requirements for alternative maximum allowable operating pressure in 49 CFR Part 192 for those portions of the pipeline where such would be used. 
	1-8
	a. Given the abundance of discontinuous permafrost south of the Brooks Range, provide more detail on how the planned project would avoid significant frost-heave and/or permafrost melt issues along the pipeline.  
	b. Would ground temperatures be monitored along the pipeline before allowing discharge temperatures to rise?
	1-8
	Discuss here and in RR 11 how TC Alaska will address hazardous liquid safety and environmental issues due to the impact radius of a failure of the pipeline system, taking into account the proposed composition of the products being transported along with their toxicity, physical properties, etc.  
	1-10
	Please clarify what is meant by “sales quality gas.”  
	a. Would the natural gas stream leaving the gas treatment plant (GTP) and entering the Alaska Mainline carry more than a trace amount of natural gas liquids (e.g., propane, butane, pentane, etc.)?  If not, where in the GTP would these higher hydrocarbons be separated from the gas stream and how would they be handled (ultimate disposition)?  
	b. If the gas stream leaving the GTP would carry natural gas liquids, where would the liquids be stripped from the gas stream?  
	c. Clarify whether the Point Thomson Unit (PTU) gas would receive any treatment or conditioning before being delivered to the planned Point Thomson Pipeline.  If treatment is planned, describe it.
	d. How would liquids be handled at each of the planned take-off points in Alaska?
	1-10
	Clarify and discuss the amount of collocation with existing highway ROWs.  The statement “Although most of the Alaska Mainline is generally collocated either with TAPS or highway rights-of-way” may be out-of-date at time of filing, given alignment shifts.  Also, just because the planned pipeline may be parallel to the highway ROW does not necessarily mean it is collocated with said ROW.
	1-10
	Identify the capacity of the power generation equipment planned for the GTP.  What fuel would the equipment use?  Provide specifics of the design of the GTP as well as the jurisdiction and government agencies that would regulate the construction, operation, and maintenance of the plant.  (Also revise RR 11, section 11.4.2 accordingly).
	1-11
	Identify where the 12-inch-diameter carbon dioxide (CO2) pipeline would go from the GTP.  Would it terminate at the Central Gas Facility (CGF)?  If not, describe to where it would extend, including the distance, and add it to the location maps in appendix 1B.  Would the single and/or double feedline(s) be aboveground or buried?  Would all of the CO2 removed from the raw gas be routed through this pipeline?  If not, please explain its ultimate disposition.
	Provide a table that identifies all the necessary feed/transfer lines between the CGF and GTP and their specifications (length, diameter, wall thickness, pressure, etc.).  These pipelines should be included in the overall project description and analyzed in the environmental consequences.
	1-12
	Provide additional detail in figure 1.3.2-1. 
	a. Expand the box labeled “CO2 Removal Unit” to include each process step in the CO2 removal operation, all working fluids, and all waste streams.  Identify all working fluids and waste streams.  Is a commercial CO2 removal process planned?  If so, identify the process by name and briefly explain why this process was chosen versus another.  Highlight environmental issues associated with selection of the chosen process vs. other potential CO2 removal processes options.  Respond to the same questions if a non-commercial CO2 removal process is planned.
	b. Clarify how the trace hydrogen sulfide (H2S) moves through the GTP and its ultimate disposition (e.g., re-injected into the Prudhoe Bay Unit [PBU], flared, etc.).
	1-15
	Table 1.3.2-1 and the text identify only three meter stations on the planned APP system.  Explain why TC Alaska believes that a custody-transfer meter station is not required at the Alaska-Yukon border.  
	1-16
	Identify the capacity of the power generation equipment planned for each compressor station.
	1-17
	Identify the locations(s) of any communication towers planned to be taller than 150 feet, and the height(s) planned.  Address these towers and any planned mitigation in the Aesthetics discussion in RR 8. 
	1-17
	What volume of liquid is anticipated to be collected by the compressor station inlet scrubbers, and how would these liquids be stored?  How would the liquids be handled after collection at the compressor stations?  Identify (and include in table 1.11-1) any permits that would be necessary for this activity.  Same questions for the custody transfer meter stations.
	1-18
	Clarify whether the mainline block valves would be automatically activated or operated by SCADA alone.  If automatically activated valves would be used at any location, describe the procedure for restarting the system.
	1-18
	Would blow-offs be located away from roads, highways, and power lines?  Explain how the blow-off distances from these structures will be calculated to ensure that entrained liquids do not escape during venting operations and that  venting operations do not cause a public hazard.  Also, revise table 8.2.3-1 accordingly.
	1-18
	In the discussion of cathodic protection facilities:
	a. identify any controls or procedures planned to limit the effects of stray currents on other facilities in the environment, including other pipeline facilities that would be crossed by the Point Thomson and Alaska Mainline pipelines; and
	b. briefly outline any procedures TC Alaska plans to monitor sun spot activity or other phenomenon and to evaluate resulting damage to cathodic protection system components.
	1-19
	Add a description on how ice roads would be built.
	1-22; 5-83
	Expand the discussion of road improvements to address the DOT disagreement with the statements on pages 1-22 and 5-83 that “Roadway improvements are not expected to be required for public roads that will be used during construction of the project.”  The DOT reports that it is advancing many improvements to the existing infrastructure to support the construction of a natural gas pipeline and that additional projects will be needed long term to repair damage to the public road system associated with construction of the APP.
	1-25
	Identify all existing airstrips associated with the Alaska Mainline where upgrades would be required, and the upgrades planned at each location.
	1-26
	1-29
	1-31;
	1-42
	The acres of Land Affected During Operation of the pipeline are presented in table 1.4.3-5 as “TBD” for Construction Camps, Pipe Storage Areas, and Contractor Yards.  However, table 1.4-1 (page 1-31) shows Land Affected During Operation of the pipeline as 0.0 acres.  Please resolve this apparent discrepancy.
	1-31
	Justify the need for a 100-foot-wide permanent ROW for the planned 32-inch-diameter Point Thomson pipeline.
	1-32
	Clarify that all of the 170-acre and adjacent 65-acre construction workspaces would be needed for both construction and operation of the GTP.  This paragraph seems to indicate there would really be no temporary workspace and that the entire acreage (235 acres) would be permanently altered and encumbered.
	1-33
	Clarify whether there would be any areas disturbed temporarily for construction of  compressor stations and then restored and returned to previous use during operation.  Identify any land requirements not covered by the construction and operation totals.
	1-33
	Identify all locations where horizontal ground-bed cathodic protection facilities are planned and the acreage needed (if outside the permanent pipeline ROW) for both construction and operation in each instance.
	1-34
	Table 1.4.3-1 shows 0 acres of Land Impact During Operation of the project for Channel Dredging and Dredge Disposal.  If there would be maintenance dredging for the modified West Dock, wouldn’t there be an operational land impact?  Please resolve this apparent discrepancy.
	1-34
	Verify that there is sufficient materials left in the Put 23 mine site to handle the excavation associated with the planned APP.  
	1-34
	1-35
	Include in the West Dock Modifications discussion the frequency of maintenance dredging and the volume of material collected for disposal per maintenance cycle.
	1-37, -39
	1-38 – 1-39
	Regarding table 1.4.3-2:
	a. For crossing the TAPS pipeline, provide justification for needing more additional temporary workspace when crossing on state land (320 feet by 15 feet) than crossing on federal land (160 feet by 15 feet)?
	b. Additional temporary workspace is planned at “steep side slopes.”  Define “steep” by slope range.
	c. Explain why “Timber Decks” would require additional temporary workspace.
	1-41
	In table 1.4.3-4:
	a. Are all roads shown in this table considered to be “existing, non-commercial” roads?
	b. Identify which of the roads would require upgrades.
	c. If the acres of “Land Affected During Operation” are zero for all entries, would all of the roads in this table be reclaimed following construction?
	1-43
	1-43 – 1-44
	a. When “Alternate” facilities are identified (e.g., Tok Camp 17 and Tok Alternate Camp 17), why are both acreages included in the land requirements total?  Does TC Alaska plan on using both facilities when an alternate is identified?
	b. How many Beaver Creek facilities (Camp, Alternative Camp, Storage Yard, Storage Alternative) are proposed?  Appendix 1B shows only one Beaver Creek facility (at milepost [MP] 701.5).  Please resolve this apparent discrepancy.
	1-46
	Please enlarge the “3 Year Alaska Construction Summary Schedule” to facilitate viewing.  Consider printing as 11 inches by 17 inches.
	FERC
	a. Why is pipeline clearing scheduled to be conducted during both winter and summer?  Wouldn’t impact be reduced if clearing were conducted during the winter only?  Section 1.6.2.2 states that “Clearing activities will occur in the winter season prior to the scheduled pipeline construction season.”  Please resolve this apparent discrepancy.
	b. Why is the first summer pipeline construction season labeled “Summer 2”?
	1-47
	Discuss the impact and consequences of a pipeline rupture on existing adjacent infrastructure that is within the potential impact radius in section 1.6.  What effect would the construction and operations, including a rupture, have on TAPS, military bases, and other infrastructure?  Provide proposed mitigation measures.  Revise section 11.4.1 accordingly.
	1-48
	Hydro-test fluids are identified as a “restricted material.”  Please identify the hydro-test fluid components which would cause the fluids to be “restricted” and briefly discuss their toxicity characteristics.
	1-49
	“Infrastructure” is discussed in several parts of this draft RR.  However, nowhere does TC Alaska identify the marine ports (other than West Dock at Prudhoe Bay) where pipeline construction supplies would be delivered, or the infrastructure improvements (port, rail, highway, bridge) needed to move supplies to the project area.  Please include this information in RR 1 (including temporary and permanent acres of disturbance) and update the information as plans evolve.  Ensure that the information is carries through the other applicable RRs.
	FERC
	1-49
	Have the “marshalling yard[s] near the start of each pipeline segment or Aboveground Facility site” been included in tables 1.3.3-3, 1.4-1, and 1.4.3-5, and shown in appendix 1B?  If not, please revise the tables and include facility plot plans and maps for these disturbances in appendix 1B.
	1-49
	Include the “storage yard and marshalling complex” in the Fairbanks area in the tables identified in the previous comment, and in appendix 1B.
	1-51
	Provide a description of self-propelled modular transporters.  Are these propelled on wheels or tracks?  Are these used in winter?  What impacts do they have on the tundra?
	1-51;
	Include in the section 1.6.1.9 discussion (as well as the discussion in section 1.6.5.5) a reference to appendix 1G-1.
	1-51
	Section 1.6.1.12 states that any hazardous waste generated by construction or operation would likely be shipped to an approved facility outside Alaska.  Identify all hazardous wastes which would be generated during construction or operation of the planned facilities.  Does TC Alaska anticipate collecting any natural-occurring radioactive materials in its waste streams?
	1-51
	Identify by name and location all “approved and permitted waste management facilities located in the (Alaska North Slope)” that would be used by the project.  For each, include its current capacity, percentage of capacity used, and any plans for expansion. 
	1-52
	Would all existing roads used as primary routes to support pipeline construction be returned to their pre-construction condition?
	1-52
	Page 1-52 states that “… root structures will not be removed from over the trench line until the season of pipeline construction.”  Clarify whether root structures would be removed from non-trench-line areas during right-of-way clearing or construction.
	1-55
	Does TC Alaska plan to sell merchantable timber?  Why and for how long would the timber be stored?
	1-56
	In wetlands and areas with unstable soils, would TC Alaska build ice layers in addition to driving frost depth down by rolling equipment over the area?  Explain whether frost packing wetlands would damage wetlands until the wetlands are sufficiently frozen.  Frost-packing should be avoided if it results in compacted wetland soils or increases the rate or depth of summer thaw.
	1-57
	Identify all sources of water planned for use during construction of the project.  For each, include the distance and direction from the project work area as in table 1.4.3-5.
	1-58
	Identify the maximum bend that would be conducted in the field, above which factory bends would be necessary.
	1-58
	Consider deploying reusable temporary sediment barriers to reduce literally hundreds of miles of waste (from the use of silt fences) that must be disposed of properly.
	1-59
	Identify when “site-specific environmental crossing plans” for waterbody crossings will be filed for review.
	1-60
	Identify the biocide and freeze-depressant additives that would be used in the hydrostatic test water and briefly describe their toxicity characteristics.  Same question for the “additives” potentially added to Putuligayuk River water as noted in section 1.6.4.1 on page 1-78.
	1-61
	Identify when the “Project-specific revegetation and reclamation plans” will be filed for review. 
	1-61
	TC Alaska states that construction debris would be disposed of at an approved off-ROW disposal site.  Clarify what constitutes “debris” in this context.  Are the disposal sites existing?  The BLM has indicated that any new disposal sites would have to be identified, analyzed under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and permitted.
	1-61
	How does TC Alaska propose to “crown” the ROW if, upon backfilling the trench there is more subsidence than the crown, or if the crown does not compact to the original surface level?
	1-63
	“If an open-cut timing window is not available or is too short to complete the in-stream work, [TC Alaska] will consider the feasibility of using isolated (dry) crossing methods.”  What alternatives dry-crossing methods would be considered, and what parameters would be used to evaluate the alternatives?
	1-63
	Describe where the temporary bridges would be constructed, especially if and when located over navigable waters.
	1-63
	“Ramp and culvert bridging structures require filling the waterbody channel with earth or snow to provide a level surface …”  Using earth fill would be unacceptable, and is inconsistent with TC Alaska’s draft appendix 1K, pages 9 and 17.  Please resolve this apparent discrepancy.
	1-66
	Evaluate the feasibility of using aboveground tanks for horizontal directional drill (HDD) fluids instead of excavated pits.  
	1-66
	Update the Horizontal Directional Drill Crossing Method discussion with a table that identifies by MP the locations of waterbodies or other features where HDD crossings are being considered.  Include anticipated drill depths below target waterbodies or other features and update this information at the project evolves.  If more information on the HDD crossings is provided elsewhere, reference the other RR(s). 
	1-67
	Identify whether TC Alaska’s drill fluid would be non-toxic to aquatic life.
	1-67
	Identify when the “observation protocol” and the spill response plan prepared for HDD activities will be filed for review.
	1-68
	Identify when the HDD Contingency and Inadvertent Release Plan will be filed for review.
	1-68
	Update the Aerial-Span Crossing Method discussion with a table that identifies by MP the locations where aerial-span crossings are being considered.  Include a reference to another RR(s) if more information about aerial-span crossings is provided elsewhere.  Update this information as the project evolves.
	1-76
	Identify all residences within 50 feet of any construction work areas by MP, the distance from the work area, and the distance/direction from the planned pipeline centerline.  In each instance, provide justification for not altering the pipeline route to accommodate additional separation between residences and the planned facilities.
	1-76
	The RRs should outline the maximum operating pressures; design safety factors; potential impact radius; and pipe diameter, wall thickness, seam type, and pipe coating for each Class location and for high consequence areas (HCA).  Revise section 11.4.1 accordingly. 
	1-78
	Section 1.6.4.1 discusses construction of one of the world’s largest GTPs.  Provide a detailed list of the activities that would be needed to construct this facility.  Identify other options considered (with reference to their attendant environmental impacts) for bringing modules and other construction materials to the North Slope.
	1-78
	Identify the following for North Slope Borough (NSB) facilities where waste water and other select liquid wastes would initially be disposed of:
	1-79
	Identify the conditions or situations which would require an air-space separation, as referenced in the statement “Where required an air-space separation between the pad and the base of the facilities structure will be maintained.”
	1-81
	Would permanent roads to access the pipelines have barriers to control access (as the TAPS pipeline does)?
	1-81
	Provide the culvert diameters that would be used to maintain cross drainage at access roads.
	1-82
	List existing borrow/mineral material sources or possible new borrow sites needed, their acreages, and the estimated quantities and types of materials needed/extracted.  Include these sites on project maps.  Discuss any anticipated post-mining reclamation of the sites.
	1-82
	Describe how TC Alaska plans to meet DOT requirements regarding construction work force training.
	1-83
	Would “other appropriate actions” include terminating a contractor or crew member who displayed a blatant disregard for complying with environmental requirements?
	1-83
	The EPA recommends that the environmental training also include cultural sensitivity and awareness training for employees.
	1-84
	Identify when TC Alaska would develop and implement its integrated public awareness program to inform the public about pipeline safety associated with the pipelines and the GTP?  
	a. Would this be completed prior to construction?  If not, then when?
	b. Elaborate on how this program would be presented to emergency service personnel, public officials, and other relevant members of the public.
	1-85
	Specify how often "periodically" is.  Indicate whether aerial observations would be low flying.  Describe how else leaks would be detected.  Reference RR 11 as appropriate.
	1-86
	Would additional gathering/production pipelines be constructed to support the planned APP, either at the PBU or the PTU?  If so, a description and maps should be provided in the Non-Jurisdictional Facilities discussion.  
	PLEASE NOTE:  It is not TC Alaska’s responsibility to apply the FERC’s four-factor procedure to determine whether specific “non-jurisdictional facilities” would be included in the EIS.
	1-86
	In the Non-Jurisdictional Facility discussion (section 1.9), we suggest TC Alaska include a brief description of the pipeline facilities planned in Canada to carry the North Slope gas to the contiguous United States.  Include a map showing the facilities between the Alaska Mainline’s termination point at the Alaska-Yukon border and the U.S.-Canadian border.  On the map, identify the pipeline route (planned and existing) and any major facilities (i.e., compressors, etc.) required by the APP.
	1-87
	Include in the discussion of sales gas off-takes:
	1-87
	Auxiliary Facilities (section 1.9.2) are not non-jurisdictional.  They may be constructed under a section of the regulations other than 7(c), but “auxiliary facilities” are FERC jurisdictional and shouldn’t be included in section 1.9.
	1-88
	The following questions and comments refer to table 1.11-1. 
	a. To what does footnote 1 refer?  (See header of right column.)
	b. For the first entry under FERC, right column:  Revise the date that TC Alaska filed its draft RRs as “Jan 2012.”
	c. Delete the third row (FERC – Section 106) under FERC.  Insert a row at the bottom of the table for State Historic Preservation Office-Consultation under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).
	d. For the first entry under the FWS, right column, Oct 2012:  TC Alaska may file an “applicant-prepared BA” (Biological Assessment) as part of its FERC application, but the document will not be issued.  Same comment for the Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) Assessment Report referenced in the first row (“Magnuson-Stevens”) under NMFS, right column, and the second row under NMFS (“Endangered Species Act”) regarding the applicant-prepared BA being “issued” in Oct 2012.
	e. For the second entry under the FWS, right column, Nov 2013:  FERC may submit a BA to the FWS concurrent with issuance of the draft EIS, but it will not be issuing a BA.  Same comment for the second row under NMFS (“Endangered Species Act”), right column, second entry (Oct 2012; note difference in date from FWS entry).  This date for issuance of the draft EIS is speculative.
	f. For the third entry under the FWS, right column, Mar 2014:  Please revise; only the FWS (not FERC) can issue a Biological Opinion (BO) and Incidental Take Statement.
	g. NMFS (not FERC) would issue the BO, Incidental Harassment Authorization (IHA), and/or Letter of Authorization (LOA).  NMFS would issue the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) IHA or LOA to TC Alaska, and the BO to FERC.  Moreover, NMFS would not issue an IHA and LOA simultaneously. Rather, TC Alaska would apply for one type of authorization (likely an LOA), and that would be issued to cover all activities that have the potential to take marine mammals.  It should also be noted that an Incidental Take Statement would not appear in a completed BO until the MMPA authorization is issued.
	h. Revise table 1.11-1 to reflect that the FWS will process standard permits for eagle take.  The FWS has already advised TC Alaska that standard eagle take permits will likely be required for project-related disturbance (construction and operation).  Permit applications will need to be filed every year prior for construction or operations that have potential to disturb eagles.
	i. Add Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act (CWA), COE 401, and U.S. Department of Energy export license, as appropriate.
	j. Add correct citations for the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA 102(c)(1)) for ocean disposal of dredged material.  According to the EPA, the table does not accurately depict the permitting processes for site designation, ocean disposal of dredged material, or site selection by the COE (with EPA concurrence).  Refer to MPRSA 103(b) and MPRSA 103(c)(2) and compare to the requirements of MPRSA 102.  Consult with the EPA and COE to ensure that the Dredging and Disposal Appendix as well as related RR discussions reflect the proper permitting approach.    
	k. Improvements to the West Dock would not likely require a USCG Bridge Permit.  The West Dock falls under the sole jurisdiction of the COE.
	l. Change “Underground Inspection Control” to “Underground Injection Control.”
	m. The State of Alaska (SPCO) indicates that Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) air permits would be required prior to construction.  These permits typically have longer lead times than other permits and should therefore be considered “major authorizations” and be included in the table.
	n. The COE is providing a list of relevant questions and factors (Attachment 1) to assist TC Alaska in its Section 404 (b)(1) analysis. 
	1-91
	The first paragraph in section 1.12 references a “comprehensive public outreach program” involving “tribal officials; Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) regional and village corporations; Alaska Native Organizations and Groups; community and tribal leaders; …”.  Provide any documentation of meetings with tribal officials.  If available, provide meeting minutes.
	Appendix 1A
	Include the temporary workspace locations; annotate feature and size data from appendix 1D, tables 1D-1 and 1D-2.
	Include all access road segments from appendix 1F, tables F1-1 and F1-2, and annotate with road/segment name.
	Include the TAPS pipeline, with line symbology indicating buried vs. above-ground sections, and add this information to the legend.
	Include the major TAPS infrastructure features, such as pump stations, and annotate with names, when they occur within the bounds of the existing maps.
	Depict oil and gas leases within 1,500 feet of the planned pipeline ROW (listed in RR 6, table 6.3.2-1).
	Depict locations/regions with potentially active fault crossings (listed in RR 6, table 6.4.1-4).
	Depict locations/areas with existing landslides (listed in RR 6, table 6.4.3-1), and mudflow occurrences (listed in RR 6, table 6.4.3-2).
	When available, depict areas with potential slope instability (from RR 6, table 6.4.3-3).
	Depict areas of avalanche occurrences (from RR 6, table 6.4.3-4) and locations of rock glaciers (from RR 6, table 6.4.3-5).
	Depict industrial mineral claims and leases within 1,500 feet of the planned pipeline ROW (from appendix 6A, table 6A-1) and all active mineral holdings (listed in appendix 6A, table 6A-2).
	Depict probable and potential blasting locations (from appendix 6C, table 6C-1).
	Appendix 1B
	Add a table of contents.  Also add page and figure numbers throughout.
	Add the Point Thomson and Alaska Mainline pipelines to the GTP Site Overview Map.
	Clarify the meaning of the red arrow shown on sheet US-02-013-006.
	Clarify whether any of the access road to the Prudhoe Bay Storage Yard (shown on sheet US-05-020-001) is a new road.  If new, explain why the existing roads (shown on the sheet) would not be sufficient.
	The GTP plot plan shows a communications tower, but the only communications towers mentioned in the text of RR 1 are for the compressor stations.  Provide text describing the tower at the GTP, including its height and type of lighting it would have.
	Include at least one drawing in each appendix of the locations of the Vertical Support Members (VSM) needed for the line between the CGF and GTP.
	The conceptual location of the GTP Offshore Dredge Disposal Area needs to be fleshed out with coordinates; studies are required and criteria must be met for site designation (MPRSA 102(c)(1)) or site selection (MPRSA 103(b)).
	Barge Channel Dredge Area.  The water depth soundings (in feet) are based on NMFS nautical chart 16061, which is outdated.  The present bathymetry, based on the APP 2011 survey, is up to five feet shallower than shown on chart 16061. This would require a deeper dredging prism and a longer barge channel to achieve the proposed dredging depth (-14 feet), which in turn would require more dredging and more dredged material.  Show the present bathymetry, based on 2011 and 2012 surveys, and revise the barge channel length, dredge area and dredged material volume accordingly.
	Barge Channel Dredge Area.  If the proposed screeding area is different than the proposed dredge area, then show the screeding area and insert “and Screeding Area” after “Dredge Area.”
	GTP Off-Shore Dredge Disposal Area.  This figure includes an area labeled “possible location of spoils disposal area.”  The EPA guidance on ocean dumping site selection includes guidance on identifying the Zone of Siting Feasibility (ZSF), ecologically sensitive areas and areas of incompatible uses.  The ZSF identifies a broad area within which it is feasible to transport and dispose of dredged material, and beyond which such transport and disposal is infeasible.  The area labeled “possible location of spoils disposal area” does not meet the ZSF guidance because it does not identify the outer limit of all feasible dredging and disposal methods.  The Dredging and Disposal Appendix should evaluate and identify the ZSF based on all feasible dredging methods.  It should also identify and avoid sensitive areas and incompatible use areas, consistent with the EPA guidance.
	Appendix 1B
	Appendix 1E;
	ROW-06
	For winter construction of the Point Thomson Pipeline, justify the additional 9 feet of ROW width provided for a two-way travel lane.  Why would a two-way lane be needed for the Point Thomson Pipeline but not the Alaska Mainline?
	Appendix 1E;
	Fault-01, 
	-02, 
	-03
	In the active or potentially active fault crossing designs presented in appendix 1E, provide construction details for pipeline supports that consider the permafrost conditions.  Provide site specific details for each crossing.
	Appendix 1E;
	Trench-01, 03
	Include a layer of salvaged topsoil in the final grade cross section.  Mention use of salvaged topsoil in the Notes.
	Appendix 1E;
	ROW-01 to -06
	The One- and Two-Way Travel Lane on the right side of the figures in the Travel Area are only needed the few times when a side-boom vehicle needs to pass the side-boom vehicles in the Work Area at the same time other vehicles need to pass the Work Area.  It seems like this travel lane many be unnecessary most of the time and in most locations.  Can this lane be deleted and addressed by slight delays in passing, or restricted to areas when the additional passing width is most likely needed?
	Appendix 1E;
	ROW-01, -04, -06
	Include space for salvaged topsoil in the spoil area, including winter operations.
	Appendix 1E;
	ROW-02
	Winter operations should include snow/ice pads where practicable.  Show in the figure where excess snow would be stockpiled.
	Appendix 1E;
	 ROW-04, -05A
	Identify if the side slope fill in the Travel Area can be snow/ice when practicable, and other suitable materials when not practicable.
	Appendix 1E;
	ROW-22
	Does this figure suggest that all the extensive wetlands crossed would have additional 50/100-foot-wide approaches, or would that perhaps be limited to the more difficult wetland crossings such as open-water or boggy wetlands?
	Appendix 1E;
	WB-01
	The minimum burial depth beneath major and intermediate water body crossings is only 36 inches.  Discuss whether this is sufficient where bottom scour and river meandering may be a problem.  See also comments 2-60 and 6-60.
	Appendix 1E;
	WB-03A, top figure
	Intermediate support(s) should not be placed in the thalweg.
	Appendix 1E;
	WB-03C
	Towers should be set back from the bank to allow for lateral channel migration over the life to the project.  Isolated support wires not associated with large objects like the pipeline should include bird diverters to minimize bird strikes.
	Appendix 1E;
	CC-01
	In a typical cross-section for various corrosion control coatings, identify which coating would be the standard coating - FBE or 3LPE?
	Appendix 1E;
	ACC-01
	A typical cross-section shows 4 feet to 5 feet, while the note indicates 5 feet as typical on permafrost.  Correct the cross section or note.
	Appendix 1E;
	Const-04 to -09
	Vegetated buffers on banks should be 50 feet for non-anadromous streams and 100 feet for anadromous streams.
	Appendix 1E;
	Const-04
	Define “clean” as including free of any material or areas that can harbor invasive species in Note 5.  Note 6 should only allow stockpiling spoil in the channel where the channel bed is dry or has no surface water.
	Appendix 1E;
	Const-11
	Note 7:  The granular blanket should be removed from non-rocky banks and riparian areas.
	Appendix 1E;
	Const-33
	Straw bales should contain certified weed-free straw; Coir logs, or similar, would be better.
	Appendix 1F
	In appendix 1F, tables F1-1 and F1-2, footnote “b,” please clarify whether FI = Field Investigation or Fault Investigation.
	Provide the following information for the borrow sites listed in table 1G-1:
	a. identify any sites for which TC Alaska does not have owner/operator contact information;
	b. identify any sites for which the owner/operator does not have current permits or permissions to use the borrow area; 
	c. identify any sites where a new rehabilitation plan would be needed; and
	d. indicate the amount of material currently available at each site. 
	FERC
	Identify any borrow sites planned for use that have accessibility issues, e.g., those which would require an ice road or pad construction for access.  Identify any sites having on-site surface water and requiring fish, water quality, or other surveys.
	Appendix 1F
	Include permanent and temporary gravel roads and ice/snow roads in the table.  
	Appendix 1G;
	Identify the approximate volume of gravel that would be obtained from each borrow site.  Identify whether these are existing permitted borrow sites and/or new unpermitted borrow sites.  Provide a map showing borrow site locations.
	Appendix 1L
	Demonstrate compliance with the governing regulations in regard to accommodation of utilities on highway facilities, or document the process on how compliance might be obtained.  Appendix 1L includes only one set of meeting minutes with DOT dating Sep 24, 2009.  Given the scope of impacts of such a large facility, broad statements such as “the project will work with authorities having jurisdiction over road, highway, and utilities to be crossed by the pipeline to determine acceptable crossing methods and to obtain permits and develop traffic management plans as necessary” may be insufficient to assure that the project can advance as planned without additional coordination with the DOT and the Federal Highway Administration.
	Appendix 1L
	In appendix 1L, we suggest that TC Alaska change the “Local Correspondence” subpart to “Alaska Natives” and “Multi-Agency Meeting Summaries.”
	Appendix 1L
	In appendix 1L, provide any correspondence, records, meeting minutes, etc., of TC Alaska’s outreach program with non-Native local organizations.
	Appendix 1N
	This appendix reports meetings with Alaska Native organizations, however no documentation (i.e., correspondence, records, meeting minutes, etc.) is apparent (beyond the 15 identical letters in appendix 1L dated September 15, 2011).  Provide documentation of any communication with Alaska Native tribal governments and organizations.
	Appendix 1O
	Indicate the type of access road (e.g., temporary, permanent, snow/ice) in the legend.
	Appendix 1O
	Borrow sources should not cross between terrestrial (wetland/upland) boundaries and channels.  In-channel borrow sources should remain in the channel, and vice versa.  The FWS’ preference is for in-channel borrow sources where they won’t conflict with fish habitat.
	Appendix 1O
	Indicate whether the proposed material sites from Point Thomson to Prudhoe Bay have been evaluated for potential material quality.  The understanding of the FWS is that the availability of good gravel diminishes rapidly east of Prudhoe Bay.
	Appendix 1O
	Given thermokarst potential and local channel bed adjustments to in-channel gravel mining, it may not be prudent to locate material sources so close to the planned pipeline (e.g., Sagavanirktok River 41,795 PT091).
	Appendix 1O
	Update/address the following:
	a. Adobe Page 11, 17620 to 19770:  Borrow sources include both wetlands and channel in the same mine site.
	b. Adobe Page 13, 22410 to 24910:  What are the plans for these large borrow sources?  The FWS recommends getting material from in channel sources where it would not conflict with fish habitat.  This site should be an HDD.
	c. Adobe Page 17, 32440 to 34960 (Kadleroshilik River):  Large material sources in wetlands might be better located in the floodplain of the Kadleroshilik River where the river can recharge the removed material.  Potential site for an HDD.
	d. Adobe Page 20, 40030 to 42560:  Potential site for HDD under Sagavanirktok River – Main.
	e. Adobe Page 23, 47640 to 50110:  Potential site for HDD under Sagavanirktok River – West, and to keep in-channel mining away from the planned pipeline.
	Appendix 1O
	Index sheets are in the binder, but not in the PDF files.  Provide index sheets in the electronic copy of Appendix 1O.
	Appendix 1O
	US-03-101-155
	Appendix 1O
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 2 – Water Use and Quality
	General
	Discuss “compensatory mitigation” regarding impacts on jurisdictional waters of the United States, including wetlands that would require a Department of the Army permit prior to the discharge/placement of dredged or fill material in these areas.  This discussion could be included in section 2.4, “Wetland Resources” or in an appendix.  This project would likely also require some form of compensation.  Compensatory mitigation may include payment to a mitigation bank or in-lieu fee or the permittee may propose to perform some kind of rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, or a combination of these methods.  State if the complete mitigation package will be included with the Army permit application.
	Add a navigation section to RR 2, including the existing and prospective navigation for each applicable waterway and the project’s effects thereon (including any proposed development on the waterway that could impact navigation).  See Attachment 2 for a list of navigable waterways under the jurisdiction of the USCG.
	General
	Provide correspondence/comments from state or federal agencies regarding mitigation of impacts, compensation plans, plans for restoration of forested wetlands, special permits required for construction within wetlands, and special permit conditions.  Describe results of meetings to determine wetland permitting requirements with the EPA, COE, and appropriate tribal, state, and local authorities.
	Include a detailed description of the crossing and any potential environmental/ navigational/historical/socio-economic impacts for each navigable waterway to be crossed by a new/modified permanent or temporary bridge.
	Discuss the importance of high-value Arctophila fulva in North Slope wetlands.
	2-3
	Provide a reference for the last sentence of the 1st paragraph.
	2-3 – 2-5
	Provide citations for text references in section 2.2.1 for depth to groundwater values, stratigraphy, aquifer conditions, well yields, water quality (total dissolved solids numbers), etc.  Provide data sources used throughout this section.
	2-3 – 2-5
	In section 2.2.1, provide text, table, and/or figure that accurately depicts groundwater basins in the project area.
	2-3 – 2-5
	Describe how TC Alaska would trench and dewater wide areas of ice-rich (e.g., thermokarst prone) permafrost.
	State whether pingos would be crossed.  If so, explain how frost heaving would be controlled during trenching and dewatering.
	2-4 – 2-5
	“USGS [U.S. Geological Survey] 1955” is a 57 year old reference.  The same reference occurs on page 2-5.  Likewise, the 3rd paragraph on page 2-4 has a reference (Ferrians 1965) that speaks to depth of permafrost base in Fairbanks.  Provide more recent citations.  
	2-4
	The text states, “In the Fairbanks area, where there is discontinuous permafrost, the depth to the base of the permafrost ranges from 155 to 265 feet (Ferrians 1965).”  Define “the depth to the base of the permafrost.”  Is this to the top or the bottom of the permafrost table?  Is it to the bottom of the active layer?
	2-4
	The text states, “In 1996, the monthly mean water withdrawal rate was approximately 6 million gallons per day (USGS 2002).”  Provide more recent data if available.  The city of Fairbanks has grown in population size since 1996 and it is highly likely that more water is being withdrawn now.
	2-5
	The text states that the Well Log Tracking System (WELTS) search identified 28 wells.  There are likely more wells, though these additional wells are probably undocumented in WELTS.
	2-5
	The text states, “Field surveys will confirm the presence of public and private drinking water wells proximate to the construction area prior to the start of pipeline construction in the vicinity of the well.”  Describe how this would be accomplished.  It is possible that some undocumented drinking water wells exist.  If so, how will the field survey crews know where to find them?
	2-5 – 2-7
	In section 2.2.3, provide mitigation measures for project-related groundwater resource impacts.
	2-6
	Provide the location of springs and seeps within 150 feet of all areas of construction disturbance by MP and direction/distance from the ROW.
	2-9
	2-9
	Groundwater contamination is referenced within Eielson Air Force Base (AFB), and TC Alaska is currently in consultation with the AFB regarding the planned routing through the base.  Identify the nature/chemical composition of the contamination.  Provide the results of this consultation and how routing would avoid or minimize the spread of the contamination. 
	2-9
	TC Alaska reports groundwater contamination at the Tanacross Airfield former fuel facilities site near MP 643 of the planned Alaska Mainline.  Identify the contamination within this site and how TC Alaska would avoid or minimize the spread of this contamination.
	2-9
	2-11
	TC Alaska states where contaminated groundwater is encountered, it would follow its Construction Unanticipated Discoveries Plan.  Provide this plan.  There are several areas where known groundwater contamination occurs.  Ensure this plan (or accompanying plans) outline the processes for testing, documentation, cleanup, and monitoring of unanticipated contaminated groundwater, surface water, and soils.  Provide mitigation measures TC Alaska would employ to avoid or minimize the spread of this contamination as a result of construction.
	2-10
	Dewatering the trench through permafrost areas may cause ponding in areas adjacent to the ROW due to limited percolation through the soil.  Describe how TC Alaska would avoid or minimize adverse environmental impacts resulting from water ponding off ROW.
	2-11
	Provide a summary of the blasting plan’s elements related to potential impacts on springs, wells, and wetlands, as well as associated mitigation.  Identify blasting locations on project maps.  
	2-10 – 2-11
	Provide details in section 2.2.5 regarding potential mitigation measures for returning water supplies to former capacity in the event of damage due to construction activities.
	2-11 – 2-14
	The surface water resources discussion is qualitative and does not provide any citations.  Provide citations for sources used in obtaining data regarding surface water resources, including the data on flows, precipitation, water quality, and basin characteristics.
	2-11 
	Provide information in section 2.3 on waterbody crossing surveys from 2011 and 2012.  Currently, only 255 of the 504 streams have been surveyed.  Clarify which streams TC Alaska has existing data for and does not propose to survey. 
	2-11 
	Provide information in section 2.3 on waterbody crossings that would be impacted by aboveground facilities and associated infrastructure.  Also update table 2B-1.
	2-11
	2-11
	Describe how a landowner would be compensated for loss of a drinking water source if a potable water well is permanently compromised/contaminated by the project.
	2-11
	Include field studies of winter conditions; e.g., discharge, icing extent, ice depth (thickness), and Spring break-up characteristics for stream crossings.  Winter conditions may include ice jams/scour on large streams and substantial flow over aufies for smaller streams.
	2-12
	Show waterbody crossings on maps in appendix 1A to correspond with waterbodies listed in table 2B-1 of appendix 2B.
	2-12
	The second paragraph in section 2.3.1 describes sea ice and refers the reader to appendix 1B of draft RR 1.  However, appendix 1B does not discuss sea ice.
	2-13
	Discuss more thoroughly the water quality data of the offshore area from the studies of Brown et al. 2005, Kuhle 2010, and Neff 2010.
	2-14
	Provide water quality and substrate sampling results from 2011 in section 2.3.1.  
	2-14
	Provide a construction schedule by drainage basin (i.e., summer and winter construction) in section 2.3.2.
	2-17
	Correct the statement “These tributaries discharge into the Sagavanirktok and the Kuparuk rivers…” to reflect that, on the Point Thomson side of the project, some tributaries discharge into the Staines and Canning Rivers.
	FERC
	2-17 – 2-21 
	Provide missing citations for all the discharge, precipitation, suspended sediments, water temperature, and quality numbers presented for each basin.  Also provide missing citations for the text descriptions of the general hydrology patterns for each basin. There are currently no citations for any of the data presented in these sections, including the hydrology-conceptual model depictions.
	2-18
	Explain what is meant by “Surface water quality is excellent…”  Explain with respect to what --for human consumption?  --lack of contaminants?
	2-18, -20
	Explain why data on mean monthly runoff are provided only for the lowest runoff of the year.  What is the importance of reporting the lowest month, and not reporting on other times of the year?  
	2-21
	Provide documentation of consultation with appropriate agencies regarding sensitive and designated waters.  Provide mitigation measures TC Alaska would use on each stream to minimize impacts on these waters.
	2-21
	State which waterbodies do not meet water quality standards, specifying which standards are not met.  Identify which water bodies in the project area are listed as “Impaired Waterbodies,” and the basis for their listing for exceeding specific pollutants.  Identify the water bodies that are potentially affected by the project that are listed on the State of Alaska’s most current EPA approved section 303(d) list.  
	Describe enhancement efforts for those waters, how the project would coordinate with on-going protection efforts, and any mitigation measures TC Alaska would use on each waterbody to minimize the likelihood of construction activities further impacting these water quality standards, and to avoid further degradation of impaired waters.
	2-22
	Identify and describe the public watershed areas that would be crossed by the project.    
	2-22
	Provide information regarding Alaska Wild and Scenic Rivers that would be crossed by the project.  Additionally, provide a map of federally and state-listed Wild and Scenic River reaches with the project area.    
	2-22
	Provide information regarding public drinking water protection areas that would be crossed by the project.  Describe TC Alaska’s proposed mitigation measures to avoid or minimize impacts on the public drinking water protection areas that would be crossed.  
	2-23
	Verify that the BP Exploration Wells in table 2.3.4-1 are drinking water protection areas.  
	2-23
	Include domestic wastewater discharges from work camps in the evaluation of impacts.
	2-23
	Add more discussion describing the differences by geographic region to make this section more specific.
	2-23
	State whether any of the waterways in the project area are American Heritage Rivers.
	Include information regarding the project’s impact (including potential bridges) on floodplains (100-year floodplain, etc.)
	Provide details regarding potential sedimentation impacts associated with construction and operations.
	2-23 – 2-34
	Include discussion on the use of water for all operations, not just the GTP.
	2-23 – 2-25
	Provide specifics on TC Alaska’s impacts on waterbodies from construction for each waterbody width designation (i.e., minor, intermediate, and major), crossing method, and time of year for construction.  Include acreage of disturbance, duration of construction, duration for reestablishment of vegetation, and proposed mitigation methods to minimize the disturbance of the project (i.e., a toolbox approach).    
	2-24
	Justify why TC Alaska does not propose to use HDD crossings on the Point Thomson line at wide and/or braided water crossings to avoid disturbing permafrost banks.  Where HDD is not practical, discuss the option of using VSMs at narrow, single-thread channels to avoid disturbing permafrost banks. 
	2-24 
	Provide an updated list of major waterbody crossings both in the text and in table 2.3.5-1.  Provide a final construction schedule for major waterbody crossings.  Further, clarify that an aerial crossing of the Yukon River would be TC Alaska’s preferred crossing method.  Clarify why TC Alaska would not HDD each of the 16 major waterbodies (i.e., those that are greater than 100 feet wide).
	2-24
	Discuss the rationale for deciding which construction/crossing method to use at waterbodies.  TC Alaska proposes to use HDD with crossings as small as 150 feet (Chena River) to as large as 1700 feet (Yukon River), but at other times proposes to use open cut for crossings as small as 90 feet (Middle Fork Koyukuk River) to as large as 3500 feet (Sagavanirktok River).  Why is HDD/aerial being used for Tanana River #1 (700 feet) and open cut for Robertson River (650 feet), when these two rivers are of similar width?  Why is the Yukon River being crossed with an aerial bridge and the Sag River by open cut, when the Sag River is twice as wide as the Yukon?  Explain and give a justification for how these decisions were made.  
	2-25
	Identify a list of crossings by MP where topographic or other site-specific factors may preclude the standard 50-foot setback between the extra workspaces and the edges of waterbodies prior to construction.  (Specific data will also be needed before the review of a CWA Section 404 permit can be undertaken).  
	2-27
	The Winter Construction discussion states material excavated from the waterbody bed during construction would, in the vast majority of cases, be backfilled into the trench after pipeline installation.  Clarify where and why this material would not always be backfilled into the trench and how this material would be disposed.
	2-27
	The pipeline should be buried deeper than expected scour for at least the 100-year event over the life of the project, not simply the 100-year event based on current conditions.  Also, some crossings are more susceptible to scour than others (e.g. high-gradient watercourses), and will need to have the pipe buried deeper than the 3 feet of cover for typical crossings.
	Provide records of consultation with the FWS and COE to determine the need of a scour analysis for each waterbody crossing.  If a scour analysis is determined to be necessary, then provide the analysis, the FWS’/COE’s comments on the analysis, and TC Alaska’s proposed mitigation measures to minimize the likelihood of the pipe becoming exposed.
	2-28
	Identify any time-of-year restrictions that occur within the project area for crossing waterbodies.  Clarify each time-of-year restriction in appendix 2B.
	2-28
	The text states that if there are discharges to waterbodies, EPA or ADEC permits will be necessary.  Would discharges to wetlands need the same permits?
	2-28, -30; Appendix 1K
	2-29
	Clarify why hydrostatic test water would not be cascaded between sections more often to reduce the overall volume of test water needed.
	2-30
	Identify the measures TC Alaska would implement to eliminate the transport of noxious and invasive species via discharged hydrostatic test water.
	2-30
	Provide water use estimates and identify sources of water supply for the operational phase of the project.
	2-30
	Identify the measures TC Alaska would implement to minimize the likelihood of the pipeline creating frost bulbs in waterbodies (e.g., insulating the pipeline within known talik areas and/or burying the pipeline deeper through these areas). 
	2-30
	Provide greater detail regarding the construction of the planned reservoir on the Putuligayuk River, such as its depth, size, what agencies would issue permits for its construction, any known current river uses (by fish or water withdrawal), and how this reservoir would impact the Putuligayuk River flow.
	2-30
	Clarify how TC Alaska would avoid locating aboveground facilities in waterbodies “to the extent practicable” given that practically all of the North Slope is wetlands and waterbodies, and that the GTP (about 235 acres) would be situated entirely on wetlands and waterbodies.
	2-31
	Provide information about waterbodies impacted by associated infrastructure, including access roads.  This information will be also required for CWA Section 404 permitting.
	2-31
	Clarify the construction procedures planned for the West Dock (including pile driving activities, number of piles, a design drawing, acres of shading that would be anticipated, etc…).
	2-31
	Clarify whether all temporary and permanent access roads, including culverts, would be restored to original condition or better following construction.  
	2-31
	Clarify whether the proposed dredging depth for the turning basin and navigable channel is -14 feet, -15 feet or -16 feet, and whether it includes both the design depth (e.g., -14’) and overdredging (e.g., 1’), or just the design depth.  The proposed dredging depth is necessary for two reasons.  First, it is needed to provide an accurate estimate of the proposed dredged material volume and the proposed disposal site capacity.  Second, it is needed for the sampling and analysis plan to evaluate the physical and chemical characteristics of the sediment, including the proposed dredged material and the new seafloor surface after dredging.  Also, this section uses mean low water as the elevation datum. The EPA recommends using mean lower low water as the elevation datum, unless there is a compelling reason to use mean low water.
	2-31
	The text states, “Vessels should be operated at sufficiently low speeds to reduce wake energy, and no-wake zones should be designated near sensitive habitats.”  
	2-31
	In the section Access Roads:  
	2-31
	In the section Construction Water Use and Discharge:  
	2-31
	2-31
	2-34
	Provide information on major wetland complexes and sensitive wetlands which would be disturbed during construction and operation of the APP.  Describe the effects of construction and operations on wetland complexes and sensitive wetlands, and TC Alaska’s planned mitigation.  Identify and describe wetlands where staging areas would likely be more extensive than “typical.”  Describe, in detail, the construction methods, the location of staging areas, and recommendations that were made by federal, state, and local agencies, and how their recommendations would be implemented.  
	If any agency recommendations would not be carried out, provide specific reasons and identify if TC Alaska is planning other mitigation.
	2-34
	Provide data to support TC Alaska’s assertion that the mapping method used for this planned project accurately maps wetlands, including field delineations and corresponding light detection and ranging delineations, as well as assumptions.  Does TC Alaska intend to provide wetland maps for all proposed infrastructure locations?  Provide TC Alaska’s version of a wetland delineation report for all wetlands that would be crossed.
	2-37
	Provide a wetland functional analysis.  Without this analysis, the assumption will be that all wetlands are fully functional.
	2-35
	Verify that “marine wetlands are not present in the Project area,” especially in regards to text on page 2-40 that states construction of the GTP “could impact estuarine tidal habitat and wetlands in the area.”  Are marine wetlands present where barges would be unloaded or elsewhere in the vicinity of West Dock or the GTP?
	2-41
	Provide source of statement that the “route encompassing the Brooks Foothills ecoregion is generally upland tundra; however, they are not predominantly wetlands.” The following sentence, “…substantial wetland areas occur within the APP right-of-way…” seems to contradict this statement.
	2-44
	Discuss if the thaw and oxbow lakes are associated only with river floodplains in this ecoregion.
	2-49
	The FWS recommends that saturated wetland topsoil should be salvaged, and organics below standing water should be salvaged when practicable (e.g., when an excavator is used).  Cross-reference to construction procedures in RR 1, as applicable.
	2-49
	Expand the discussion of impacts on forested wetlands and drainage patterns.  The North Slope vs. the Interior are very different, have different lengths of growing seasons, etc.  Describe how impacts would be mitigated, especially in areas of slow revegetation.
	2-49
	TC Alaska presents various tables and appendices for a list of wetlands potentially affected by the project.  In addition to the specific tables, provide a single table that summaries the acreage of wetlands affected for the entire project, including both construction and operations phases, and including all project components.
	2-51
	Verify that no farmed wetlands would be crossed or otherwise affected by the project area, especially in the vicinity of Delta Junction.
	2-51
	Expand the discussion of geographic differences across the project area and different growing seasons.  General “mitigation procedures” will not be sufficient given ecoregion differences.  How high would the ROW crown be?  (A matter of inches can result in a wetland or an upland on the North Slope).  In some cases it is likely that no wetlands would be re-established and that the area would be converted to uplands.  
	2-51
	TC Alaska states it would install temporary erosion controls following clearing through wetlands.  Temporary erosion controls must be installed during initial ground disturbance (which may include clearing).  Clarify that TC Alaska commits to implementing this procedure.
	2-51
	TC Alaska states, with approval by appropriate federal and state agencies, it would leave earthen pads in place after the pipeline is constructed through wetlands.  Provide the location by MP and justification for each earthen pad that would be left in place in a wetland.
	2-51
	TC Alaska states it may elect to remove riprap, timber mats, gravel, and fill from the wetland after post-construction reclamation, provided removal does not result in greater impacts on the wetland than if left in place.  Clarify how removal could result in greater impacts on the wetland than the fill that TC Alaska would leave in place.
	2-51
	The text states, “…clearing crews will cut existing woody wetland vegetation off at ground level and remove it from the wetland most likely during the winter prior to pipe installation on that specific spread.”  Is it proposed that snow would be removed down to the ground level for the entire construction ROW for winter vegetation clearing?  Where would the snow be taken?  This winter exhibited a snow pack of at least 4 feet deep in Interior Alaska. 
	2-51
	TC Alaska states it would import thaw-stable fill in high ice content soils to reduce future backfill.  Clarify what this fill would be composed of and what volume of native soil would cover this fill (in inches).
	2-52
	Define when TC Alaska would implement the winter construction techniques and when it would implement the summer construction techniques through wetlands.
	2-53
	TC Alaska states that summer construction would disturb about 1,300 acres of wetlands.  Additionally, about 66 percent of wetland disturbance (or 6,700 acres) would result from winter construction.  Identify when TC Alaska would construct through the remaining 1,900 acres of wetland.
	2-53
	Identify and discuss the alternatives TC Alaska considered to minimize fill of wetlands (particularly forested wetlands) as a result of construction and operation of the aboveground facilities.
	2-53
	Revise the text so as not to imply that leaving fill in place is a form of compensatory mitigation.  Fill is not a form of compensatory mitigation, in the CWA Section 404 context.  Fill is an action that requires compensatory mitigation, if unavoidable loss of aquatic resources results.
	2-49
	Describe the potential for blasting to affect wetlands and what measures TC Alaska would take to detect and remedy such effects.
	Appendix 2B;
	Table 2B-1
	Provide final crossing details for all waterbody crossings.  Clarify how “Summer Wetted Width” and “Wetted Width at Time of Construction” are calculated.  Further, clarify if frozen conditions are included in the wetted width.  If so, explain which streams are expected to be frozen solid at the time of construction.
	Appendix 2B;
	Table 2B-1
	Appendix 2C
	Clarify that no clearing would occur between the HDD entry and exit locations at the Tanana River #2.  Further, the extra workspace for the open-cut of the Middle Fork Kayukuk #3 appears excessive.  Justify the need for such large space.
	Table 2E-2
	Clarify if the access road impacts in table 2E-2 include the planned ice roads, e.g., for the West Dock/GTP; provide if not already included.  Include all new or expanded access roads for the GTP, West Dock, and access road to Point Thomson MP 0.
	File 26816090/page 18
	Map wetlands along the pipeline route between Point Thomson MPs 51 and 54.
	Files 26816091 - 26816115
	Appendix 2-D; 2D-1 and 2D-1.3.1
	Acknowledge that bentonite clay will not likely settle out except in the slowest moving water.
	Appendix 2D; 2D-5
	Describe the pattern (density up and down stream, and vertically in the water column) for instrumentation.  Describe the parameters that the instruments will monitor, and at what time interval they will be recorded and evaluated by an inspector.
	Appendix 2F
	Include the footprint of all associated infrastructure, including infrastructure located outside the 1,000-foot survey width on either side of the pipeline alignment, such as roads and material sources, in the wetland table and the National Weland Inventory maps.
	Appendix 2F; File 20, page 2; and File 24, page 2
	Address why there are numerous fragments not mapped where aerial photography is missing, including some very important waterbody crossings like the Tanana River near Delta Junction, as well as other waterbody crossings that were not mapped as wetlands but appear to be wetlands.
	Files 26816090 - 26816115
	Include all associated infrastructure and aboveground facilities, e.g., access roads, compressor stations, meter stations, staging areas, laydown areas, West Dock (including new or expanded access roads), disposal areas, GTP water reservoir and transfer line, additional temporary work space, construction camps, storage yards, borrow pits, helipads, and airstrips. Include wetland mapping at each of these locations.
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 3 – Fish, Vegetation, and Wildlife Resources
	Source
	General
	A common statement throughout draft RR 3 is that TC Alaska concludes that impacts on a particular resource will be “negligible to minor.”  However, the information on which that conclusion is made is often not yet available (e.g., surveys have not been conducted, agency consultations have not been completed, and mitigation plans have not been finalized and indeed may not be completed until years in the future).  We will not be able to conclude that impacts are “negligible” or otherwise without substantial additional information.  Therefore, for each such resource area, provide the rationale as to how this conclusion was reached based on the extent of construction and the amount of time and possible difficulty with restoration; or, revise the conclusion to be commensurate with the scope of the project.  
	Further, in many resource areas TC Alaska acknowledges the data are missing and states that they are forthcoming.  However, be aware that we cannot confirm at this time whether the forthcoming information will be sufficient for us to start our NEPA review of that particular resource area.
	General
	Add a table to RR 3 listing and describing outstanding environmental resource surveys (i.e., those that are still being conducted or are planned).  
	General
	General
	In several locations of draft RR 3, TC Alaska states that it “is evaluating the potential for noise impacts to wildlife and will provide additional information prior to construction.”  However, our NEPA analysis must contain our assessment and conclusions regarding the project’s potential noise impacts on wildlife, including marine mammals.  Therefore, provide the potential noise impacts on wildlife, including noise impacts on marine mammals from vessels, dredging, pile driving, and so forth.  See also our comments 3-23 and 3-79, below.  
	3-3
	3-3
	3-5
	In the Arctic cisco discussion, add the text “from spawning areas in the Mackenzie River” in the second sentence after “After emergence…”
	3-5
	3-11
	3-5 – 3-24
	The following fishery life history information is inaccurate or outdated.   Ensure that the revised information/citations are reflected in the filed RR 3.  
	3-6
	3-15
	The text states that the northern pike occur in “all major drainage basins.”  Does “all” refer to the North Slope as well?
	3-18
	Explain how the first sentence “The PT Pipeline will also affect lakes and ponds along the Beaufort Coastal Plain, although it avoids most of the deeper and larger ponds and lakes” ties in with the rest of the paragraph.  Clarify the anticipated project impacts on shallow-lake and deepwater lake fish.  
	3-21
	The Chena River is the second largest producer of Chinook salmon in the U.S. waters of the Yukon River, behind the Salcha River, and is listed as being crossed by the pipeline in appendix 3A.  Therefore, add the Chena River as an important waterbody to be crossed and include it in the applicable fisheries impacts discussion.  For example, The text in the 4th paragraph of the Tanana River Basin section states: “Chinook salmon arrive in the Tanana River as far as Fairbanks and areas upstream in early July, and are known to spawn in the Salcha River (AMP 502.0).”  Add the Chena River (AMP 474.8) to this sentence.
	3-22
	The Goodpaster and Clearwater Creek drainages provide high-value Chinook salmon habitat.
	3-22
	Depending on the context, the fisheries of the Little Salcha and Salcha Rivers, and those in Redmond and Shaw Creek may not be “extensive.”  There are no commercial fisheries in the Salcha River basin.
	3-23
	3-23
	Provide information on whether the Alaskan brook lamprey is found at any stream crossings.  
	3-24
	3-25
	Define “major” as used in the first paragraph of section 3.2.2.2.  Add a discussion of marine aquatic inverts such as shellfish and other crustaceans.
	3-27
	Verify that Pacific salmon species are the only freshwater inhabitants in Alaska covered by a Fishery Management Plan.
	3-27, -39
	Complete the impacts analysis for marine and freshwater EFH, including proposed conservation measures.  The applicant-prepared EFH Assessment should be filed as a Public document rather than Privileged.  
	3-27, -40
	Provide an analysis of offshore impacts on fish and fish habitat from noise and dredging associated with dock modifications at West Dock.  Be sure to refer to the following reference:
	3-31
	Would TC Alaska be required to adhere to any in-water seasonal work limits for protection of sensitive aquatic resources such as anadromous fish species, spawning runs, EFH, etc.?  If so, please provide this information.
	3-31
	3-31
	3-31
	3-32
	Add a list of mitigation measures TC Alaska proposes to use for each potential impact on fish and aquatic habitat resulting from construction and operations. 
	3-32
	The text states that “APP will consult…” and that “APP will work with these agencies…” to develop waterbody crossing and mitigation plans for sensitive waterbodies.  Provide these plans.  (TC Alaska should have already developed such plans in consultation with the agencies).  
	3-34
	Provide the referenced engineering designs for frost bulb mitigation.
	Provide a discussion of potential impacts on fish or fisheries (including substrate and habitat) associated with permanent operations, including accidental spills and releases, and possible pipeline ruptures near/in a stream crossing. 
	3-35
	The text states: “These streams in this area will be crossed in winter, as described in Section 3.2.1.3, when the fish are expected to have vacated to overwintering habitats.”  Discuss any anticipated impacts to eggs/fry in these streams, as applicable.
	3-39
	3-40
	Provide mapping (1:24,000 scale) of vegetation types/habitats/communities potentially affected by the project.  Include all project components (including the pipeline, aboveground facilities, and all associated infrastructure, including access roads). 
	3-39, 3-52
	Add a discussion about preventing the introduction of any noxious or invasive species into the project area.  Non-native plants are well documented along the Dalton Highway.  Invasive plants are frequently found in disturbed sites (gravel pits, road side ditches, and construction and revegetation areas).  Vectors (i.e., machinery) and preventative measures for spreading of invasive species to stream side habitat from this project’s activities should be discussed.
	3-47 – 3-48
	3-49
	3-49
	Describe plant species (by MP) with commercial, recreational, or aesthetic value.
	3-51;
	Appendix 3C
	Expand the discussion of direct and indirect impacts of construction.  Provide acreages of vegetation types affected by construction, including a distinction between permanent and temporary impacts.  Include in this discussion: 
	Note that this information should be included for all associated infrastructure and aboveground facilities, e.g., access roads, compressor stations, meter stations, staging areas, laydown areas, West Dock (including new or expanded access roads), disposal areas, GTP water reservoir and transfer line, additional temporary work space, construction camps, storage yards, borrow pits, helipads, and airstrips.
	3-51
	Provide a detailed description (by vegetation type, as appropriate) of what TC Alaska would do with vegetation cleared from any project disturbed areas.  Ensure that this description details methods TC Alaska would utilize so that vegetation cleared would not be stacked in a manner that would create a barrier to wildlife.
	3-52
	The FWS does not concur with the assertion regarding fragmentation.  The natural landscape to be crossed by the Point Thomson portion of the project is largely unfragmented, and this project would introduce the first permanent infrastructure that would fragment this portion of the Arctic Coastal Plain.  The natural landscape to be crossed by the mainline portion of the project is minimally fragmented, and keeping the ROW and infrastructure within already fragmented areas is desirable.  
	3-52
	Discuss impacts on plant species outside of the construction right-of-way from edge-induced effects created by fragmentation.  It has been shown in forested areas that edge effects can be realized as far as 300 feet from clearing, and in some cases even more.  
	3-61, -116
	The applicant-prepared BA should be filed as a Public document rather than Privileged.  
	Those sections of RR 3 that contain the same information as the BA may reference appendix 3D instead of repeating the information multiple times.
	Additionally, information on marine mammal species not listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) should not be included in the BA.
	3-61
	Section 3.4.2.1 contains the wrong MMPA definition of “take.”  The definition provided is the regulatory, not statutory, definition.  Revise the sentence to read as follows:  “Under the MMPA, take is defined as ‘to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to harass, hunt, capture, or kill any marine mammal.’”
	3-61
	Provide results of consultation with the Alaska Eskimo Commission and Native groups that conduct subsistence hunting on MMPA species.
	3-61, -64
	Table 3.4.2-1 and the spotted seal description incorrectly describe the status of the spotted seal.  On October 20, 2009, NMFS published a proposed rule to list the southern distinct population segment of the spotted seal as threatened under the ESA (74 FR 53683).  At that time, NMFS also determined that it was unnecessary to list the Okhotsk and Bering Sea distinct population segments as threatened or endangered under the ESA.  Although the U.S. stock is not listed under the ESA, add this information to accurately reflect NMFS' determination.
	3-62
	The beluga whale description does not list the correct population estimate for the Beaufort Sea stock.  Angliss and Allen note a population estimate of 39,258 individuals.  Additionally, although unlikely, there is the potential for individuals from the eastern Chukchi Sea stock of beluga whales to occur in the area.  
	3-67 – 3-70
	Update the following regarding caribou herds:
	3-71 – 3-90
	Provide MP information for the following: 
	3-72
	In the second paragraph, cite more recent moose density estimates from the 2008 ADFG moose report.
	3-73
	In the last paragraph, cite more recent (2004 and 2009) Central Brooks Range sheep census from ADFG sheep biologist Steve Arthur.
	3-74
	The BLM 1989 citation for Brooks Range grizzly bear populations is outdated and may not be accurate.  Check with the ADFG for more recent (2009) population estimates and update the text, citing the ADFG data.
	3-78
	3-78
	3-85
	Specifically mention golden eagles in the Brooks Range Ecoregion Bird section due to the high habitat quality present and the take prohibitions in FWS regulations.
	3-90 – 3-93
	Our NEPA analysis must contain sufficient raptor species and nest location information for us to assess impacts and evaluate compliance with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA); thus, the filing must contain adequate project-specific data.  However, it appears that TC Alaska is relying on historical data and general agency-conducted surveys (some of which have not been completed) for raptors, rather than project-specific surveys.  Further, no survey information was provided for tree-nesting owls, snowy owls, short-eared owls, merlins, American kestrels, and northern harriers.  
	Provide confirmation from the FWS that the above approach is sufficient to address and mitigate for project impacts on raptors in compliance with the MBTA.  Alternately, ensure that all necessary surveys are conducted in 2012 for inclusion in the application filing.  
	3-90
	The BLM Central Yukon Field Office has conducted more recent (2010) raptor surveys than what is cited for the Dalton Highway management unit (2003).  Update the section with the more recently available data.
	3-90
	Clarify what raptor survey results were used to for the project areas between Fox and Eielson AFB (the 40 miles between E456-E495), and the area east of Delta Junction, the Non-TAPS area of the project.   Whereas the area along the Alaska Highway has probably had a variety of survey work done, it is less clear if the 40 miles between Fox and Eielson has had any.
	3-91;
	Appendix 3E
	Provide appendix 3E (raptor nest mapping).  Raptor maps and/or data tables should provide species name, nest location, any required nesting season avoidance dates, and any required avoidance buffer zone (radius) and its intersection with the pipeline ROWs.  RR text discussion should clearly state how TC Alaska would adhere to the appropriate timing and distance restrictions for active nests.  
	3-91
	Inclusion of BLM raptor survey data may alter the number of nests displayed in table 3.4.3-3 and subsequent discussions of MP breakdowns.  Provide the data source(s) for the table.
	3-93
	Additional trumpeter swan data may be available from the BLM Glennallen Field Office.  Add if available.  Also include trumpeter swan data from the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge; they have a long dataset of swan occupancy and productivity.
	3-95, -114;  Appendix 3F
	Page 3-114 states that the Migratory Bird Conservation Plan “would be developed prior to construction and…would address avian issues associated with the MBTA, BGEPA, the ESA, and other avian management and habitat issues.”  However, our NEPA analysis must contain our assessment and conclusions regarding the project’s potential impacts on these species and issues.  Therefore, the application must include TC Alaska’s evaluation of MBTA impacts and an FWS-approved draft Migratory Bird Conservation Plan.  
	3-95
	In the description, explicitly state whether or not the wood frog is present in the project area.
	3-97
	The “Watch List” birds identified in table 3.4.6-2 are not correct; refer to the BLM policy for the correct list.
	3-98
	The scenic values and natural values of the Galbraith Lake Outstanding Natural Area (ONA) have recently been severely compromised by a new material site that, from the FWS’ perspective, was poorly planned and lacked sufficient public and agency review.  Use of borrow sites in this area should be very carefully planned and be in keeping with the intent of the ONA designation for the Galbraith Lake area.
	3-100
	Identify which aspects of the project would be within 0.25 mile of ANWR, e.g., compressor station(s), pipeline, etc.?
	3-100
	Discuss how TC Alaska would comply with any BLM requirements (e.g., special mitigation plans or protective stipulations) regarding the following designated Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC):  the Toolik Lake Research Natural Area and the Galbraith Lake ONA. 
	3-103
	Throughout section 3.4.7.2, discuss potential mitigation measures that would be used to minimize wildlife mortality.  An oft-repeated statement is made that the applicant will work with appropriate agencies to establish and implement appropriate mitigation measures.  Provide examples of such measures.
	3-103 –
	3-104
	3-103
	The Central Arctic Caribou Herd may not be the only caribou herd potentially affected by the proposed action.  Address any herd whose range is bisected by the pipeline (as shown in figure 3.4-1).  For example, include a discussion of the Teshekpuk Caribou Herd, Western Arctic Caribou Herd, Nelchina Caribou Herd, and possibly the Forty-mile Caribou Herd, since the proposed action is within the range extent of these herds.
	3-103
	Include the potential impacts on caribou from the construction of the GTP, mining at Put 23, reservoir construction and operation, construction and operation of the water line, and the VSMs between the GTP and the CGF.
	3-116
	In section 3.5.1, present results of surveys for threatened and endangered species (those species listed in table 3.5-1).  Requested information includes but is not limited to:
	3-116
	3-116
	Describe the barge/vessel traffic schedule, patterns and marine transportation routes, as well as the migration period, patterns, and routes of potentially affected marine mammals, such as bowhead whales on the North Slope, and Beluga Whales in Cook Inlet.  The direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts from barge/vessel traffic on marine mammals, threatened and endangered species, and critical habitats should be analyzed.  
	3-117
	3-127
	3-127
	3-134
	3-134
	3-134
	3-135
	3-136
	Provide the referenced “Polar Bear and Wildlife Interaction Plan.” 
	3-137 –
	3-138
	Include the potential impacts that may result on ringed seals from ice road construction in section 3.5.3.3.  When considering the activities that may occur, if ice roads will be constructed at a time of year when ringed seals are inside their subnivean lairs, consideration must be given as to whether or not individuals could be crushed beneath the ice.
	3-138, -140
	From the description of GTP construction provided in draft RR 1, it is difficult to tell if the entire footprint will be disturbed prior to the summer.  In order to minimize impacts on the spectacled eider and Steller’s eider, include a discussion of specific timing windows so that the site will not be disturbed during sensitive times.  Also, provide a map for the entire route showing which spreads will be constructed in the winter and summer.
	Appendix 3A;
	Table 3A-1
	Add information about fisheries issues for each water body crossing as directed in table 3.1-2 of the FERC Guidance Manual for Environmental Report Preparation.  This would include identification of whether: 
	Appendix 3A
	For the critical summer and winter habitat column in table 3A-1, use “N” for those streams not designated as such by BLM (2010), and “Unknown” or “No Data” for those streams not covered by BLM (2010).
	Appendix 3A
	Provide information on the methods used in the 2010 TC Alaska fishery field survey of stream crossings, including the use of any protocols developed in consultations with agencies.
	Appendix 1L
	Update appendix 1L to ensure that all concurrence letters and other correspondence between TC Alaska and FWS/NMFS are filed.  
	FERC
	Table 3C-3
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 4 – Cultural Resources
	Source
	All material filed with the Commission containing location, character, and ownership information about cultural resources must have the cover and any relevant pages therein clearly labeled in bold lettering: "CONTAINS PRIVILEGED INFORMATION--DO NOT RELEASE."
	General
	General
	Provide an understanding of where sites are located relative to the planned facilities, what kind of sites they include, how much testing they were subjected to, an indication of significance, and the need for site avoidance or mitigation.  Address the potential need for mitigation.
	General
	Provide a visuals/viewshed/landscape identification and impacts assessment.  This may be included as part of the survey report.
	Draft RR 4 and the survey summary report (appendix 4D) do not discuss survey of project access roads.  These must be included in the project’s area of potential effects (APE) and surveyed.  Provide the report and the SHPO’s and land-managing agencies’ (as appropriate) comments on the report.
	Address marine underwater cultural resources such as the potential for shipwrecks or other sites of significance to Alaska Native Organizations.  Consult the SHPO regarding the need for surveys for the dredging area and dock modifications.  Provide the SHPO’s comments, any related report required by the SHPO, and the SHPO’s comments on the report.
	Draft RR 4 and the survey summary report do not address the potential for deeply buried deposits and the possible need for deep testing.  Please discuss this in a revised draft RR 4 and the survey report.
	Verify that TC Alaska would avoid sites CHN-00007, CHN-00018, and XBP-00020, as recommended in the survey summary report.
	Please ensure that any Alaska Native tribe requesting additional information and/or copies of report(s) is provided with such.  Additionally, provide any resulting comments on the information/report(s).
	Provide full-size project alignment sheets (similar to those found in appendix 1O) with cultural resources information superimposed (i.e., areas surveyed including pipeline corridors, access roads, extra work areas, staging/storage areas, contractor yards, borrow pits, work camps, etc.; and resources identified, with eligibility status, where available).
	4-4
	Regarding section 4.2.1, provide all previously unfiled correspondence (and all documentation of consultation) to and from the SHPO, including the SHPO’s June 17, 2010 letter/permit, the SHPO’s response to TC Alaska’s August 31, 2011 request to initiate consultation, and the SHPO’s comments on the survey report(s).
	4-4
	Delete the text following “underway” (lines 8-11).
	4-5
	Regarding section 4.3.1, provide all previously unfiled correspondence (and all documentation of consultation) to and from the BLM, including the BLM’s June 18, 2010 letter/permit, the BLM’s response to TC Alaska’s August 31, 2011 request to initiate consultation, and the BLM’s comments on the survey report(s).
	4-6
	Section 4.3.1 provides no documentation of contact or consultation with other involved agencies regarding cultural resources.  Provide all documentation of consultation with the FWS, Department of Defense, Air Force, Army, COE, Bureau of Indian Affairs, USCG, and any other applicable state and federal agencies (e.g., DOT, NMFS).  Identify in a table, by MP segment, where each land jurisdiction would be crossed and if any cultural resources/issues have been identified to date.
	4-5 – 4-6
	The term “Consultations with Federal Land Managing Agencies” is used.  Revise the text to refer to these as “meetings.”
	4-6
	Include the following information in the ethnographic/traditional cultural knowledge studies and summarize non-confidential information in RR 4.  Evaluate the historic extent and condition of the environment to adequately address impacts to cultural resources of concern to tribal governments.  Potential impacts to resources of concern to the tribes may include, but are not limited to, impacts to cultural resource areas, archaeological sites, traditional cultural properties of landscapes, sacred sites, and environments with cultural resources significance. Disclose the Native Alaskan historical and traditional significance of the project area, the importance of ethno-botany, hunting, fishing, and gathering uses of the area by Alaska Natives, any long term traditional ecological management of the area, and any significant historical events (e.g., tribal wars, establishment of trade routes, etc.) that took place there.  The tribal government(s) must be specifically engaged and consulted with in accordance with Section 106 of the NHPA.
	The scope of impacts on these resources should include the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on:
	4-6
	Section 4.4 states that tribal groups were identified based on discussions with the SHPO and BLM; however, no details of these discussions are provided indicating how these decisions were made.  Provide any meeting summaries and phone call summaries, and all written correspondence with the various agencies discussing which native groups were to be consulted.
	4-6 – 4-7
	4-7
	4-7
	4-7
	Provide documentation of the approval of TC Alaska’s survey methodology (stratified sensitivity model) by the SHPO, BLM, and other appropriate land-managing agencies.  If the sensitivity model has been previously approved (since it is based on earlier studies), provide copies of those approval(s).
	4-7
	Section 4.6 states that the corridor was stratified into areas of Type A and B sensitivity.  Provide a discussion summarizing the distribution of Type A and B by MP.  
	4-7
	Section 4.6 indicates a 100- to 800-meter-wide corridor was surveyed.  The survey summary report indicates a 100- to 200-meter-wide corridor was surveyed (p.32).  Please clarify this discrepancy.  Also identify and include a discussion of the APE for indirect effects in this section.
	4-8
	Section 4.7 states that summaries of existing surveys are provided in appendix 4D.    
	4-8 – 4-9
	Section 4.7 indicates that four sites were identified along the planned Point Thomson Pipeline route, and 150 along the Alaska Mainline route.  Table 4C-1 (appendix 4C) identifies only 1 site along the Point Thomson route, and 121 along the Alaska Mainline.  Please clarify these discrepancies.
	4-9
	4-9
	Section 4.8 indicates that 109 miles of the Alaska Mainline route were examined by desktop review.  Please clarify if TC Alaska is intending the desktop review to serve in lieu of field surveys.  If so, provide documentation of acceptance of this method from the SHPO, BLM, and other appropriate land-managing agencies.
	4-10
	Please clarify if “restricted access” referenced in section 4.8 is the same as “denied access.”  Describe TC Alaska’s efforts to gain survey access to denied-access areas.  Provide a table, by MP, of areas where access has been denied by the landowner.  Also identify the land jurisdiction (e.g., private, state, etc.).
	4-10
	Update and revise table 4.8-1 to specifically identify how many miles (by specific MP) were covered by desktop, Type A, and/or Type B surveys.  Provide a similar table for the 2011 surveys.
	4-10
	Provide the unanticipated discovery plan to the FERC, BLM, SHPO, and other appropriate land-managing agencies.
	4-11
	The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) requests that TC Alaska list the tribes involved in ethnographic/traditional cultural knowledge studies and describe the protocols for participation in those studies.  Clarify the ways in which those studies provide the tribes the opportunity to communicate to FERC their concerns about properties of religious and cultural significance, such as landscapes, traditional cultural properties, sacred sites, and other locations of significance that might be directly or indirectly affected by the undertaking.
	4-11
	Provide the Ethnographic Report (including traditional cultural properties identification/evaluation).  Ensure that Pump Station Hill is addressed, assessed, and any necessary mitigation measures proposed.
	Appendix 4A
	Include actions to be taken under the plan for unanticipated discoveries, which could include human remains.
	Appendix 4C
	Table 4C-1 identifies the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible Tanana Valley Railroad and NRHP-listed Davidson Ditch along the Alaska Mainline route.  Please verify that TC Alaska would avoid these sites by boring/drilling.  Also, please clarify what “No 2010 survey” means. 
	Survey Summary Report
	Ensure that the next draft and any further reports submitted comport with the FERC’s Guidelines for Reporting on Cultural Resources Investigations for Pipeline Projects (2002).
	Individual site descriptions need to be provided in the text of the report.
	Provide a table (by MP) of what was surveyed by what method (Type A [specify helicopter or vehicular] and/or Type B).
	Please indicate the survey corridor configuration (centered on the proposed centerlines, or off-set).  If off-set, indicate the widths surveyed on either side of the pipeline centerlines by MP segment.
	General
	Include the total acreage surveyed.
	D-1
	In section 1, the APE is not defined nor discussed in detail. Also, no corroboration from the SHPO or federal and state land managing agencies on the boundaries of the APE is demonstrated in the report.  Provide a detailed written description and maps clearly identifying all portions of the APE for both direct and indirect effects.  Include documentation that the SHPO and land managers and state agencies concur with the APE.
	D-17
	Previous surveys are acknowledged in section 4.1.  However, it is unclear if the resources identified by these projects are within the current APE.  Please clarify this.  The NRHP eligibility status of these sites and the potential effects of the APP on these sites are also not clearly described.  Please do so.    
	D-17
	D-19
	D-25
	Section 5.1 indicates that helicopter overflights were used in conjunction with the models to determine archaeological sensitivity.  Provide the criteria used during the overflights to help determine sensitivity. Provide a discussion of how this information from the overflights was recorded and synthesized into the model.
	D-25
	D-26
	Provide an explanation for why areas with high site densities would be avoided during surveys.  These areas are of greatest concern for the APP as they have the highest potential for containing additional resources.
	D-29
	Section 5.4 states that logs were kept of the results of pedestrian surveys. Provide summaries of the areas covered by pedestrian survey.  Include total miles covered, MP information, and the positive and negative results.  Use tables, as necessary.
	D-33
	Clarify what is meant by “archaeologists pedestrian surveyed portions of this locale, but avoided the significant concentration of sites…” (i.e., did the archaeologists avoid the area, or is the APP avoiding the area)?  If the archaeologists avoided this area, please explain why.
	D-36
	Clarify what is meant by “used a helicopter…to bypass portions of the corridor…”.  Was this area aerially surveyed or actually “bypassed”?  And if so, please explain why.
	D-37
	Clarify why the Rosebud Knob District was avoided during the survey discussed in section 6.1.3.  Clarify the number of sites found in the Rosebud Knob area that are in the APE and whether they are included in the list of sites noted as being in this segment.  Identify the NRHP status of these sites and how many would be affected by the proposed project.
	D-38
	Provide the borehole report referenced in section 6.1.5.
	D-47
	In line 1 of section 8, delete “the SHPO with”.
	D-47
	The text of section 8 indicates that the report is intended to meet conditions identified in the BLM and Alaska Office of Historic Archaeology permits.  Provide the approved permits (if other than those requested above). 
	D-47
	Section 8 indicates that only 122 miles of this survey addressed the current APE.  Indicate how many sites (and which ones) from the 2010 survey are within the current project APE.
	D-49
	Revise table 17 to include survey type (A, B, vehicular) by MP.
	Attachment B: Site Forms
	In attachment B, Alaska Heritage Resource Survey Site Forms are provided for new sites only.  Provide copies of the original site forms (and subsequent forms when revisited) for previously identified sites in the APE.
	Attachment C: Mapping
	Ensure that survey coverage mapping included with the next draft report(s) submitted matches the planned APP routes/work areas, or clearly identifies the routes/areas surveyed in comparison to (vs.) the APP routes/areas.  Revise the summary report mapping to reflect this.  The maps also need to include MP (in 1-mile increments, or less to ensure that one reference MP is included on each page), the centerline, and match lines.  Identify/differentiate 2010, 2011, 2012, and other (previous) survey areas.
	Attachment C: Mapping
	Provide original page size (as stated in the key) 11 x 17 attachment C maps (as opposed to 8 ½ x 11).
	Attachment C: Mapping
	Provide a more comparable scale map for the segment PA-A-01 map key (currently 1:301,300) as those provided for the other segments (e.g., 1:31,420, 1:40,430, 1:54,410, etc.).
	Attachment C: Mapping
	Provide attachment C mapping for the Point Thomson Pipeline survey.
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 5 – Socioeconomics, Transportation, Environmental Justice, and Subsistence
	General
	Ensure that RR 5 fully describes the following:
	General
	5-3
	Define the width of the “pipeline corridor” referred to throughout RR 5.  
	5-3
	Define the width of the “transportation corridors” referred to throughout RR 5.  Also, identify and define “marine transportation corridors” and provide a list of communities located within the transportation and marine corridors.    
	5-4
	Clarify the terms “pipeline corridor,” “inside pipeline corridor,” “outside pipeline corridor,” and “immediate region of influence” as they relate to socioeconomics and to each other.  The terms appear to be used inconsistently and broadly. 
	5-6
	Thirty Alaskan stakeholders with experience and expertise in the state’s leading industries and policy areas were interviewed.  Provide information about this group, their background, and the interview questions.  Indicate whether any of those interviewed were Alaska Native.
	5-6
	Identify and provide the specific rationale for the REMI model assumptions not included in the set of model assumptions and reasonable foreseeable future actions summarized in appendix 5D.  
	5-11
	Within table 5.4.3-1 the numbers (from the State's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report) do not match the numbers in the Alaska Department of Revenue Fall 2011 Revenue Sources Book.  For example, the table shows $105.9 million in 2010 revenue from non-petroleum taxes, while the department's fall 2011 report reports $293.7 million.  The table says the state received $114 million from licenses and permits in 2010, but the Revenue Department's fall 2011 report puts that number at $43 million for the general fund (the account referenced in the table) and about $30 million in non-general fund revenue.  Reconcile these apparent discrepancies.
	5-11
	5-11
	Confirm that “interest and investment income” identified in table 5.4.3-1 includes Alaska Permanent Fund earnings.   
	5-12
	Revise table 5.4.3-2 and any other applicable tables to account for inflation.  
	5-6
	Provide a description of each community located within the pipeline corridor.  These descriptions should include applicable community characteristics – history, traditions, distinct languages spoken, unique societal systems and activities, Alaska Native Corporation, public services, and a micro-economic summary (available goods and services).  
	5-17
	It is important to recognize that Prudhoe Bay is a work camp, there are not families living there and so including their information in the NSB census area is misleading.  This requires additional clarification throughout the report, otherwise the reader may interpret to believe that there are people living there with families in homes.
	5-17
	5-19
	5-23
	5-15, -87;
	5-16
	In section 5.5.1, identify the percentage break-down of “full” versus “part-time” workers.
	5-25
	5-31
	In section 5.5.2, estimate total contract worker expenditures by year and within “inside pipeline corridor” communities.
	5-31
	Throughout section 5.5.2, the report discusses the need for workers during construction.  The report needs to quantify how many workers might be needed in specific skill categories and whether TC Alaska would work with the state, industry, and trade unions to promote and encourage training of Alaskans to fill many of the jobs. 
	5-36
	Include additional data to clarify the last paragraph, otherwise it appears that every shareholder could be doing quite well; however, not every Alaska Native person is a shareholder and the dividends are quite varied amongst the ANCSA corps.
	5-40 – 5-44
	Explain why twice as many jobs during the development phase are located outside of Alaska vs. within the state, and why just as many construction-related jobs would be located outside Alaska as within Alaska.  
	5-50
	In the first paragraph, TC Alaska inadequately discusses the inflationary effects on the Alaska economy from gas pipeline project construction.  The report assumes development of such other major projects as the Pebble Mine, Donlin Creek Mine, Knik Arm Bridge and Watana Dam on the Susitna River, plus a robust state public works budget all at about the same time.  This could cause significant inflationary pressure on wages and housing.
	5-50, -52
	Address the personal and regional impact of North Slope natural gas availability for Alaskans, particularly in Fairbanks but also for the Southcentral region.
	5-52
	Estimate and provide the value of agricultural land and lands managed for timber production potentially impacted by the planned APP facilities.  
	5-55
	Provide support for the estimates of new housing units in Alaska.  For example, the Municipality of Anchorage reported building permit applications for approximately 900 new housing units in 2007, before the construction slowdown.  Yet this report assumes a rate double that total from 2015 to 2050, resulting in 63,000 new housing units in Anchorage.  Explain the projections.
	5-58
	Provide a more focused description of existing housing conditions inside and adjacent to the pipeline corridor.  Including housing information for the entire borough(s)/census area(s) may not accurately depict existing conditions adjacent to and “inside pipeline corridor,” and could affect the housing impacts analysis.
	5-58
	The report should address impacts from indirect population and job growth due to the project.  Table 5.5.1-9 (see page 5-26), shows the population impact after operations start of 14,000 to 37,000 more people in Anchorage, 6,000 to 16,000 in Mat-Su and 4,000 to 6,000 in Fairbanks North Star Borough (FNSB).  That would represent significant growth for those communities.
	5-61 – 5-62
	Include references to Fairbanks Natural Gas, which trucks liquefied natural gas from its facility in the Matanuska Valley to several dozen Fairbanks customers.
	5-63
	Include relevant data to support the statement regarding the level of impacts to the schools and class rooms and provide a more detailed discussion of the demands on local law enforcement as well as an estimate of the cost this would impose on local and state governments. 
	5-64
	The predicted permanent jobs are considerably higher than the estimate for the Alaska Stand Alone Pipeline Project (50 – 75).  The APP permanent job estimate is 35 – 50 full time Alaska employees (for pipeline, meter stations, and compressor stations); 200 on-site workers for the GTP with an additional 200 for on and off site rotation; and 100 off-site support workers.  How many of the 400 – 500 rotation and support workers would be Alaska residents?  Are there programs being developed to hire local people?  If so, please include this information in the discussion.
	5-65
	FERC regulation 380.12(g)(6) seeks a fiscal analysis on incremental local government expenditures and revenue.  That information is missing from draft RR 5.  The  report makes note of financial impact on the state but not on local governments.  It does describe existing local finances in section 5.5.5.1, but section 5.5.5.2 is limited to a look at future impacts to state finances while saying little about local, other than saying the effects would be minor.  Provide additional analysis.  
	5-66
	The report addresses the difference in local government spending between two boroughs.  The explanation does not address the NSB’s high education spending per pupil vs. the FNSB’s, nor the additional types of expenditure for the NSB (e.g., health care, debt service).  While the massive size of the NSB compared to the FNSB does lead to higher transportation cost, it is not the only reason education is not as high a percent of NSB expenditures as for the FNSB, particularly where transportation costs have also increased education expenses.  Update the section accordingly.
	5-67
	Specify Valdez local tax-revenue sources in table 5.5.5-1 as that community imposes an oil and gas property tax and it is a possible port of entry for gas pipeline project equipment and material.  Also include local tax revenue sources for the City of Fairbanks in the table.
	5-74
	Provide a description of each highway that may be impacted by the APP.  This description should include highway base/materials composition, width, number of lanes, length, regular maintenance activities, seasonal closures and/or considerations, scheduled work, bridge weight capacities, speed restrictions, significant incline/grade issues, travel amenities, and typical/seasonal use.  
	5-74
	Provide an estimate of the number (and frequency) of truck trips that would be required on each highway on a daily and seasonal basis during construction of the planned facilities to deliver the necessary supplies and materials to project work areas.  Also, provide a description of the types of trucks that would be used to deliver supplies and materials.    
	Identify and discuss any TC Alaska-related transport that would occur through the Chugach National Forest.
	5-74
	Describe the types of vehicles that would be used to transport laborers from work camps to construction work areas.  Estimate the number of daily trips required to transport laborers to and from the work camps.   
	5-74
	Estimate the amount of total and summer tourist use of each highway potentially impacted by the APP.    
	5-74
	5-76
	5-76
	Provide the quantity of stockpiled pipe at each port and how the pipe would be stored and moved (these actions can have significant impacts on the transportation system and the adjacent local communities).  Disclose logistics information to the extent that it is known.
	5-76, -79
	Clarify why Dutch Harbor is included.  Is this to ship something to or from Asia, as mentioned in the section?  Does it relate to shipments to Prudhoe Bay, which is not mentioned in the section?  Other ports have some geographical relation to the pipeline corridor or mention a specific intertie.
	5-79
	Estimate the capacity of existing airports that may be used for transportation of supplies, materials and laborers, and provide an estimate of the Project’s expected use of these airports.  Also, provide an estimate of the number (and frequency) of trips by air that would be required during construction to deliver the necessary supplies and materials to project work areas.      
	5-83
	Describe direct effects to the traveling public related to increases in congestion due to movement of material and construction traffic, traffic delays associated with traffic control, and use of highway ROWs as a staging area for pipe placement.  
	5-83
	Provide preliminary summaries of the marine, rail, and road-wear analyses referenced in section 5.5.6.2.  Also, identify measures to avoid, minimize, and mitigate potential adverse impacts on these transportation systems.  
	5-85; 
	5-87
	Provide a revised description of existing conditions based on 2010 census blocks directly affected by the project facilities as well as alternative facility routes and/or locations.  Also, include in this revised section a geo-spatial display of the minority and low-income populations relative to the project facilities and all alternative facility routes and locations.  Include analysis related to Executive Order 12898.      
	5-89
	5-89
	5-89
	Address the potential for the project to affect subsistence resources for National Wildlife Refuges, as well as for other federal land managers such as the National Park Service and the BLM.  Refuges that will be crossed by the project or are in its vicinity have concerns about potential direct and indirect effects to natural resources that utilize the Refuges.  There is concern, in particular, about actual or perceived changes in access to and availability of subsistence resources.  Cross-reference to section 3.4.6.3.
	5-89
	Describe how TC Alaska would solicit community (including the appropriate villages, tribal councils, native corporations, subsistence regional advisory councils and local, state and federal agencies) input regarding the potential impacts on subsistence and its measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate these impacts.  
	Appendix 5A
	In appendix 5A, revise the tables as appropriate to reflect conditions found within the “transportation (and marine) corridors.”
	Appendix 5B;
	While the APP would be within the boundaries of the NSB, it is not within the boundaries of any Census-Designated Place (CDP) or city within the NSB other than Deadhorse, though every NSB village is listed as “inside the Pipeline Corridor” on table B2.3.1-1.  Please clarify.  It may be better to identify cities, CDPs, and Alaska Native Village Statistical Areas actually on the corridor as a section, then boroughs and census areas if the entire borough/area is going to be included in subsequent analysis.  The same is true of other communities on the list, as well.  The alternative is to redefine the pipeline corridor.
	Appendix 5D;
	5D-25
	Provide the rationale for TC Alaska’s assumptions regarding resident versus non-resident labor, specifically in-and-out-migration.  This rationale should address in-migrants expected by year, during construction and operation of the project, in each Borough/Census Area.  Also estimate the number of non-resident laborers expected to leave at the end of their employment.
	Appendix 5D;
	5D-10, -11
	Update the time frames -- and any calculations/assumptions throughout RR 5 that are based on them -- for production start-up from the Liberty and Point Thomson fields as well as the National Petroleum Reserve—Alaska.  Those developments are behind the schedules appendix 5D cites.
	Appendix 5E
	In addition to revising the figures provided in appendix 5E based on the results of the ongoing subsistence surveys; for each community, provide a comprehensive map depicting the specific subsistence use areas associated with that community.  The map (and figure 5E-1) should show those federal public lands that are open to federal subsistence activities (i.e., “unencumbered lands”).  As appropriate, figures depicting multiple subsistence use areas should also be provided. 
	Note:  The “all resources” figure is too general.  See the TAPS Renewal EIS for example figures.  Ensure that labels do not obscure map features.    
	Appendix 5E
	Regarding the figures:
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 6 – Geology
	General 
	While detailed information by MP cannot be shown clearly on a one-page map (such as the scale of figure 6.2-1), other aspects of this report can and should be illustrated for clarity.  As such, provide additional figures in RR 6 to depict mining projects; energy resource areas; historical earthquake locations and magnitudes; USGS mapping of seismic hazards; key seismic zones; faults and fault crossings; and volcanic features.  
	General
	Provide geotechnical investigations which support all planned aerial-span bridge crossings referenced in RR 1.  Include foundation recommendations that take permafrost conditions into consideration.  
	General
	Provide the geotechnical investigations and reports for the planned pipelines and aboveground facilities.
	6-3
	Include a general description of potential effects of hazards on facilities in the first paragraph on page 6-3, per FERC guidance.  
	6-3
	Provide a geologic map showing the entire pipeline and aboveground facilities.  Superimpose the TAPS pipeline on it between Prudhoe Bay and the Delta Junction divergence area.
	6-3
	Provide a discussion and table describing the anticipated surficial geologic and geotechnical conditions that are anticipated during trenching and HDD operations along the planned Alaska Mainline and Point Thomson Pipeline routes.  Provide similar discussion for construction of the aboveground facilities.  
	6-3
	Provide a summary, by MP, of where bedrock is anticipated to be less than 8 feet below ground surface.
	6-3
	Ensure definitions for “Project area,” “Project footprint,” and “Project vicinity” (included in footnote 6) are consistent with the other RRs.  Because cross-referencing between reports occurs frequently, continuity of definitions across them is critical.
	6-4
	Combine and make consistent tables 6.2-1 and 7.3-1 and make this an appendix to RR 1. These tables present some of the same information, but MPs are rounded differently and ecoregions/physiographic regions/major land resource areas are presented and referenced inconsistently.
	6-7
	Add the Sagavanirktok River, mentioned in paragraph 2, to figure 6.2-1.  
	6-10
	6-10
	Clarify the statement “gold exploration activities…were reported by 126 individuals and companies.”  Were these 126 activities performed across Alaska, within the Eastern Interior Region, or within the APP area/vicinity?  Of those sites in the project vicinity, provide locations on a map and in a table.  
	6-10
	Provide an updated summary table of existing borrow sites within this RR 1.  Appendix 1G lists existing and proposed borrow sites that may be used for the Project. Identify any existing borrow sites not intended to be used by the project, if the project will impact them.
	6-11
	Update the discussion in section 6.3.2 (Energy Resources) to include the new oil and gas assessment which was recently released by the USGS for the North Slope.  See the following link: http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/usgs-releases-first-continuous-oil-and-gas-assessment-for-alaska-north-slope/.
	6-13
	In table 6.3.2-1, include which Unit (group of leases) each Alaska Division of Lands number is associated with and the leasor name(s).
	6-14
	There is an underground placer mine near Gold Creek along the Dalton Highway.  Identify the direction and distance from the planned Alaska Mainline centerline to this placer.
	6-14
	Section 6.3.3 states “The Project does not cross any known active or abandoned underground mines …”  However, section 6.3.3.1 states “The Project could cross unknown or abandoned mines.”  Clarify this language and meaning.  Explain how the referenced source (USGS 2010, groundwater map of the U.S.) was used to determine that no active or abandoned underground mines are within the project area.  Cite additional sources, as needed.
	6-14 – 6-15
	6-16
	Identify by MP in table format specific, significant geologic hazards to the planned pipelines and aboveground facilities, and provide mitigation for these hazards.  Locate the following geologic hazards that may affect the pipelines and aboveground facilities on the alignment sheets in appendix 1O:  active or potentially active faults; liquefiable areas; landslides; avalanche zones; rock glaciers; karst; acid rock drainage areas; active or abandoned mines; oil or gas wells; areas of flood risk; and significant paleontological resources.
	6-16
	For both the Alaska Mainline and the Point Thomson Pipeline provide light detection and ranging data which supports the location of geologic hazards such as active or potentially active fault zones; rock glaciers; slope creep; and flooding and landslide areas that cross the planned pipeline routes.
	6-16
	Provide construction details by MP to accommodate permafrost conditions for the planned GTP, compressor stations, and along the entire pipeline route.
	6-16
	Provide a discussion on tsunami hazards for the planned pipelines and aboveground facilities located along the Arctic Ocean coastline.
	6-16
	Identify if surficial soil contamination is present along the pipeline routes or in proximity to any areas of project-related disturbance.   
	6-16
	Provide specific mitigation measures for construction of aboveground facilities in permafrost, e.g., gravel blanket thicknesses and extent; number and depth and types of heat pumps; foundation systems; etc.
	6-16
	6-16 – 6-17  
	Regarding the discussion on geologic hazards, describe the impact each hazard could have on the project. 
	6-18     
	Correct the title of table 6.4.1-2 to end with "... IV to VIII" or include the intensity number and description for the intensities below and above the range presented.  If the title is corrected, include a footnote that there are also intensities less than and greater than those presented in the table so readers are aware that this is not the minimum and maximum levels of intensity.
	6-18
	Revise the discussion presented on this page to clearly state that two earthquakes of intensity VIII have occurred since 1904.  
	6-18
	Table 6.4.1-3 presents earthquake magnitude by “body wave” and “surface wave.”  Provide a description of the differences.  Move discussion in section 6.4.1.3 prior to this table to enhance clarity.
	6-19
	Using the most recent USGS data, provide the peak acceleration that would be exceeded (for each station) and for the pipelines in 50 years based upon a 2- and 10-percent probability of occurrence.  Indicate that these numbers are not adjusted for site soil amplification effects.  
	6-20
	Provide figure 6.4.1-1, referenced in the second paragraph on this page.
	6-20
	The earthquake information listed in the third bullet is shown in decimal g.  At the bottom of the previous page, the acceleration is described as a percentage of g.  Provide a consistent description of the acceleration information.  Also provide a magnitude for the 1964 earthquake.
	6-21
	Include a figure(s) that locates and further identifies faults and seismic activity of the three seismic zones (Minto Flats, Fairbanks, and Salcha) relative to the Alaska Mainline.
	6-22
	Identify by name, title, qualifications, and affiliation the “geologists familiar with the neotectonics, seismicity, and paleoseismology of the region” and the “field team that included two senior paleoseismologists.”
	6-22                   
	6-22
	Prepare and submit an earthquake preparedness program and specifications for earthquake monitoring system for the project.  Refer to TAPS information in the article prepared by Douglas Nyman , et al.,  “Trans-Alaska Pipeline Emergency Response and Recovery Following the November 3, 2002 Denali Fault Earthquake,” published through the American Society of Civil Engineers Technical Council on Lifeline Earthquake Engineering (August 2003).  See the following link:   http://www.alyeska-pipe.com/inthenews/techpapers/5-post%20denali%20eq%20taps%20(revised%206-25-03).pdf.  
	6-23
	6-23
	Provide a figure associated with table 6.4.1-4 that locates the referenced faults.
	6-23
	For each Holocene-aged, active fault crossed by the Alaska Mainline route, provide the anticipated displacement magnitude and direction of movement.
	6-23
	Table 6.4.1-4 (Potentially Active Fault Crossings), table 6.4.3-1 (Existing Landslides Within the Vicinity of the Alaska Mainline), table 6.4.3-2 (Existing Mudflow Occurrences Within the Vicinity of the Alaska Mainline), and table 6.4.3-3 (Potential Slope Instability within the Pipeline Facilities) are all in areas where the soil features could have an impact on pipeline construction and operational safety.  More detail is needed regarding the process and procedures TC Alaska would use to determine the design/operational parameters for crossing the geological hazards outlined in section 6.4.
	6-25, -44
	The quantity of "less than 7.5 miles" of soil liquefaction referenced in section 6.4.6.1 was not stated in section 6.4.1.2 (which lacks a discussion of potential lateral spread).  Revise and clarify both sections for consistency and clarity.  
	6-24 – 6-25
	Provide a table that cross-references data from RRs 7 and 2 to determine where soil liquefaction is possible based on the bulleted items beginning on the bottom of page 6-24 (i.e., average summer flow greater than 15 cubic feet per second; bank heights greater than 3 feet; etc.). 
	6-25
	Provide justification for the statement that TC Alaska “concluded the likelihood of liquefaction-induced buoyancy or settlement of the pipe in relatively level areas is likely non-existent owing to the development of a frost bulb around the pipe in non-permafrost soils.”  Discuss what evidence exists of the type and size of frost bulb expected to develop.  Provide references to support this conclusion.  
	6-25
	Identify on a map the locations referenced by the statement “results of the analyses indicate that potential liquefaction-induced effects of buoyancy or settlement are limited to locations on the Alaska Mainline between AMPs 533 and 745 where the seismic potential is high enough to initiate liquefaction in certain soil conditions.”  Provide a table of specific locations with soil liquefaction hazards within this interval.  
	6-25
	6-26
	Provide a figure associated with table 6.4.2-1 that locates the volcanic feature with the planned pipeline route and indicates the radius of influence of the volcanic activity.
	6-26
	Add missing information for the Klawesi Group to table 6.4.2-1.  
	6-27
	Discuss the possible impacts of volcanic activity such as the duration of an explosive ash-producing event (both pre- and post-construction).  Events such as this could result in drainages being susceptible to inundation by volcanic mudflows (lahars) from the Wrangell and Bona-Churchill volcanoes and could affect the general operation of a pipeline.  As fallout could also potentially affect operations, provide an estimate of potential ash fallout trajectories and plausible amounts from nearby or Cook Inlet volcanoes.  Discuss the size and impacts of an eruption of the Bona-Churchill volcanic complex (like the one that occurred about 1200 to 1400 years ago and produced the White River ash).  A similar eruption in the future could interfere with land, sea, and air travel to and from Alaska and also could have some impacts on pipeline operation.
	6-33
	Please resolve the apparent discrepancy between the number of snow and slushflow avalanche chutes presented in table 6.4.3-4 and the final sentence in section 6.4.3.2.  Also, review the number of snow/slushflow avalanche chutes and the table reference on page 6-45, section 6.4.6.3.  These discussions should be consistent. 
	6-33
	6-37
	Footnote 15 identifies an incorrect section; correct it to section 6.4.3.4.
	6-38
	The third bullet on this page states that shale units have a potential for acid rock drainage (ARD), and that limestone has buffering capacity.  Describe the potential for buffering along the pipeline at the local scale and identify significant shale stretches that would lack limestone units.
	6-38
	Justify the use of a non-intrusive field reconnaissance or explain what the next step of the field reconnaissance will be.  Field data should be collected and presented, perhaps following the standardized EPA protocol for ARD characterization of soil and overburden.  Explain when reconnaissance will be performed on the additional 17 of 78 potential metal leaching /ARD sites.  Describe the intended monitoring program for ARD.  
	6-39
	Provide mapping of known mineral occurrences and secondary iron sulphides along the planned Alaska Mainline route (referenced in first bullet) to complement information in table 6.4.4-1.  
	6-39 – 6-42 
	Fill the data gaps in table 6.4.4-1 where it is noted in many places “No assessment on bedrock available in area at this time.”  Describe how these data gaps will be filled.
	6-43
	Recalculate the distances between MPs for each segment with ARD potential that is in the six categories ranging from none to high on table 6.4.4-1.  Same comment for discussion on page 6-45 in section 6.4.6.4.    
	6-43
	Provide a detailed discussion of flood zones and potential impacts due to flooding.  Currently, there are circular references to flooding in RRs 2, 6, and 8; however, all text is generalized.  Address specific potential hazards and appropriate mitigation measures at individual waterbody crossings. 
	6-43, -46
	Provide analysis of streambed scour at buried crossings and at bridge sites for both pipelines.  (If the pipeline is supported on a bridge, provide a scour analysis of the bridge abutments and pilings).  The planned pipeline routes crosses several dynamic rivers that are subject to both lateral migration and streambed scour.   Although the pipe would be buried, existing and potentially new bridges for access and/or general transportation of personnel, equipment, and supplies may be curtailed if significant scour events occur.  More information may be found at http://ak.water.usgs.gov/usgs_scour/index.php?pageId=4.
	6-43, -46
	Provide analysis and mitigation for stream/river encroachment from bank erosion and channel migration towards the planned pipeline alignments, aboveground facilities, and pipe storage/contractor yards.
	6-44 – 6-46 
	Provide a more robust description of the types of mitigation practices for geologic hazards that actually would be implemented, and, as applicable, cite specific technical or guidance manuals.  Provide justification (i.e., backup field data, cited sources, technical evaluations, etc.) for generalized conclusions of risk and associated mitigation specifically for each risk, by MP. 
	6-44
	In the discussion of Fault Rupture Displacement, list and provide a brief overview of the seismological engineering standards which TC Alaska plans to use.  
	6-45
	Provide a description of how the hazard of deep-seated landslides would be mitigated.  
	6-46
	Verify the total miles of potential flooding hazard, given other revisions in this RR.  
	6-46
	Suggest changing “Blasting will be employed to create an excavated water reservoir impoundment southwest of the GTP” to “Blasting will be employed to excavate a water reservoir southwest of the GTP.”
	Appendix 1E
	Provide remedial designs for aboveground, pipeline fault crossings for each active or potentially active fault that would be crossed by the planned pipelines.  Verify that the design would enable the pipeline to accommodate potential future fault displacement.
	Appendix 6A
	Appendix 6C
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 7 – Soils
	Source
	Provide the following:
	7-9
	Provide thermister data and results, locations by MP and describe their depths and methods of installation.
	7-9
	Provide tabular summary by MP of continuous landform cross sections showing type and thickness of landform to 50 foot depth as described in section 7.2.5.  Include typical representative cross sections.
	7-9
	Provide tabular summary by MP of continuous geothermal cross sections showing active layer thickness, frozen state of ground and associated permafrost designation to 50 foot depth as described in section 7.2.5.  Include typical representative cross sections.
	7-9
	Provide tabular summary by MP of continuous bedrock cross sections to 50 foot depth to bedrock, bedrock type and degree of weathering as described in section 7.2.5.  Include typical representative cross sections.
	7-9
	Provide a summary table of ground ice conditions and other features by MP.
	7-9
	Provide summary tables of data obtained from the referenced 8,000 borings.
	7-9
	Provide whiplash and trumpet curves to define the bottom of the active soil layer (undergoes annual freeze/thaw cycle) and the top of the permafrost along the planned pipeline alignment and for above ground facilities.  Provide a table summarizing the results by MP.
	7-15
	Provide a map with MP designations showing the soil types along the planned Alaska Mainline and the Point Thomson Pipelines.
	7-15
	Provide a permafrost map (with project MPs) which shows continuous, discontinuous, and seasonal permafrost limits relative to the pipeline alignment.  Provide mitigation recommendations for permafrost thawing following construction disturbance.  
	7-29
	Provide procedures for avoiding introduction of invasive biological/plant species where non-native backfill materials are used for access roads.
	7-30
	Identify the thicknesses of the active permafrost layer along the Alaska Mainline and Point Thomson Pipeline, by MP.  
	7-30
	Identify and provide support for the predicted increase in thickness (by MP) of the active layer along the pipeline alignment following placement of the pipeline along the Alaska Mainline and Point Thomson Pipeline.
	7-30
	Determine the mitigation for frost bulbs around the buried pipeline.
	7-32
	The majority of the soils along the planned Point Thomson route are stated to be thaw-sensitive; however, the discussion on the Arctic Coastal Plain MLRA of Alaska (MLRA 246) in section 7.3 describes thaw-stable, gravelly, and poorly drained permafrost soils located along terraces and floodplains of the Sagavanirktok River.  Because both thaw-stable and thaw-sensitive permafrost exist along the Point Thomson route, provide percentages of thaw-stable and thaw-sensitive permafrost along this route and include them in table 7.5.1-1.  
	7-32
	In the third paragraph of section 7.5.1.1, please change table 7A-4 to table 7A-3. 
	7-35
	Provide the special pipeline construction protocols in thaw-sensitive soils that are referred to in the fourth paragraph of page 7-35.  This paragraph refers to section 1.6.3.10 of RR 1.  Section 1.6.3.10 needs to expand on how thaw-sensitive soils would be protected.  Provide the tool kit practices referred to in section 1.6.3.10.
	FERC, PHMSA
	7-45
	7-45
	The text states that "the establishment of stable surfaces will represent an additional natural landform after the area has been stabilized and allowed to revegetate."  Provide additional information regarding what this could look like (how high of a hump this would result in, expected vegetation) and include a discussion in the wetlands section about how this could result in the loss of wetlands in some areas, in particular the Point Thomson Pipeline.  
	7-46
	Provide a column in table 7.5.1-7 for the 12-18 inch topsoil depth class as described in section 7.5.1.6.  The text in section 7.4.6 describes five thickness ranges of component soil horizons: 0-6 inches, 6-12 inches, 12-18 inches, 18-24 inches, and greater than 24 inches.
	7-47
	Provide mitigation for construction through thaw-sensitive permafrost slopes.
	7-47
	Provide trench/slope support mitigation for trenching operations made in slopes with solifluction lobes or thawed detachment layers.  Describe how active layer glides, block slides and/or detachment failures would be prevented during trenching operation on slopes.
	7-47
	Provide trench/slope support mitigation for trenching operations through rock glaciers identified along the Alaska Mainline route.
	7-50
	Verify the percentage of droughty soil along Alaska Mainline route.  Table 7.5.1-10 indicates 5 percent.
	7-52
	Explain what is meant by the row "Exclusion Area (Undisturbed)" in the text of table 7.5.2-1.
	7-53
	Repeat top row on table 7.5.2-2.   
	7-53
	7-54
	Appendix 7A
	Provide a similar table as table 7A-3 for the Point Thomson route.
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 8 – Land Use, Recreation, and Visual Impacts
	Source
	General
	Provide a more in-depth land ownership discussion or table showing all small parcel owners and third party interests affected by the planned APP ROW on BLM-administered lands (e.g., other ROWs leased, crossed, etc.).
	BLM
	General
	RR 8 should include a discussion of impacts on Section 6f (Land and Water Conservation Fund) Lands, if any.
	USCG
	General
	Include a Visual Resource Analysis (see comment G-10).
	FERC
	8-5
	Update tables 1.3.1.-2 and 1.3.1-3 to include all MP locations where the pipeline ROW would at least partially coincide with an existing utility ROW and where it would be adjacent to an existing ROW.  Provide the following: 
	FERC
	8-5
	In table 8.2.2-1 describe why the land crossed by the Point Thomson Pipeline route is classified as Commercial/Industrial and not as Open.  Open land is defined in section 8.2.2.1 to be a maintained utility right-of-way and tundra.  Please clarify.
	OFC
	8-6 
	Update table 8.2.2-2 to reflect land use classifications and identify land ownership.
	FERC
	8-7;
	Appendix 1H indicates a 100-foot-wide permanent ROW is necessary along the entire pipeline based on the need for helicopter access.  (This is double the permanent width frequently applied for large-diameter pipelines in the lower 48 states.)  Provide additional justification for why a 100-foot-wide ROW is required during operations.
	8-7
	Provide a letter from the appropriate state and federal agencies stating compliance with management plans concerning the disposition of timber cleared from the project area.
	8-7
	This section contains two references to BLM 1980.  Contact the BLM to determine current status and collect updated information, because planning is ongoing on BLM land along much of the route.  Provide updates.
	8-8
	Section 8.2.2.3 states that “the majority of agricultural land uses will continue within the permanent, operational” ROW.  Clarify what agricultural land uses would not continue.  Explain why some agricultural land use would be prohibited near the pipeline during operation.
	8-9
	8-9
	8-10
	Provide a Dalton Highway to Prudhoe Bay Area Traffic Management Plan developed in consultation with the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities.
	8-10 –8-11
	8-11
	Update tables 8.2.3-1 and 8.2.3-2 summarizing land requirements for aboveground facilities and identifying lands classified as “T/A.”
	8-16;
	Delete the column labeled “Open Water” in table 8.2.3-2.  Same comment for tables 8.2.4-4 (pages 8-28 through 8-30) and 8C-1.  “Open water” is not a land type.
	8-18--8-19;
	8-22--8-23
	Provide a separate table that identifies the type and use of acreage that would be disturbed for all aboveground project facilities to include borrow sites, water lines, access roads, airstrip modifications, etc.
	8-18
	Provide the land use impacts associated with the existing borrow site (Putuligauuk-23) that would be a source of sand and gravel required for the GTP.
	8-22
	Provide a table identifying all expected airstrip requirements.  The BLM notes that minor upgrades to existing non-commercial airstrips may require additional NEPA analysis and permitting.
	8-24;
	Modify tables 8.2.4-3 and 8C-1 regarding construction camps, pipe storage areas, and contractor yards to include whether the site is new or existing.
	8-27
	Describe the duration of activities required to disassemble, remove, and restore surface facilities at the temporary camps following construction.
	8-27
	The referenced table should indicate the existing and proposed users of the pits as well as type and quantity of material needs by each, along with potential additional expansion acreage.
	8-32
	Expand the discussion of private lands.  Include issues associated with lands to which TC Alaska has been denied access, and address specific issues raised during scoping regarding these areas. 
	8-32
	To complete the cumulative visual impact analysis, provide the following for existing or planned developments within the radius of analysis for cumulative impacts:
	8-33
	Update table 8.4-1 (land ownership/management of all land crossed by the APP).
	8-34, -43
	Provide an update regarding the project’s compliance with all land management plans. Include in the update information regarding the project consistency with land management goals and identify the proposed mitigation developed in discussions with both federal and state land management agencies.
	8-43
	Describe how TC Alaska’s proposed crossing of the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge would be consistent with the FWS’ management objectives for the Refuge. 
	8-34 –8-47
	The area of analysis of visual impacts in RR 8 is too small and is inconsistent with BLM requirements; it also fails to include a full range of potentially affected visual resources.  Provide the following: 
	 National, state, county, and local parks; recreation areas; conservation areas; preserves; historic landmarks; scenic or historic areas, trails, and highways; and wildlife refuges;
	 National Monuments and other National Park Service Units;
	 Wilderness and Wilderness Study Areas.
	8-59
	The introduction to section 8.5 states that no Wild and Scenic Rivers would be crossed by the planned pipeline.  This analysis does not address potential impacts on nearby rivers that may meet Wild and Scenic criteria but are not actually crossed by the pipeline.  Provide the locations of boat launches or public access to waterways, as these may be areas in which visual resources are important to the use of the land, as well as to provide a link to the recreational resources and potential subsistence fishing evaluation.
	8-43
	Provide a table(s) that contain the information presented in tables 8.4.1-2 and 8.4.1-3 for Department of Defense, NMFS, and COE facilities, and for FWS managed lands.
	8-45
	The standard categories used in table 8.4.1-4 do not reflect the actual uses of the land.  Modify the columns of the table to specifically state what “Open Land” and “Commercial/Industrial” are referring to.
	8-46, -59
	Would the APP cross designated Special Recreation Management Areas?  Identify planned mitigation in compliance with the BLM’s Utility Corridor Resource Management Plan EIS and Fortymile Management Framework Plan.  Provide documentation from the BLM indicating that the APP would be in compliance with all federal land management plans.
	8-50
	Provide updated land ownership information for section 8.4.2.1.
	8-52
	The planned Alaska Mainline route crosses multiple management units within the Tanana Valley State Forest.  Provide documentation that the project would be in compliance with the management plan (2001 update) for this area.
	8-53, -59
	Address BLM recreation sites along the Dalton Hwy, Elliott Hwy, and the White Mountains Recreation Area.  It appears that the planned route would pass near most of the BLM recreation sites along the Dalton Highway, specifically the Marion Creek administration site and campground.  The planned construction camp at Coldfoot could impact tour buses and the Arctic Interagency Visitor Center.  
	Provide a Draft Implementation Plan as required by the Dalton Highway Master Plan that includes or responds to the recommendations from all interested parties.
	8-58
	Section 8.4.2.6 states that no municipal or private lands would be affected by the Point Thomson Pipeline.  This section also states 2 percent and 15 percent of the Alaska Mainline route crosses municipal and private lands, respectively.  Update the section to accurately reflect impacts on municipal and private lands.
	8-59
	Even though the Coastal Zone Management authority has lapsed, applicable issues of consistency with Alaska’s coastal policies should be addressed in the text of the resource report.
	8-62
	Add a discussion of the rights reserved under 17(b) of ANCSA (i.e., 17(b) easements) to the federal government across native lands.  This should include a table or combined with the RS 2477 - table 8.5.4-1, since many of these overlap.  Also discuss 17(b) easements in sections 8.5.6.3 and 8.5.6.4.
	8-63
	Make the following corrections to table 8.5.5-1:
	8-65
	Make the following corrections to table 8.5.6-1:
	8-64
	Identify undesignated areas along the Point Thomson Pipeline or the Alaska Mainline routes that may be important for general recreation use and add these to table 8.5.6-1.  Include the BLM ACEC and Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge in this section because of their recreation values.  Contact land management agencies to identify undesignated areas with important recreation values.
	8-65 –8-66
	The RR is missing numerous BLM recreation sites along the Dalton Highway; e.g., the White Mountains National Recreation Area (e.g., Wickersham Creek Trailhead, Colorado Creek Trailhead, and Fred Blixt Cabin).  Add the planned gravel pit at the Marion Creek Administration Site. 
	8-70
	Figure 8.7.2-1 is missing BLM national areas – please add.
	8-73
	Section 8.7.3 should include a table with all authorized landfills (including their capacity), as well as any proposed landfills.  TC Alaska should discuss the amount of solid waste that would be generated and where precisely it would be disposed.  (The BLM notes some landfills authorized to Alyeska are not open to the public.)
	Section 8.8.3.2 identifies measures that would be used to screen the planned aboveground facilities.  Provide more discussion regarding how this task would be accomplished, or if other measures are available to address screening of APP components.
	Provide a list of site-specific mitigation measures per project phase.  These measures should include commonly accepted practices as well as those developed specifically for the APP.
	The statement “Therefore, the VRM and other Federal or state visual or scenic quality prescriptions for this infrastructure are the same as those associated with the pipeline or Aboveground Facility at a specific MP location,” is confusing.  Please explain or revise.
	8-73 –8-78
	The analysis of impacts currently lacks sufficient detail.  The analysis requires a description of common impacts by project phase.  For the proposed route and route alternatives and variations that meet the project objective, provide: 
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 9 – Air, Climate Change, and Noise
	General
	 spraying the construction work areas with water or a palliative,
	 measures to limit track-out onto the roads,
	 halting operations during high wind events,
	 the speed limit that would be enforced on unsurfaced roads, and
	 covering open-bodied haul trucks, as appropriate;
	Provide documentation of consultation with the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities regarding supply and application of calcium chloride to the Dalton Highway during the summer season.  Also, provide a comparison of the project fugitive dust control plan with appropriate portions of Eielson AFB’s fugitive dust control plan.
	General
	General
	General
	9-2
	9-3
	9-6
	9-6 – 9-9
	9-12
	Provide a description of the different air quality control regions (AQCR) within the state of Alaska in accordance with 40 CFR 81, and describe the APP-related facilities and pipeline(s) by MP that are within each AQCR.
	9-12
	The boundaries for the non-attainment area for PM2.5 is not exactly the same as the maintenance area for carbon monoxide (CO).  Revise the description of these areas to clarify and correctly describe the difference between each area.
	9-12 – 9-14
	Update table 9.2.2-1 to reflect the most current National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).  Also, present concentration units in tables 9.2.2-1 through 9.2.2-3 consistent with the NAAQS regulations (e.g., parts per billion or parts per million for gaseous pollutants).
	9-13
	Clarify how the data presented in table 9.2.2-2 (from the coastal plain) can truly be representative of air quality nearly 200 miles away in the Brooks Range.
	9-13 – 9-14
	The 98th percentile 2010 monitoring data for the 24-hour PM2.5 at the state office building in Fairbanks recorded concentrations more than 10 micrograms per cubic meter higher than the 2008 values shown in table 9.2.2-3.  Update background levels in tables 9.2.2-2 and 9.2.2-3 to present the average of the three most recent years of data for each monitoring location, based on the same statistic the NAAQS are evaluated on for each pollutant and averaging time (maximum, average, 98th percentile, etc.) 
	9-14
	Provide an anticipated schedule for completing preliminary determinations of acceptability of background measurements with ADEC, and in the event that additional data are required, likely completion dates for the monitoring program, analysis of the collected data, and acceptance of the results by ADEC. 
	9-16
	Correct the statement in first paragraph:  “One exception ... VOCs (volatile organic compounds) are regulated criteria pollutants.”  VOCs are not criteria pollutants.
	9-16
	The term "essential" is used in the description of the common equipment for the GTP.  Describe what makes those units essential as opposed to all the rest.
	9-16 – 9-17
	Provide the approximate power ratings for each of the common equipment proposed for the GTP site and compressor stations.
	9-16
	Use of the terms “estimated potential to emit” and “estimated operational emissions from normal operations” requires clarification.  Identify whether the emissions presented are based on “potential to emit” (as used to define major sources) or estimated actual emissions. 
	9-16 – 9-19
	Clarify whether, as indicated in the column headers in tables 9.2.4-1 and 9.2.4-2, the listed emissions are “potential to emit,” as would be calculated for determining whether a source exceeds the major source thresholds or significance criteria for Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD), or whether these emissions are estimated normal operational emissions as stated in the text references to these tables on pages 9-16 and 9-17. 
	Provide the same clarification for table 9.2.4-3 which has a column header specifying only “Emissions.”
	9-16 – 9-17
	Section 9.2.4.1 states that H2S would be removed in the processing trains.  Clarify whether the H2S would be compressed with the CO2 removed and piped back to the producers, or if the H2S would be separated and vented/emitted.  If emitted, provide the detailed H2S emission calculations, identify any emission control devices (including control efficiency), and compare emissions with the PSD significant emission rate threshold.
	9-17 – 9-18
	Section 9.2.1.5 states that the coldest locations for the APP are on the North Slope at Prudhoe Bay and on the north side of the Brooks Range near Galbraith Lake.  However the GTP site emissions rates were based on reference temperatures of 10 ºF and the compressor stations were based on 0 ºF.  
	Revise emissions for the GTP site to reflect the coldest conditions or provide justification why the GTP site emissions are not based on the coldest temperatures.  Also, the GTP site and compressor stations may experience temperature variations ranging from temperatures in the negatives during the winter to summertime highs in the 70s.  Provide a range of emission estimates (including detailed emission calculations) that may result due to extreme temperature changes and identify which facilities would be subject to experiencing ranges in operating emissions.
	9-17 –9-18; Appendix 9A
	Emission factors for much of the equipment for the GTP site and compressor stations are based on vendor-provided data.  Provide copies of the manufacturer data sheets (or equivalent) supporting the identified emission factors based on the identified reference temperatures.
	9-17 –9-18; Appendix 9A
	Appendix 9A identifies a GE PGT25+G4 DLE compressor for each proposed compressor station.  Clarify whether TC Alaska has selected this gas turbine for all compressor stations or if a range of manufacturers and turbines are being considered.  If a range, provide the detailed emissions calculations for several manufacturers and turbines being considered supporting a “worst case scenario” unit, on a per-pollutant basis.
	9-18 –9-19;
	Emissions may not be the same for each compressor station.  Page 1-16 of RR 1 notes that gas chillers would be used in areas with permanent permafrost.  Identify which compressor stations would require gas chillers and quantify the station emissions both with and without gas chillers, including equations, emission factors, and other required parameters in the spreadsheet format of appendix 9A. 
	9-19
	Provide text describing the process to be used for initial facility startup at the GTP (including drying out of the facility and process systems).  Include information about which gas would be used to purge/dry the system, quantity of gas to be used for the initial system conditioning, duration of the conditioning process (for the entire project), and how the purge/conditioning gas would be disposed of (e.g. venting or flaring).
	9-19
	9-19
	9-19
	9-19
	For the compressor stations, quantify emissions (including detailed calculations and assumptions) associated with startups and shutdowns.
	9-17 – 9-21
	9-21
	9-22
	9-22 –9-23; 
	9-24
	9-26
	State what the requirements are under the GHG Reporting Rule and how those requirements would be met. 
	9-26;
	9-26
	Discuss the basis for the determination that compressor station construction would qualify as a temporary construction activity.  Is this qualification based on the premise that the construction of each individual compressor station would take less than 2 years from start to finish?  Also, provide clarification on what activities are considered to be within the scope of the compressor station construction activities. For example, it appears a weather station and 15 meter tower for air quality modeling are included, but this work is done in advance.  
	9-26
	Discuss the State of Alaska opacity of smoke regulations from marine vessels.  Evaluate the applicability of these regulations on the APP.
	9-27
	Provide detailed emission estimates from the construction of new haul and access roads and the expected locations of these roads.  Include emissions associated with temporary/portable concrete batch plants, if any.
	9-27
	Provide detailed construction emission estimates from marine vessels/barges.  Evaluate emissions for dredging operations and transportation of equipment and pipeline supplies starting when the vessel enters state waters (breakdown emissions associated with transit, idling/hotelling, dredging, etc.).
	9-27
	Include a discussion of the potential emissions of black carbon, a form of particulate matter, from sources like ships and diesel engines associated with the project.  Because of its location in the Arctic and the fact that increased amounts of black carbon could increase snow or ice melting in the nearby areas, provide information on black carbon emissions and alternative types of fuels that could be considered. 
	9-27
	New pads would be part of the construction activities at compressor stations.  Emission estimates for the preparation of concrete do not appear to have been included in the emissions estimates.  Provide detailed emission calculations associated with the preparation of concrete for the new pads at compressor stations and state what equipment would be used. 
	9-27
	Disclose whether vehicular air toxics emissions would result from project construction and operations, discuss the cancer and non-cancer health effects associated with air toxics and diesel particulate matter, and identify sensitive receptor populations and individuals that would likely be exposed to these emissions.
	9-27
	Identify distances to human activity centers and sensitive receptor locations (particularly parks, schools, hospitals, day care centers, outdoor recreation facilities, etc.) to the nearest proposed construction work areas.  Provide an assessment or accounting (qualitative or modeled depending on the severity of existing and projected conditions) of all the factors that could influence the degree of adverse impact on the population due to increased construction emissions.  As appropriate, provide a hotspot analysis for air toxics and particulate matter and identify mitigation measures as necessary.
	9-27 –9-34;  Appendix 9A
	The emissions from the Pipe and Double Joining Yard have not been included in the construction emissions.  In addition, emission estimates should include transportation of the pipe segments by truck from the Pipe and Double Joining Yard and the return trip of each truck.  These emissions should be added to the pipeline construction totals for each calendar year that they would occur in.  Also, specifically identify the portion of applicable emissions that would occur within the nonattainment or maintenance areas of Fairbanks for General Conformity applicability.
	9-28
	Provide a brief listing of the sequence of construction for the compressor stations so it is clearer what the logical progression of emissions would be over the various construction seasons.  Also, provide the missing PM2.5 and CO2 air emission estimates for the George Lake Compressor Station.
	9-29
	Footnote (a) in table 9.2.5-1 leaves the status of fugitive PM2.5 unclear.  Clarify whether fugitives are included in the estimates of PM2.5.
	9-30
	Provide detailed emission estimates associated with open burning activities.
	9-30
	Provide an air dispersion modeling protocol for the GTP and the compressor stations.  This protocol should include documented correspondence with the ADEC, EPA, and FERC staff and should identify the source of meteorological data.  
	9-30
	Correct the text which limits the source of fugitive dust to roads to include other sources of dust.  Fugitive dust can also be a concern when soils and construction materials are stockpiled.  In those cases covering the piles can be a feasible mitigation measure
	9-30 – 9-32
	9-32
	9-32
	Clarify whether the Transportation Conformity Rule would also be applicable to the APP.  Describe the rule, the project’s applicability, and if applicable, provide a discussion of how the project would conform with the State Implementation Plan.
	9-33
	Indicate how the projected emissions presented in table 9.2.6-1 were calculated and what assumptions were made.
	Appendix 9A
	The detailed emission calculations for construction emissions appear to use emission factors sourced from NONROAD and MOVES.  Provide clarification that these sources are appropriate in the cold climates in Alaska, or update emission factors based on appropriate sources.
	9-35
	Provide the estimated GHG inventory for the State of Alaska and provide the percent increase in emissions as a result of construction and operation of the APP.
	9-36
	Present mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions during construction and operation periods.
	9-39
	The U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), in a 2009 report Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States, identifies climate change impacts in Alaska, including “the number of days per year in which travel on the tundra is allowed under ADNR standards has dropped from more than 200 to about 100 days in the past 30 years.  This results in a 50 percent reduction in days that oil and gas exploration and extraction equipment can be used.”  Provide a discussion on how a shortened winter season, and ADNR restrictions (e.g., frozen ground and ice roads for travel) would impact the multi-year construction of the project.
	9-39
	The USGCRP report identifies that permafrost temperatures have increased throughout Alaska resulting in land subsidence and infrastructure risks.  Section 9.3.2.3 briefly identifies modeling TC Alaska has performed to predict the warming trend in Alaska and mitigate for risks to the project.  Provide a more thorough discussion on what considerations have been incorporated in the design of the APP, including details about the modeling analysis performed and detailed engineering/design measures to adapt to these climate change impacts.
	9-39
	Based on the USGCRP report, the rate of erosion along Alaska’s northeastern coastline has doubled over the past 50 years, and coastal storms are projected to increase, leading to increased coastal erosion.  Provide a discussion on what considerations have been incorporated into the design of the West Dock and GTP site to adapt to these climate change impacts.
	9-39
	The USGCRP report identifies that closed-basin lakes within the southern two-thirds of Alaska have decreased over the past 50 years.  Identify any cumulative impact the APP would have (in addition to climate change) as a result of using these water sources for project-related construction of ice roads.  Also, identify any impacts on the project or adaptation measures which have been developed because of this impact and the availability of water to meet the project’s needs.
	9-40
	9-40 – 9-41 
	Provide a discussion of impacts.  Provide the potential impacts, generic and specific, associated with the typical activities that are described.  Quantify noise levels from commonly used construction equipment based on sample distances from a pipeline or ROW.
	9-41
	Identify whether pile driving activities would be required at the GTP site.  If so, provide estimated noise levels from pile driving activities based on sample distances from the activity.
	9-40 – 9-42
	9-40 – 9-42
	Address noise from increased truck traffic along the highways between Fairbanks and Deadhorse. 
	9-40 – 9-42
	Address noise levels associated with the modifications to Dock Head 2 and construction of the West Dock Area. 
	9-40 – 9-42
	Identify the noise metric to be used in assessing construction. 
	9-40 – 9-42
	Address the potential noise impacts of increased helicopter and aircraft flights, routine maintenance, blowdowns at mainline block valves and compressor stations, and local vehicular traffic. 
	9-40 – 9-42
	Provide the anticipated mitigation measures for construction and operation periods at GTP, new compressor stations, and along the pipelines including those to be used for reducing noise to acceptable levels at NSAs and vibration at NSAs, especially for HDDs, pile driving, and blasting.
	9-42
	9-43
	Identify any applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) noise standards (short- and long-term noise levels) for workers living at the GTP site.  Quantify noise levels due to operation of the GTP facility and compare impacts with any applicable OSHA standards.  Also identify any mitigation as required.
	9-43
	Provide the 55-dBA Ldn contours for the compressor stations. 
	9-43
	Provide composite noise levels at a reference distance for the GTP and compressor stations. 
	9-43;
	Clarify the status of identification of NSAs for the George Lake and Tatalina River Compressor Stations.  There appears to be an inconsistency between tables 9.4.2-1 and 9.4.2-2, and the corresponding figures in appendix 1B (the number of identified NSAs differ).
	9-43
	9-43
	9-43
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 10 – Alternatives
	General
	For each alternative, address its ability to meet project objectives and provide the environmental impacts in each resource area. 
	General
	General
	General
	General
	General
	a. Include an evaluation of on-land disposal of the dredge spoil. 
	b. Evaluating a barge and bridge system similar to the proposal for the Point Thomson project to minimize, if not avoid, the need for ocean dumping of dredged material.
	10-3
	10-6
	10-7
	10-9
	10-10
	a. Provide details about the technical considerations that would be used to evaluate whether to bury the pipeline or to install it above-ground.  
	b. What criteria would indicate that a segment of the pipeline should be installed above-ground?  Provide MP locations of the areas where such an analysis is indicated.
	10-11
	The reasoning behind the choice of 48-inch vs. 52 inch pipe is unclear and hard to follow.  Please clarify the text.
	10-12
	Please provide in the appendix the supporting cost documentation for the statement “The cost of an aboveground installation has been estimated at 1.5 – 2 times the cost of a belowground installation.”  Provide estimates for installing the natural gas pipelines below ground versus above ground.
	10-12
	The statement that an aboveground configuration of the pipelines "may" face significant challenges due to "lack of historic industry experience" does not mean such an alternative is technically infeasible or not capable of being done.  Explain more about outage conditions as identified in the materials bullet.  
	10-13
	a. The existing Plan and Procedures do not contain specific performance standards that could be defined as successful reclamation or revegetation.  Also, within how much time would successful reclamation and revegetation take place?  This statement is overall very broad and misleading.
	b. It is "likely infeasible" is different than it is not capable of being done.  Clarify why there is uncertainty.
	a. Please include a detailed map of these route alternatives in this portion of the RR. 
	b. Add more rationale for why these alternatives were rejected.  The current discussion for several of the minor route variations does not provide enough information.
	c. Avoiding the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge is a reasonable alternative…add this to the list of Minor Route Alternatives and explain why it was rejected.
	d. Tetlin Ridge Route Alternative – would this alternative avoid impacts to the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge?  Would this alternative avoid the need for a land exchange?
	10-14
	10-25
	10-25
	a. Provide the beginning and ending MPs for where the Alaska Mainline would cross each property.  
	b. Explain if the private property is a residential or commercial and quantify the amounts (number of properties, feet crossed by the pipeline, number of residences or commercial buildings within 50 and 25 feet of construction workspaces) for each. 
	c. Is the private property part of the same development that would be crossed by the alternative route?  If it is, or if it is not, this should be explained/described and compared to the alternative route.  
	10-27
	10-27
	10-27
	10-27
	10-27
	10-29
	10-29
	a. Provide quantifiable data about the private resources that would be affected along the planned and alternative routes so they may be compared.  At a minimum provide the feet crossed through farmland and residential land; the number of properties, the number of residential properties, and the number of residences within 50 and 25 feet of construction workspaces.  
	b. What’s the name of the residential subdivision development?  
	c. Describe the private land crossed by the planned route and provide similar data about it.  
	10-31
	10-31
	a. What is the trail’s name, who manages it, and how is it used?  
	b. How would it be crossed/maintained/restored, or where is information related to these activities found in the RRs?  
	c. Describe the topography and other physical features that would be involved in crossing the trail along both routes.  
	d. Would one be more technically challenging to cross or have different environmental impacts?  If yes, then describe.
	10-31
	a. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each route and provide a comparison table.  
	b. Address the amount (acreage) of tree clearing along both routes and access issues related to the use of the alternative route compared to the planned route.  
	c. It appears that the alternative route would move the pipeline farther from the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge; however, this is not mentioned nor are the advantages and/or disadvantages of both routes explained.  Please include such a discussion.
	d. Provide a conclusion for this section that clearly explains why the planned route was selected rather than the alternative.
	10-33
	10-36
	10-36, -37
	10-38
	10-42
	10-49
	10-50
	10-51
	10-52
	10-56
	10-58 – 
	10-67
	a. Update this section to reflect the evaluation of the three facility sites, include a table that compares the advantages and disadvantages of each, and identify the “final” planned site. 
	b. Same comment for the Tatalina River Compressor Station discussed in section 10.6.2.5. 
	c. Same comment for the Johnson Road Compressor Station discussed in section 10.6.2.6.
	d. Same comment for the Tetlin Junction Compressor Station discussed in section 10.6.2.8.
	Comment Number
	RR Location Reference
	Comments on Draft RR 11 – Safety and Reliability
	General
	General
	The revised RR 11 should provide the most current status of the special permit application review, including dates when the special permit was filed with PHMSA. 
	General
	General
	11-2
	Draft RR 11 uses U.S. national data on natural gas incidents applied to Alaska.  Given that the operating conditions are more extreme in Alaska than in the remainder of the United States, provide a table that presents Alaska-specific incident data (e.g., data on the ENSTAR pipeline).
	11-2
	Provide historical incident data for natural gas pipelines in Alaska (based on PHMSA-supplied data), to afford a relative measure of the safety of natural gas transmission pipelines in Alaska.  In addition, section 11.2 is based on transmission and gathering pipeline incident data, which are not appropriate for the planned APP.  Revise this section to show transmission pipeline incident data only.
	11-2
	Address historical incidents that have occurred at gas treatment plants in the United States.  Include PHMSA incident data on gas processing incidents (based on “Other” incidents as identified in the “PRTSYO” column in the DOT datasets), similar to what was provided for natural gas pipelines. 
	11-2
	Provide information and statistics on expected worker-related industrial accidents and injuries during construction, operation, and maintenance of the project.
	11-3
	Provide a list or table of “applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations” that TC Alaska would abide by during design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the APP.  These should cover both the health and safety of the workers and general public.
	11-3
	Section 11.3 indicates that the planned pipelines and aboveground facilities would meet applicable regulatory requirements in 49 CFR 192.  Specify any reliability or safety measures that would be implemented which would meet the Minimum Federal Safety Standards.
	11-4 – 11-5
	Subsections 11.4.1 and 11.4.2 are provided under section 11.3.  Re-number Sections 11.4.1 and 11.4.2 as 11.3.1 and 11.3.2.
	11-4 – 11-5
	Discuss the strain-based design approach for the planned pipelines to maintain integrity with respect to pipe displacements due to frost heave and seismic effects.  Provide additional information to establish the potential impacts on pipeline safety and reliability in the event of a major earthquake near the pipeline ROW.
	11-4
	For strain-based sections of pipeline, identify whether a different hoop stress design factor would be used.  If so, describe how each strain-based section and its corresponding design factor would be determined.
	11-4
	Clarify that the pipeline would not exceed 1 year without cathodic protection during the construction phase.    
	11-4
	11-4
	Describe how the pipe would be manufactured, tested, and inspected to ensure that pipe joints are not low-strength. 
	11-4
	11-6
	Indicate the frequency of the operational cleaning pig runs.  Describe the procedures to ensure that internal corrosion is minimized and that the requirements of 49 CFR 192.475, 192.476, and 192.477 are satisfied.
	11-6
	According to section 11.4.3, geologic hazards are discussed in RR 6; however, the discussion in section 6.4 Geologic Hazards is relatively general.  There is no discussion of the likelihood and the severity of natural events that could lead to release of natural gas to the environment from the planned pipelines and associated facilities.   See also comments 6-6, 6-21, and 6-22. 
	11-6, -10
	11-11 – 
	11-12
	Section 11.4 starts with subsection number 11.4.3.  Re-number subsections 11.4.3, 11.4.4, and 11.4.5 as 11.4.1, 11.4.2, and 11.4.3.
	11-6
	HCAs are discussed in section 11.4.3.  The Pipeline Safety Improvement Act of 2002 requires that all gas transmission operators develop and follow a written Integrity Management Plan (IMP).  In the discussion of the details of the APP IMP, discuss how the pipelines would comply with the pipeline classification and pipeline integrity management regulations in 49 CFR 192 by monitoring for potential class location changes and HCAs throughout the life of the project.  Include the types of monitoring, such as aerial and ground inspections, review of aerial photography of the route, and/or surveillance during activities associated with operation.  Add to the discussion that the pipeline integrity management rule for HCAs also requires inspection of the entire pipeline for HCAs every 7 years.
	11-7
	Identify whether the pipe would be internally coated.  If so, provide a description.
	11-8
	Provide the baseline assessment plan as stated in section 11.4.  Describe the mitigation measures TC Alaska would implement to minimize the likelihood and impacts of a natural gas release.
	11-8
	Provide the methods that would be included in the IMP to address the effects of frost heave, thaw settlement, and seismic activities on pipeline integrity.
	11-9
	Twenty-one HCAs are identified.  Discuss the safety actions TC Alaska would undertake in these areas. 
	Appendix 11B
	RR 11 states that safety and reliability information related to the GTP “consistent with the FERC guidance” will be provided in the final report (as appendix 11B).  The FERC guidance document referred to (Alaska Pipeline Project Engineering Information Requirements), is included in this document as Attachment 3.  This information must be provided for the application to be considered complete.
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